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PREFACE

Catalysis is primarily a molecular phenomenon, which involves well-defined

surface intennediates and/or transition states. The design of better catalysts involves the

construction of well-defined active sites, testing of its catalytic performance and assessing

a structure-activity relationship. Selective catalytic oxidation especially of hydrocarbons is

currently an area of tremendous research and industrial importance. For the protection of

our Nature, the design and development of greener processes such as heterogeneous

catalytic oxidation has become the motto of current catalytic research.

Vanadia based catalysts are used for the oxidation of alkanes at the industrial

level. Supported vanadia catalysts behave superior in selective oxidation reactions. Rare

earth oxide ceria is best known for its oxygen storage capacity. Few literature precedences

of catalysis regarding rare earth praseodymia exist. The salient features of this work

include utilization of high surface area amorphous rice husk silic a to modify the surface

and chemical properties of oxide supports such as ceria and praseodymia, which in turn

produce highly active and selective supported vanadia catalysts. Oxidation of various

aromatics was chosen to test the activity of the catalysts.

The thesis is an aggregate of 9 chapters, the first two deals with introduction to

catalysis and catalytic oxidation respectively. The experimental techniques applied for the

characterization of catalysts encompass Chapter 3. In chapter 4 the structural nature of

catalysts is discussed with the information obtained from various techniques. Chapters 5

to 8 account and correlate the structural characteristics and oxidation activity of prepared

catalysts- The last chapter comprehends the summary and conclusion of the results

observed in the previous chapters. The present study envisages that these catalysts are

better suitable for oxidation of aromatics and it is a stepping stone towards the usage of

rice husk silica in sharpening the activity of various metal oxides in heterogeneous

catalysis.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL IN TRODUCTI ON

Abstract

Catalysis is a multidisciplinary area of chemistry, in particular,

industrial chemistry and the catalyst is often, not always, the heart of a

chemical process. Catalysts have been used in the chemical industry for

hundreds of years, and many large scale industrial processes can be

carried out only with the aid of catalysis. Catalytic reactions often reduce

energy requirements and decrease separations due to increased selectivity;

they may permit the use of renewablefeedstocks or minimize the quantities

of reagents needed. Catalysis often permits the use of less toxic reagents,

as in the case of oxidations using hydrogen peroxide in place of heavy

metal catalysts. Heterogeneous catalysis is one of the most important

processes in the petroleum and the chemical industries. The inherent

advantages of heterogeneous catalysis, which ajfords interesting

opportunities for environmentally benign production of fine chemicals and

pharmaceuticals, as well as the ever- increasing demand for some of these

products has been the driving force for the change to environmentally

benign processes and technologies in chemical industry.



Chapter 1

1.1 THE PHENOMENON CATALYSIS

The term “catalysis” was introduced as early as 1836 by Berzelius in

order to explain various decomposition and transformation reactionsl. A

definition that is still valid today is due to Ostwald (1895): “a catalyst

accelerates a chemical reaction without affecting the position of the

equilibrium”. Catalysis is the key to chemical transfonnations. Most industrial

syntheses and nearly all biological reactions require catalysts. Numeric organic

intermediate products required for the production of plastics, synthetic fibers,

pharmaceuticals, dyes, crop-protection agents, resins and pigments can be

produced only by catalytic processes. Most of the processes involved in crude

oil processing and petrochemistry, such as purification stages, refining and

chemical transformations require catalysts. Furthermore, catalysis is the most

important technology in environmental protection, i.e., the prevention of

emissions. A well—known example is the catalytic converter for automobiles. In

theory, an ideal catalyst would not be consumed, but this is not the case in

practice. While it was formerly assumed that the catalysts remained unchanged

in the course of the reaction, it is known that the catalyst is involved in

chemical bonding with the reactants during the catalytic process. Owing to

competing reactions, the catalyst undergoes chemical changes, and its activity

becomes lower. Thus catalysts must be regenerated or eventually replaced.

Apart from accelerating reactions, they can influence the selectivity of

chemical reactions. This means that completely different products can be

obtained from a given starting material by using different catalyst systems.

Industrially, this targeted reaction control is often even more important than

the catalytic activity. Millions and millions of chemicals are produced all over

2



General Introduction

the world by catalytic reactions and various reactions require various catalysts.

Thus catalyst design is a crucial aspect of chemistry and catalysts constitute an

important class of materials. Catalysts have been successfully used in the

chemical industry for more than 100 years, example being the synthesis of

sulfuric acid, the conversion of ammonia to nitric acid, and catalytic

hydrogenation. Later developments include new highly selective

multicomponent oxide and metallic catalysts, zeolites, and the introduction of

homogeneous transition metal complexes in the chemical industr§7’3.

Catalysts can be gases, liquids, or solids. Most industrial catalysts are

liquids or solids, where the latter react only via their surface. The importance

of catalysis in the chemical industry is shown ‘ty the fact that 90 % of all

chemicals are produced with the aid of catalysts; in newly developed

processes. The numerous catalysts known today can be classified according to

various criteria: structure, composition, area of application, or state of

aggregation. According to the state of aggregation in which they act, there are

two large groups: heterogeneous catalysts (solid-state catalysts) and

homogeneous catalysts attached to solids (supported catalysts), also known as

immobilized catalysts. By far the most important catalysts are the

heterogeneous catalysts. Heterogeneous catalysis takes place between several

phases. Generally the catalyst is a solid, and the reactants are gases or liquids.

Heterogeneously catalyzed reactions are composed of purely chemical and

purely physical reaction steps. For the catalytic process to take place, the

starting materials must be transported to the catalyst. Thus apart from the

actual chemical reaction, diffusion, adsorption, and desorption processes are of

importance for the progress of the overall reaction. In heterogeneous catalysis

3



Chapter 1

chemisorption of the reactants and products on the catalysts surface is of

central importance, so that the actual chemical reaction cannot be considered

independently. If a molecule is to enter a reactive state, it must undergo

activated adsorption on the catalyst surface. Hence the catalyst must chemisorb

at least one of the reactants. The strength of adsorption of the molecules is

decisive for effective catalysis: neither too strong nor too weak binding of the

reactants can induce the required reactivity; a certain medium binding strength

is optimum. The active centers on the catalyst surface are probably the result of

free valences or electron defects, which weaken the bonds in the adsorbed

molecules to such an extent that a reaction can readily occur.

1.1 SUPPORTED CATALYSTS

Metal oxides of one type supported by a metal oxide of another type in

which the supported oxide is believed to be present in submonolayer to

monolayer quantities comprise the largest group of heterogeneous catalysts and

are of major economic importance, especially in refinery technology and the

chemical industry. In supported catalysts small amounts of catalytically active

materials, especially metals, are applied to the surface of porous, mostly inert

solids-the so called supports. The main purpose of using a support is to achieve

an optimal dispersion of the catalytically active components and to stabilize it

against sintering. However, in a number of reactions, the support is not inert

and the overall process is actually a combination of two catalytic functions:

that of the active components and that of the support4. Traditionally a catalyst

support is viewed as an inert material that not only provides a surface for the

metal/metal oxide dispersion but also enhances thermal stability, thus

4



General Introduction

rendering it continuously useful even at elevated temperatures. However, the

physical and chemical properties of the support have now been recognized as

major contributors to resultant catalytic activity. While the physical properties

of the support have been related to metal dispersion, the chemical properties

were associated with both metal dispersion and electronic effectss. The

supports can have forms such as pellets, rings, extrudates, and granules.

Typical supports are porous solids such as A1203, SiO;, MgO, TiO2, Z102,

aluminosilicates, zeolites, activated carbon and ceramic-s6'8.

The main factors influencing these properties are the choice of the most

suitable support material and the arrangement of the metal atoms in the pore

structure of the support. The main function of the support is to increase the

surface area of the active component. Generally catalytic activity increases

with the increasing catalysts surface area, but a lnear relationship cannot be

expected since the reaction rate is often strongly dependent on the structure of

the catalyst surface. The choice of the appropriate support for a particular

active component is important because in many reactions the support can

significantly influence the reaction rate and the course of the reaction. The

nature of the reaction system largely determines the type of catalyst support.

The pore structure of the support can also have an influence on the role of the

active component, since the course of the reaction is often strongly dependent

on the rate of diffusion of the reactants. In supported catalysts, the support does

not only ensure high dispersion of the metal; there are also interactions

between metal and support due to various physical and chemical effects such

as electron transfer up to fonnation of chemical bonds, adhesive forces (van

5



Chapter I

der Waals forces) formation of reduced support species on the metal surface

and formation of new phases at the boundary surface.

1.2 PROMOTERS

Promoters are substances that are themselves not catalytically active

but increase the activity of catalysts}. The function of these, which are added to

catalysts in amounts of a few percent, has not been fully elucidated. There are

four types of promoters:

I Structure promoters: increase the selectivity by influencing the

catalysts surface such that the number of possible reactions for the

adsorbed molecules decreases and a favoured reaction path dominates.

I Electronic promoters: become dispersed in the active phase and

influence its electronic character and therefore the chemical binding of

the adsorbate.

I Textural promoters: inhibit the growth of catalyst particles to form

larger, less active structures during the reaction. Thus prevent loss of

active surface by sintering and increase the thennal stability of catalyst.

' Catalyst-poison-resistant promoters: protect the active phase against

poisoning by impurities, either present in the starting materials or

formed in side reactions.

A catalyst may contain one active component and one or more

promoters. Since the above four effects tend to overlap in practice, it is

sometimes difficult to precisely define the function of a promoter. Promoters

are the subject of great interest in catalyst research due to their remarkable

influence on the activity, selectivity, and stability of industrial catalysts.

6



General Introduction

Promoters can act in various ways. By means of the ensemble effect the

promoters block active sites and thus suppress the dissociation of undesired

products. Promoters can also influence catalytically active phases by

stabilizing surface atoms in certain valence states. Besides these, the promoter

can also form direct chemical bonds with the adsorbate. Promoters are also

developed to strengthen the support or the active component. An important

function is influencing the stability of support materials. These are often used

to suppress undesired activity of support materials, such as coke formation.

1.3 METHODS OF PREPARATION

The correct sampling, sample preparation, choice of the support and

appropriate method are important in heterogeneous catalysis and are one of the

major challenges in today’s researchg. According to Ardson, “catalyst

preparation is the secret to achieving the desired activity, selectivity and life

time”10. In recent years, major advances have been made on techniques for

physically and chemically characterizing supported catalyst and on the

quantitative and qualitative aspects of catalyst preparation, so that the design of

supported catalysts has become a feasible activitylms. The preparation

methods of catalysts have been reported to directly affect the activity of the

mixed oxide systemswls. Some of the methods are discussed below.

1. Precipitation and co-precipitation

For support materials precipitation is the most frequently applied

method of preparation. The main advantage of this method is the possibility of

creating very pure materials and the flexibility of the process with respect to

final product quality. It is generally desirable to precipitate the desired material

7



Chapter I

in such a form that the counter ions of the precursor salts and the precipitation

agent, which can be occluded in the precipitate during the precipitation, can

easily be removed by a calcination step. Favourable ions for precipitation are

nitrates, carbonates, or ammonium, which decompose to volatile products

during calcination. There are several ways to carry out the precipitation

process. The simplest is the batch operation where the solution from which the

salt is to be rrecipitated is usually present in the precipitating vessel and the

precipitating agent is added.

Catalysts based on more than one component can be prepared by co

precipitationl 9. Co-precipitation is the simultaneous precipitation of a normally

soluble component with a macrocomponent from the same solution by

fonnation of mixed crystals, by adsorption, occlusion or mechanical

entrapment. In other words, this method involves mixing aqueous solutions of

precursors and precipitates the material at particular temperature and pH. Co

precipitation is very suitable for the generation of a homogeneous distribution

of catalyst components or for the creation of precursors with a definite

stoichiometry, which can be easily converted to the active catalyst. A good

dispersion of catalyst components is difficult to achieve by other means of

preparation, and thus co-precipitation will remain an important technique in the

manufacture of heterogeneous catalysts in spite of its disadvantages like higher

technological demands and the difficulties in following the quality of the

precipitated product.

8



General Introduction

2. Impregnation

One of the most frequently used methods to achieve deposition of the

active component precursor over high surface area support is impregnation.

This technique consists of introducing, into the pore space of a support, a

solution of an inert precursor, i.e. one that does not interact with the solid

surface. In principle, the precursor thus remains in the dissolved state in the

solution and does not become fixed on the surface at this stage of preparation.

Generally two cases can be distinguished, depending on whether the pore

space of the support contains only ambient air at the start or whether it is

already filled by the solvent from the impregnation solution or by another

liquid. In the latter case, the second phase is generally an immersion phase that

consists of plunging the solvent-saturated support into the impregnation

solution. The precursor salt migrates progressively from the solution into the

heart of the grains of the support. This is convenient to disperse a small amount

of well- fine particles on the support. Incipient wetness impregnation is used for

precious control of the amotmt of the deposition.

3. Deposition-precipitation

This method is usually employed for the preparation of supported

catalysts. To provide solid catalysts with the desired thermal stability, or highly

porous, thenno stable material called support is dispersed into it. In this

method we apply an active precursor onto a separately produced support with a

solution of an active precursor and subsequent drying and calcination of the

loaded support. One of the main advantages of this method is that we are able

to apply the active component(s) uniformly and densely over the surface of the

9
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support as particles of controlled size. This technique is highly promising for

the preparation of synthetic clay materials.

In this method, hydroxide of the active components and support are co

precipitated together onto the support after drying and calcination the active

components are surrounded by a thin layer of freshly formed support

depositing on the original support surface. This method allows the preparation

of catalyst with smaller particle sizes in better dispersion with large surface

area and allows incorporation of higher loading of the active componentszo.

4. Sol-gel process

The preparation of supports and heterogeneous catalysts by solgel

processing has attracted increasing interest in recent years. The sol- gel process

involves first the formation of a sol followed by that of a gel. A sol, which is a

liquid suspension of solid particles ranging in size from lmn to l micron, can

be obtained by the hydrolysis and partial condensation of molecular precursors,

such as an inorganic salt or a metal alkoxide. The hydroxylation is achieved

either by varying the pH or by hydrolyzing alkoxide precursors in an organic

solvent. Further condensation of sol particles into a three-dimensional network

produces a gel, which is a diphasic material with a solid encapsulating a

solvent. The encapsulated liquid can be removed from a gel by either

evaporative drying with supercritical extraction and the resulting solid products

are known as a xerogel and an aerogel respectively. The most important

characteristic of the sol- gel preparation is its ease of control giving the

advantages such as high purity, homogeneity at a molecular level, different

physical forms and the ability to change physical characteristics22‘24.

10
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4. Chemical vapour deposition

In the heterogeneous catalysts preparation, gas phase techniques have

also been gained interest in the recent years as a route of developing new

catalysts” . In chemical vapour deposition (CVD), deposition is taking place by

adsorption or reaction from the gas phase26’27. It is a very versatile process for

the production of catalytic materials and is possible to deposit target species on

the materials with almost any shape and size and it is also possible to produce

almost any metal and nonmetallic material as well as compounds such as

oxides, carbides, nitrides, intermetallics and many others28’29.

1.4 RARE EARTH OXIDES AS CATALYST

During the last few years, much endeavour has been undertaken in

order to understand the phenomenon that underlies the catalytic behaviour of

multicomponent and multiphase oxide-based heterogeneous catalysts. Most

have been especially interested in the systems containing lanthanide oxides,

such as La2O3, Pr6O11, CeO2, Tb4O7, Nd;O3 and Sm2O3, because pertinent

information on the real role played by these in partial as well as total oxidation

is still rather scarce3°'37.

Among the rare earth metal oxides that have been widely investigated

in ceramics and industrial catalysis, cerium oxide (CeO;) certainly stands

apart. CeO;-based materials have been receiving tremendous attention recently

because of their diverse uses in catalysis and materials science”. In a recent

review, Trovarelli39 summarized the catalytic properties and characterization

studies reported for ceria in the last decades. Ceria is one of the most important

components of fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) catalysts and three-way catalysts

11
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(TWC)4°’41. All desirable properties like high refractive index, good

transmission in the visible and infrared regions, strong adhesion, and high

stability against mechanical abrasion, chemical attack and high temperatures

have rendered ceria as optical coatings, supports of metals for catalytic

oxidation reactions, stable capacitors in silicon-on-insulator structures and as a

buffer layer for high- temperature superconductor thin films. Other significant

applications of cerium containing catalysts include removal of soot from diesel

engine exhaust, removal of organics from wastewaters, as an additive for

combustion catalysts, and in fuel cell processes4245. The redox chemistry of

ceria is a critical parameter in the efficiency of multifimctional components of

three-way automotive catalysts. The main function of ceria is to promote

oxygen buffering capacity during excursion of the air/fuel ratio into a rich or

lean regime. This comes from the ability of CeO,-Z to be easily reduced giving

an extended range of possible stoichiometries CeO2-,, with 0<x<0.5. The

applications of these materials in various other catalytic processes such as

oxygen permeation membrane systems, deNOX catalysis, exhaust combustion

catalysts; oxidation of aromatics and catalytic wet oxidation are being

extensively studied46'48. CeO2 is frequently incorporated to the formulation of

oxidation catalysts because it shows a considerable performance for the

catalytic combustion of hydrocarbons and C049. Pure CeO; alone is poorly

thermostable. The redox and catalytic properties of C602 are profoundly

enhanced when used in combination with other transition metals or rare earth

oxides50'54. Recent studies have suggested that formation of mixed oxides of

CeO2 with cations such as Zr“, Al3+, and La3+ enhance the catalytic, textural,

redox, and oxygen storage properties of ceria and the so- formed mixed oxides

l2
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also exhibits good thermal stabilitf5‘58. Ceria deposited On A1203 forms the

basis of abatement of emissions and used also in hydrogen generation by steam

methane reforming and CO; reforming of methane”. SiO; appears to be an

ideal substrate for the growth of ceria and is also an effective surface area

stabilizing agent for ceria60’61. Ceria supported gold catalysts increased the

interest during last l5 years due to high temperature activity of these in CO

oxidation at low temperature. In these, the ions Au+ or Au“ would fill the

vacant Ce“ sites with consequent formation of oxygen vacancies and

increased oxygen mobility and reducibility/6163 . It is its oxygen storage capacity

that gives ceria-based catalysts the unique ability to oxidize unbumt

hydrocarbons or reduce nitrous oxides under fuel rich and lean conditions“.

There are other reducible oxides, which are not used, but would seem

to have similar properties to that of ceria. Praseodymium is one of the possible

“new” additives, which today attracts increasing attention65*59. Praseodymium

is next to cerium in the periodic table and also has multiple stable oxidation

states, yet praseodymia does not appear to be an effective replacement for ceria

as an oxygen storage component70’71. One major reason for this has to do with

drastic difference in the reactivity of ceria and praseodymia. Praseodymia, due

to its relatively low stability, can react with alumina at temperatures above

600°C in air and forms inert aluminates, whereas ceria remains stable to at

least llO0°C72. Bunluesin et al.73 did not found a zeroth order CO oxidation

mechanism under reducing conditions on praseodymia-supported Pd and

suggested that oxygen from praseodymia is not utilized under reaction

conditions in the same way as that from ceria. In the behaviour of five

lanthanide oxides as pure phases and mixed with other oxides, with respect to

13
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the selective oxidation of isobutene to methacrolein only CeO; and Pr6O11

were found to give rise to pronounced co-operation effects when mixed with

M00374. The behaviour of CeO; could be interpreted as co-operation effects

occurred without apparent fonnation of new phases during the catalytic tests

since ceria is a potential donor phase of spillover oxygen”. In the case of

praseodymium oxide, the interpretation of the experimental data was much less

straightforward. Smet et al.76 concluded that the co-operative effects observed

in the M003-Pr6O11 mixtures cannot be attributed to the intrinsic catalytic

properties of praseodymium molybdates and it does not seem that the observed

synergic effects could be assigned to the simultaneous presence of temary

Pr,,MoyOZ phases and Pr6O11. Pr6O11 changes to a composition with less

oxygen at temperatures higher than 480°C. In benzoylation of toluene, low

weight percentage sulfate modified hexagonal phase praseodymia gave high

conversion”. It is known that rare-earth oxides easily react with Si to form

silicate like SiO-metal configurations. Existence of two Pr-oxides, Pr6O1; and

Pr2O3 was encountered during the deposition of thin Pr,,Oy films on Si(l00)78.

In the formation of C2 hydrocarbons from CH4 and CO2, praseodymium oxide

show high C2 yield and selectivity owing to a redox mechanism of unstable

lattice oxygen atoms in Pr-oxides79.

1.5 SUPPORTED VANADIUM OXIDE AS CATALYST

Among group V elements, vanadium is one of the most important

elements, widely used in solid-state chemistry, material science, catalysis and

engi11eering80'83. Generally bulk vanadia camiot be used as a catalyst because

of its poor thermal stability and mechanical strength. Therefore, vanadia is

14
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normally supported on different carriers depending on the type of the reaction

to be catalyzed“. Vanadium pentoxide and related phases have been used and

studied in catalysis either as the neat oxides or deposited on inert and

semiconducting oxide supports, such as SiO2 and TiO 28536. The surface

properties of a support are very important to the catalytic activity, because they

affect the formation of the interfacial active sites. Supported vanadium oxide

catalysts have been extensively used for catalyzing several oxidation reactions,

e.g., the oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde and the oxidative

dehydrogenation of light alkanes, partial oxidation of organic compounds and

selective oxidation with rupture of the C-C bond87. Vanadium oxide catalysts

have also been studied in dehydrogenation and oxidative dehydrogenation of

alkanes, in selective catalytic reduction of nitrogen oxides by ammonia and

synthesis of formaldehyde or phthalic anhydride. It has been demonstrated that

the selectivity and activity of these catalysts depend on, among other factors,

the vanadium loading, the method used to support vanadium species on a

suitable support, calcination temperature, type of support arid its surface

acidity/“'90.

The molecular structure of the vanadium oxide species on several supports

have been examined with several techniques, such as Raman, 51V NMR, UV

vis-NIR, DRS, TPR, NMR, HRTEM XPS and EXAFS91'93. The molecular

structure of the supported vanadium oxide species was found to depend on

several parameters, e.g., metal oxide loading, support oxide material, and

degree of hydration. A number of vanadium species have been postulated on

support surfaces, including, mono- and multilayer vanadium oxides islands,

small vanadium oxide clusters, and isolated vanadate94’95. With increasing

15
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loading, the vanadium oxide structure changes gradually from monomer to

polymer and finally to crystalline V205. For low vanadium contents, vanadium

oxide is molecularly dispersed on the surface of the carriers and its structure is

quite unlike corresponding to the bulk oxide96’97. The catalytic properties of the

active vanadia phase can be greatly influenced by the nature of supported

oxide and the dispersion of active componentgs. Vanadium oxide remains as a

highly dispersed amorphous monolayer phase containing isolated vanadium

oxide species on the support surface at low vanadia loadings. However, at high

loadings, the crystalline vanadia phase also co-exists with the monolayer

phase.

The most widely used support in these catalysts is the low-temperature

modification of TiOg, anatase”. The optimal catalytic activity and selectivity

are achieved when a one monolayer of vanadia is dispersed on anatase phase of

TiO2. However, due to the relatively low specific surface area and low thermal

stability of TiO 2, other oxides have attracted attention as altemative

SL1ppOI"[SlO0. Vanadium oxide supported on SiO2, TiO2, CeO2, or ZrO; is found

to be an active catalyst for a variety of reactions including selective oxidations,

such as methanol to formaldehyde, 0-xylene to phthalicanhydride, the selective

catalytic reduction of NOX with ammonia and ammoxidation reactions10]'H3.

Molybdenum is frequently added as a promoter in vanadia catalysts to impart

strong acidity for selective oxidation reactionslmls . Hutchings et al.H6'119

have extensively studied vanadium phosphate catalysts for the synthesis of

malicanhydride by the partial oxidation of nbutane. Recently much interest is

focused on the synthesis and application of vanadium containing zeolites,
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novel vanadium silicate molecular sieves and mesoporous materials for liquid

phase oxidation reactions of aromatics120‘l29.

Depending on the specific oxide support van.adia catalysts may show

different catalytic activity and selectivity. The surface structure and dispersion

of the active phase together with its redox and acid-base properties are

influenced by the vanadium oxide support interaction. The interaction of V0,,

species with the supporting material affects the dispersion of these species on

the surface. In general, basic metal oxide supports, such as MgO, strongly

interact with VOX, resulting in the formation of a mixed metal oxide rather than

a stable surface vanadia over layerm. Supports like A1203, ZrO2, and TiO 2

allow good dispersion of surface vanadium oxide species” 1. Poorly dispersed

V205 crystals on SiO 2, due to the weak interaction with the acidic V205 even at

low surface coverage have been reported. The acid-base character of the

support modifies the acid-base properties of the support-vanadia overlayer

interface and therefore determines the distribution of the surface species, the

metal- oxygen bond strength, and the mean distance between the vanadium

active centers which are factors that appear to be of key importance for the

catalytic performance. A distinguishing characteristic of these catalysts is that

the active form of the vanadia consists of monolayer or submonolayer deposits

on the suppo1t132‘l35. Three kinds of bonds observed between vanadium and

oxygen in these are; V=O, V0-V, and V-O-S (S, support). It is generally

accepted that the bridging V-O-S bond is critical for redox reactions catalyzed

by supported VOXI36. Reports of Ferreira et alm concluded that the nature of

VOX species depends on the composition of the support. At low vanadia

loading, SiO2 surface is covered with Vmonomers; for the case of 'y—Al2O3
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and TiO;, dimeric V-structures are predominant. The composition of the

support also influences the V0,,-support interaction, since the strength of V-OS

bond is altered by the nature of a given support. In general, supported

vanadium oxide contains ‘solated monomeric species, polymeric species, and

bulk V205 in amorphous and crystalline states. In bulk V205, vanadium is

octacoordinated (Figure 1.1), while in the monomeric and polymeric species,

known as “monolayer vanadia,” vanadium is tetracoordinatedm. In contrast to

the monolayer phase, bulk vanadia has low activity for selective oxidation
reactions 1 39.

O O

IA,/=0
,1;

o-/' \o
Figure 1.1

Under hydrous conditions, the V0,, species may be formulated as

structures (b) or (c) in Figure 1.2. On heating in a dry atmosphere, dehydration

take place to structure (a) and/or to an octahedral polyvanadate species, such as

structure (d). In a review Wachs et al.140 stated that dehydrated surface vanadia

species on A1203, TiO;, ZrO;_, Nb2O5141, and CeO;; all possess identical

molecular structures. On these supports isolated VO4 units would be mainly

present. From 180 isotopic labeling experiments they have concluded that

surface vanadia species possess only one terminal V=O bond. The molecular

structures of these vanadia species consist of a terminal V=O bond and three
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bridging V-O-support bonds for the isolated species by structure (e) in Figure

1.1. Polymerized species is also encountered, which consists of a terminal

V=O bond with one bridging V-O-support bond and two bridging V-O-V

bonds shown as (d).

H+Q \ Q OH‘\ r °\~ a ‘\ /
/v‘~~ /"‘~ /v‘~0 0 0 b 0 ‘o3 b c

Q

<><.<_:/
O

Ti t
Z>i<'\i/»<§

Figure 1.2

Reports reveal that V205-CeO2 combination catalysts have been the

subjects of numerous investigations in recent years because of its wide range

of applications in catalysis and material science]42'145. According to Wachs et

a1.146 the surface vanadia structure and density of active vanadia surface sites is

the same on all supports viz. CeO2, ZrO2, TiO 2 and A1203 studied at monolayer

coverage. Structure of surface vanadia species over a support can be

represented schematically as shown in Figure 1.3.

-L_O\
-+0-—<r_'O/
1'0

-P-O<
.tO.;<=a

-|l—-O

ii

/|\Oo

Suppofi

Figure 1.3
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1.7 RICE HUSK SILICA-COMPOSITION, PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS

Rice husk is one of the by products of rice, a major food material of

most of the developing countries including India. Rice husk, natural sheaths

that form on rice grains during their growth are the predominant byproduct in

the milling process of domestic agriculture is usually burned or discarded,

resulting not only in resource wasting, but also in environmental pollution147.

Rice husk contains organic matter such as sugars, lignin, cellulose, protein etc.,

and inorganic constituents as silica (20-25 %), and cellulose, which yields

carbon when thermally decomposed under inert atmospherem. Fundamental

organic element analysis reveals that the average organic composition of rice

husk was 38.01 wt % carbon, 5.28 Wt % hydrogen, 36.10 wt % oxygen, and

1.94 wt % nitrogen. However, the reported compositions of rice husk differ

widely, as affected by the type of paddy and climate.

The presence of silica in rice husk has been known since 1938149. The

silica is in hydrated amorphous form, either opal or silica gel. Rice husk on

burning gives ash containing 90 % silica, which is highly reactive due to its

ultra fine size and high surface area150‘152. Silica in these cases is at a nanoscale

and scientists in India and abroad has been successful in harnessing this

nanosized silica to manufacture silicon carbide that had hardness next only to

diarnondm. Silica is widely used in electronics, ceramic, and polymer material

industries. Because the silicon atoms in the rice husk have been naturally and

unifonnly dispersed by molecular units, very fine particle size, with very high

purity and surface area silica powder can be prepared under controlled

conditions. The ash contains > 90 % silica by mass with minor amounts of

metallic elements. Extensive research has been carried out on the preparation,
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properties and applications of rice husk ash during the last three decades and

many papers and patents have been published on this subject154’155.

Rice husk on burning gives ash, which contains a very high percentage

of crystalline silica. However, if it is burnt under controlled conditions,

amorphous silica is produced which is highly reactive in naturem. Amorphous

silica of high purity, small particle size and high surface area can be of use as

an adsorbent or catalyst support in fine chemical synthesis157. Shanna et al.158

have shown that silica is concentrated primarily within the outer epidennis,

although a small amount of silica was found within the inner epidennis

acijaccn; i'.- fl‘--"1 rice kernel. Peal. Pt Q1159 Found, that a homogeneous size

distribution of nanometric silica particles could be obtained by burning rice

husk at 873-1073K in a pure oxygen atmosphere. Active silica with a high

specific area could be produced from rice husk after heat-treating at 973K in

airléo. As a consequence, especially in the field of material science, it makes

sense to prepare rice husk silica by a series of process including acid leaching,

pyrolysis and carbon removingm.

Rice husk, which is an agro waste, can be a source for many silicon

based materials if bumt under controlled conditions. Rice husk ash got

potential applications in every field of lifestyle. Mini power plants based on

rice husk ash (RI-IA) technology can fulfill the electricity needs of rural

areasm. Preparation of solar grade silicon at low cost and with low energy

consumption has been published aid patented by Banerjee et al.163. Novel

applications of the rice husk silica include as filler in polymeric materials,

substitute for condensed silica fiune in high strength concrete and starting
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materials for high performance silicon compounds164. A number of studies on

converting rice husk into activated carbon have also been reported. It was

reported that NaA zeolite could be synthesized from rice husk and

carbonaceous rice husk ashl65. Instead of the silica gel commonly used, rice

husk ash has been first adopted as a catalyst support by Chang et al.l66'168 and

found to exhibit a very high activity for the rice husk ashsupported nickel

catalysts in CO2 hydrogenation. VVhen rice husk ash supported nickel catalysts

were prepared by ion exchange and incipient wetness impregnation techniques,

at low nickel content, the nickel spreads uniformly on the surface and the

reduction of the NiO particles resulting from thermal decomposition of the

layered nickel silicates is found to be unusually difficult‘°°. Ni/RHA/A1203

catalysts performed better than Ni/SiO 2-A1203 ones for CO; hydrogenation

with. maximum yield and CH4 selectivity. In these, small nickel oxide

crystallites were formed with good dispersion and more than one species, such

as NiO or NiAl1O4-like ones were detected170’m. Chang et alm studied Cr;O3

promoted copper catalysts on rice husk ash prepared by incipient wetness

impregnation and found chromia promoter is well dispersed among CuO

particles over RHA support. They could conclude that despite the lower BET

surface area, RHA is superior to commercial silica gel as a candidate for the

catalyst support since the majority of surface pores are unique ones while those

on the silica gel are interconnected and can be clogged easily. Production of

value added materials from rice husk with specific properties assumes

importance at this juncture. This not only facilitates utilization of an

abundantly available agro Waste but also reduces the environmental pollution.
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1.6 scorn AND OUTLINE or THE THESIS

The development of new catalytic materials and routes to replace

environmentally unacceptable processes in the fine chemical industry is

emerging due to stringent legislation. Replacement of currently applied

hazardous acids and homogeneous catalysts in catalytic industry can result in

diminishing of pollution, less corrosion and catalytic reuse. One of the better

choices is supported vanadia catalyst, which shows promising results for

selective oxidation of arom’atics.. The research work presented in this thesis

aims at gaining more insight into the structural behaviour of vanadia with

various supports (ceria, ceria-silica, praseodymia and praseodymia- silica) and

its catalytic performance in liquid-phase oxidation of benzene, ethylbenzene

and naphthalene and oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene. Our

investigation on the scope of supported vanadia catalysts as solid oxide

catalysts in the selective oxidation reactions of aromatics and correlation to

structural variation will be described.

The relation between structure and catalytic activity and selectivity is

of crucial importance for further improvement of supported and bulk vanadia

rare earth oxide catalysts. The study is based on various characterization

techniques. Many of the adopted characterization techniques are X-ray

diffraction, EDX, BET surface area analysis, FT-IR, FT-Raman, TGA/DTA,

UV-vis DRS, EPR, 2951 and 51v MAS NMR, SEM, TPR and acidity by TPD

and cyclohexanol decomposition. Oxidation of aromatics has been applied as

the reaction to investigate the catalytic activity over supported vanadia

catalysts. In short the thesis emphasizes the relation between catalyst structure,

as studied by several instrumental techniques and catalytic activity.
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Chapter 1 and 2 deals with a general introduction to catalysis and an

insight into heterogeneous catalytic oxidation respectively.

In chapter 3, a detailed description of the various experimental

techniques used to characterize the catalysts is presented.

Chapter 4 deals with the results of surface composition and bulk

characterization of the various rare earth oxides supported vanadia catalysts by

means of X-ray, spectroscopic and other techniques.

In chapter 5, the activity of the catalysts towards benzene oxidation in

liquid phase is correlated with physico chemical characteristics.

The oxidation of ethylbenzene performed in liquid-phase using the

prepared catalysts and its correlation with the catalyst structure is presented in

chapter 6.

Chapter 7 involves a study of the liquid-phase naphthalene oxidation

with the catalysts and its correlation to catalyst structure.
I

Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene with the catalysts and its

correlation to catalyst structure is presented in chapter 8.

In the final chapter, chapter 9, summary of the results from the previous

chapters are briefly reviewed and the implications thereof for future research

work is also discussed.
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CHAPTER 2

CATALYTIC OXIDATION

Abstract A M  M __
Oxidation is a fundamental transformation in organic synthesis, and

numerous methods are reported in the literature. It is a core technology for

concerting petroleum based materials to useful chemicals of a higher oxidation

state. In industrial chemistry, heterogeneous catalyst systems are preferred

over homogeneous system due to easy recyclability and separability. Due to

the increasing environmental concerns," oxidation using environmentally

friendhi oxidants such as molecular oxygen and hydrogen peroxide are more

desirable these days. Catalytic oxidation offers the advantage that volatile

organic compounds can be removed from aerial eflluents to very low levels.

Studies of catalytic volatile organic compound oxidation have shown that

short-chain aromatic hydrocarbons are among the most difficult to destroy.

The nuclear oxidation of non-activated aromatics is noteworthy in terms of

both its mechanistic study and practical applications.



Chapter 2

2.1 CATALYTIC OXIDATION

Catalytic oxidation is the largest class of catalytic organic reactions in

the petrochemical industry; since hydrocarbon derivatives containing oxygen

and other heteroatom are intermediate to practically all important plastics,

synthetic rubber, chemical fibers, products of household industry etc.1. Simple

aromatic hydrocarbons, mainly methylated benzenes, are emitted to the

atmosphere through solvent use or from automobiles. These compounds

contribute significantly to the formation of ozone and other photo—oxidants in

industrial regions. The degradation of benzene and other simple aromatic

hydrocarbons in the lower atmosphere is therefore a prerequisite for good

enviromnental concems2"5 . Oxidation is one of the most important methods of

adding functionalities to an organic molecule and is most important for

hydrocarbons where low molecular weight starting materials are converted into

valuable acids, ketones and alcohols“. There is a growing interest in the

oxidation of saturated hydrocarbons especially under mild conditions due to

the wide ranging utility of the ensuing functionalized compounds as raw

materials and intermediates in industrial and pharmaceutical industrfm. The

oxidation products of cyclohexane, viz., cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone, are

key intermediates in the production of caprolactam (a monomer in the

manufacture of nylon6) and adipic acid (a building block of polyamides viz.

nylo1r66 and polyurethane resins)1H3. While the oxidation of olefin into 0t,B

unsaturated ketone has been utilized in the synthesis and transformations of

several natural products, the oxidation products of ethylbenzene and

cyclohexene are widely employed as intermediates in organic, steroid, and

resin synthesis. Hence, the development of catalytic methods involving clean
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Heterogeneous Catalytic Oxidation

oxidants for the selective oxidation of hydrocarbons is of great practical

interest, besides the intrinsic importance of C-H activation chemistry”.

Nowadays, large scale industrial chemical processes, which generally

involve several steps afflicted with the generation of by products and waste are

subject to continuously increasing environmental concerns and suffer from

severe regulations. Molecular oxygen is obviously an ideal oxidant, but aerobic

oxidation is often difficult to control and sometimes results in combustion and

the reaction is performed with a low conversion to avoid over-oxidation. In the

last decade N10 has also attracted growing attention as a selective oxygen

donor for oxidation reactionsl5‘18. Among commonly used oxidants such as

dioxygen, H202 and alkyl hydroperoxide, H202 is an attractive one since it is

easy to handle, have high content of active oxygen, cheap availability, non

toxicity, and non-polluting property and produces only water as the co

product19'24. H202 is an adduct of H; and O2 and it also viewed as an adduct of

an O atom and an I-LO molecule. It can oxidize organic compounds with an

atom efficiency of 47 % and H20; can be an ideal, waste-avoiding oxidant only

when it is used in a controlled manner without organic solvents and other toxic

compounds. The H20; oxidation is particularly useful for the synthesis of high

value fine chemical, pharmaceuticals or agrochemicals, and electronic

materials, which require high chemical purity. In fact, there is a trend to use

H202 as an oxidant for large volume processes such as caprolactam synthesis

and propylene oxidation. One of the major advantages of the H202 oxidation is

the high tenability of the reaction parameters25'27. However, the activation of

H202 requires the use of catalystszg. Several studies have been conducted using
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environmentally benign supercritical fluids such as CO; and Water as the

solvents in order to replace hazardous organic solvents. Metal-containing

aluminophosphate molecular sieves and rare earth exchanged zeolite Y offer

tremendous potential as catalysts in the oxidation reactions to transform

hydrocarbons into valuable products29’30. Conna et al.31 reported that properly

coupling catalyst design and reaction conditions could give very high turnover

numbers for Baeyer-Villiger oxidation using Sn-Beta/H202 and AlBeta/H2O;

as catalysts in acetonitrile solvent. V-containing xerogels are active catalysts

for a variety of oxidation reactions with H202, including epoxidation of

alkanes, oxidation of secondary alcohol and hydroxylation of phenol32'35.

Heterogeneous catalytic oxidation, both in the vapour and liquid phase,

is an important technological area in the field of processes for the production

of bulk organic chemicals, the production of fine chemicals and for pollution

abatement36. Oxidation processes that are driven by the heterogeneous

catalysts can be divided into two groups, namely selective oxidation,

anunoxidation and oxychlorination where the desired reaction product is not

the most thermodynamically stable and total oxidation reactions where the

desired reaction products are the most stable thermodynamically. In general,

the former type of reaction is for the production of bulk organic chemicals

whereas the latter is for energy conservation and pollution abatement3 7.

2.2 KINETICS OF OXIDATION REACTIONS

There are five basic types of kinetic rate laws commonly used to

describe heterogeneous oxidations38’39. Important ones are discussed below.
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1. Mars -van Krevelen mechanism

In 1954 Mars and van Krevelen published the study of oxidation of

benzene, toluene, naphthalene and anthracene over vanadium oxide catalysts.

It is stated that contact oxidation is performed by a redox cycle of metal oxide

catalysts and, as a result, the oxidation activity is dependent on the redox

action, that is, a pair of reducibility and reoxidizability. The rate-determining

step in this mechanism is the diffusion of oxygen in the catalyst bulk. The

mechanism proposed was that the hydrocarbon extracts lattice oxygen from the

surface layer of the catalyst, thereby generating a reduced catalyst. An

important part of the Mars and van Krevelen mechanism is that the lattice

oxygen is replenished by gas phase oxygen in a reoxidation process. This

mechanism has come to be the most widely applied in heterogeneous oxidation

catalysis.

2. The EleyRideal mechanism

In this mechanism a simple reaction between an adsorbed species and a

second species reacting without adsorbing is considered. The gas phase

reactant such a carbon monoxide molecule, does not reside on the catalysts

surface for less than the time required to define physisorbed state. In that time

a simple reaction with an adsorbed species, O; or O appropriately charged in

the case of oxidations, can occur according to this mechanism. A feature is that

the adsorbing species must be in equilibrium with the species from which it is

derived in the gas phase. The overall reaction rate increases as the surface

coverage by oxygen increases and as the gas phase pressure of carbon

monoxide increases. The simplest Eley-Rjdeal reaction mechanism predicts a
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first order dependence on hydrocarbon partial pressure; first order in oxygen

partial pressure at low partial pressures changing progressively to zero order at

high pressures.

3. The Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism

This envisages that the slowest of the five steps involved in a catalyzed

reaction is the reaction between two adsorbed species on a uniform catalyst

surface. Adsorption can be on a single type of surface site, or each adsorbing

species can adsorb on its own type of surface site, but each adsorbed species is

in thermodynamic equilibrium with the corresponding gas phase species,

according to the appropriate Langmuir adsorption isothenn. The kinetic

expression predicts reaction orders in both reactants varying from one to zero

as the partial pressures increases.

2.3 SELECTIVE OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONS

Processes involving the oxidation of hydrocarbons in the-liquid phase,

using air or oxygen, are of great importance to industrialized economies

because of its role in converting petroleum hydrocarbon feedstocks such as

alkanes, olefins, and aromatics into industrial organic chemicals important in

the polymer and petro-chemical industries. Because oxidation of hydrocarbons

ultimately gives carbon dioxide and water, it is clear that it is partial oxidations

that are of greatest interest to the industry, and the success of an industrial

oxidation process depends on proper control of the reaction to yield the desired

intermediates with reasonable selectivitiesm. The complex chemistry of

hydrocarbon oxidations leads to a multiplicity of products even at fairly early

stages in the conversion. In modern heterogeneous catalysis, in-situ
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characterization and catalytic design have not only added to our understanding

of catalytic phenomena, but also have led to newsolid catalysts capable of

remarkably selective oxidation of hydrocarbons“. The selective catalytic

oxidation of organic molecules continue s to be a very important method for the

preparation of primary and specialty chemicals in the chemical industry world

wide”. Catalytic oxidation reactions using metal complexes are valuable for

development of ‘no-waste’ chemical technology based on the ‘atom economy

principle’. However, catalytic oxidation of unactivated hydrocarbons remains

as a challenging topic. The main driving force for the development of new

efficient oxygenation catalysts is the necessity to functionalize feedstock

alkanes to raw oxygen-containing chemicals and the ability to selectively

hydroxylate nonactivated C-H bonds in elaborate chemicals in order to save

many steps in the preparation of fine chemicals. In addition, for environmental

constraints, classical stoichiometiic oxidants, such as dichromate or

permanganate, should be replaced by new enviromnent friendly catalytic

processes using clean oxidants like molecular oxygen or hydrogen

peroxide43’44. The objective of the selective oxidation is to oxidize the organic

molecule while keeping its skeleton. The catalysts used are solids, most often

mixed oxides with elements with different oxidation states, which present

redox properties. They can be continuously reduced by hydrocarbons and

oxidized by the oxygen present in the reaction mixture. The lattice oxygen is

inserted in the hydrocarbon molecule while the reduced solid is reoxidized by

gaseous oxygen. The insertion of lattice oxygen in the hydrocarbon and the

incorporation of gaseous oxygen as lattice oxygen commonly take place at
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different cation sites. Then, the catalyst should allow electrons, lattice oxygen

O2" and anion vacancies to move between those sites“ .

The most studied mechanism is the Mars-van Krevelen mechanism or

redox mechanism, which demonstrated first to have a two-step consecutive

mechanism for the oxidation of naphthalene and is operative at moderate

temperatures4648. It is schematically represented in Figure 2.3.

Hydrocarbon I Tl Fl T

W ‘-/O2

fa
K

Q.

Oxygenate  28'

Figure 2.3

The mechanism can best be defined as a mechanism ii which one of

the products leaves the surface, containing one of the constituents of the lattice.

With this mechanism oxidation, reduction, de-oxygenation and oxidative

dehydrogenation can be described. In general, the Mars-van Krevelen

mechanism is assumed to be operative for selective oxidation reactions. First,

the reactant to be oxidized is adsorbed on the surface of the catalyst resulting

in the formation of an adsorbed complex. Subsequently a reaction takes place

between the adsorbate and oxygen from the lattice of the catalyst, resulting in

the formation of a partially oxidized product, which after desorption leaves an

oxygen vacancy at the surface. Re-oxidation of this vacancy takes place via gas

phase oxygen, as represented in Figure 2.3. If diffusion of lattice oxygen is

sufficiently fast, the O2‘ surface species will migrate into the lattice. This
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process can continuously take place as long as reactants are present to reduce

the catalyst and oxygen to re-oxidize the surface. The presence of metal ions of

which the lower oxidation state is relatively stable is a prerequisite for the

development of this mechanism. The surface of a metal oxide catalyst is likely

to contain an amount of metal ions of a lower oxidation state. Up to a certain

concentration, these metal sites can be considered as defects in the metal oxide

matrix. However, when the oxygen vacancy concentration becomes too high, a

new solid phase can form. Formation of a new solid phase generally calls for a

nucleation step, which usually proceeds too slowly to give rise to a marked

catalytic activity. If the redox mechanism is to be operative, it is undesirable

that the catalyst becomes crystalline. Catalysts exhibiting the Mars-van

Krevelen mechanism therefore should be able to contain a certain amount of

lattice defects without recrystallizing into a metal suboxide49.

2.4 REDOX BEHAVIOUR OF CERIA, PRASEODYMIA AND VANADIA

The redox property of small metal particles differs from their bulk

value and depends on the size and structure of the modified particle. The redox

properties of ceria and the high lability of its lattice oxygen are among the

most important factors that contribute to the catalytic reactivity of CeO2 in

oxidation reactions; in particular for total oxidation reactionsso. Generally the

oxidation rate is limited by the oxygen transfer from the liquid phase to the

metal active sites, while CeO;, able to enhance this oxygen transfer to

efficiently catalyze oxidationss 1. The promotional oxidation activity of ceria

containing catalysts clearly assigned to role of ceria in creating Ce3+/Ce“

redox couple52'54. The Ce3+/Ce“ redox couple present in ceria-containing
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catalysts is known to be responsible for the intrinsic property of C602 forms in

TWC formulations because it acts as an oxygen buffer by storing and releasing

oxygen under controlled conditions55'57. According to Bueno-Lopez et al.58 the

performance of CeO; in the soot oxidation is related to the oxygen storage

capacity and the redox cycle created during the oxidation process through the

formation of new highly reactive “active oxygen”. The promoting effect of

ceria on lanthana in oxidative methane coupling is correlated to the presence of

oxygen vacancies since the concentration of oxygen vacancies is high in

crystals with a cubic lattice. Presence of transition metal impurity ions in the

crystal lattice also affects the efficiency through oxidative transformations.

These ions can present the lacking electrons required for dioxygen activation,

during which the catalyst domtes and an oxygen molecule accepts at least one

electron.

Cerium is the most abundant of the rare earths and is characterized

chemically by having two valence states, the 3+ cerous and 4+ ceric states.

The ceric state is the only nontrivalent rare earth ion stable in aqueous

solutions and is also a strong oxidizer. Variable valency of the ions especially

Ce3+/4+ usually lead to nonstoichiometric C€O2-x. This aspect and the defect

structure on ceria were due to oxygen vacancies accompanied by triply and/or

quadruply ionized Ce interstitial to maintain electrical neutrality. Later these

oxygen vacancies have been affirmed as the prevailing defects neglecting the

negligible effect of Ce interstitials in such a fluorite structure oxide system.

The availability of these defect sites at the surface is related to its high bulk

concentration. Variable-valence cerium ions can favour the formation of

oxygen active sites Own), which are stabilized near cation vacancies through
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the reaction shown in scheme 2.3 and this additional dioxygen activation

pathway lead to an increase in the activity of the catalyst59’60.

2.

O2 (gas) + 2C6 3+ -qi—. O2 (ads) + 2C3 4+

Z 2 O'(Sm) + 2Ce“+

Scheme 2.3

Praseodymium is next to cerium in the Periodic Table and also has

multiple stable oxidation states of 3+ and 4+. It possesses several oxide forms

such as PrO;, hexagonal Pr2O3 and cubic Pr6O11. Partially reduced celia is

relatively easy to reoxidize than praseodymia, eventhough it undergoes similar

structural changes upon oxidation and reduction. One possible explanation is

that the structural changes from cubic to hexagonal do not occur upon

reduction of the active form of ceria like praseodymia. Oxidation from

hexagonal Pr;O3 (Pry) to the cubic Pr6O11 (Pr4’) is a highly activated process

after complete reduction while incomplete reduction of ceria to CeO2-x having

the cubic form is known and reduction to the hexagonal form does not occur in

this case. The AH for the reaction 4PrO2 —>‘2PrgO3 + O2 is 45 kcal/mol and for

4CeO2 —> 2Ce2O3 + O; is 178 kcal/mo] at 800 K, latter is too large compared to

fonner one for O2 desorption to occur. This energy difference may well be that

required for the structural change to the hexagonal fonn and possibly,

praseodymia does not form the same types of intermediate structure, as does

ceria61'64. Moreover, praseodymium has been chosen being one of the materials

under investigation in the field of oxygenstorage materials became it
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undergoes oxygen exchange at a lower temperature than cerium oxide and its

oxygen storage capacity is not diminished by high temperature of sintering65'67.

There are many reports concerning the redox property and the relation

between it and catalytic perfomiance of vanadium-supported oxide catalysts in

the past two decades68'76. During chemical reactions, V5+ can be reduced to \/4+

or V“. According to Haber et al.77 and Erdohelyi et al.78 \/5+ was reduced to

'\/3+ on TiO;, while \/5+ was only reduced to V“ on SiO;_ and A1203. Recently,

Arena et al.79 studied the structure and dispersion of supported-vanadia catalyst

by H2-TPR and indicated the reduction sequence: defective coordinatively

unsaturated surface V ion >Td isolated vanadyls > bidimensional polymeric

vanadyls > three-dimensional cluster or crystalline \5O5. The presence of
other transition metals can enhance the extent of reduction.

2.5 VANADIA IN OXIDATION CATALYSIS

Special chemistry of vanadium oxides and vanadium oxide based

catalysts results from a number of different interrelated electronic and

structural factors. Vanadium oxide is a well-known catalyst among various

metal oxides, and so many fundamental studies have been developed wide

spreadingly centering on catalytic oxidation. This has partially filled d-orbitals

(\/5+, 3d0), which are responsible for a wide variety of electronic, magnetic and

catalytic properties. Metals in its higher oxidation states readily release lattice

oxygen, formally as O2‘. Vanadium atoms exist in different formal oxidation

states, which vary from two to five. The ability of vanadium atoms to possess

multiple oxidation states results in the easy conversion between oxides of

different stoichiometry and is believed to be an important factor for the oxide
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to function as catalyst in selective oxidationgo. Reactions of partial oxidation

on vanadium oxides were considered to base on the redox mechanism, Mars

van Krevelen cycle. The active sites were reported to be the V5+=O species and

it was found that the rate of oxidation depends on the number of V=O bonds

on the surface. The decisive step is the transition of V5+ into the lower

oxidation state W. Monolayer vanadia is found to be more active than bulk

V205 in several reactions. However, the reasons for its high catalytic activity
81-as

and high selectivity toward partial oxidation products are still not clear

O to reactant

—-—-—--— a*;~cl“‘ »V_.Q_.\/.
1/201,6 I '

-€..<m;O
'|'

O

>+\
O/

Scheme 2.4

Many vanadium compounds are known to have interesting catalytic

properties: Thus, \/5+ complexes are catalysts in tle synthesis of polymers like

polyethylene, and vanadium oxide is one of the most important oxidation

catalysts in industrial production, e.g. for the synthesis of sulphuric acid85. The

first use of a vanadium compound for the catalytic oxidation of hydrocarbons

was reported in 1937 by Milasgf’, who was studied the hydroxylation of alkenes

by V105 and hydrogen peroxide. As a commercial catalyst for selective

oxidation of benzene, naphthalene, 0- xylene or methanol, vanadium oxide has

been watched for a long time87. Recently it is also used in the preparation of

malicanhydride from l-butene or n-butanegg. Since this date, many V5+ and V“

compounds have been used to catalyze the oxidation of alcohols, alkenes,

aromatics and thioethers with hydrogen peroxide89. Vanadium containing
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catalysts were found to be active in a number of oxidation reactions, while the

activity depends strongly on the preparation methods, supports as well as the

vanadium sources9O’91. Vanadium phosphate catalysts represent a class of

materials that are amongst the most well studied and characterized

heterogeneous catalysts and have been used extensively as commercial

heterogeneous catalyst for the oxidation of alkanes92'101. Supported vanadium

oxide catalysts have attracted much attention in recent years as promising

model catalysts for the oxidation and oxidative dehydrogenation of C2-C4

alkanes. Various factors such as reducibility, acidity-basicity, support effect,

coordination geometry and aggregation state (polymerization degree or V0,,

domain size) of the surface vanadium oxide species have been associated with

the catalytic activity and selectivity of the supported vanadia catalysts. It is

generally accepted that during oxidation reactions, the active surface V Lites

undergo a redox cycle. The degree of reduction or the catalyst under steady

state reaction conditions is thus associated with the equilibrium of reduction

and reoxidation of the active sites. The degree of reduction of the catalysts,

which has been associated with the increase in the binding strength of surface

lattice oxygen, was proposed to be the major factor determining the reaction

rates of butane oxidation and the selectivity to partial oxidation products. For

well-dispersed vanadium oxide species on oxide supports, two types of

vanadium oxide species are generally -identified: isolated and polymeric

vanadium oxide species. The ratio of polymerized to isolated surface vanadia

species depends on the vanadia loading, the support surface area, and the

specific nature of the supportm.
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In general, supported vanadia catalysts are one of the most active and

attractive catalyst for light alkane ODH. Several studies address the structure

and the oxidation state of supported vanadia catalysts during hydrocarbon

oxidation reactions103’l04. Studies under reaction conditions provide new

insights into the behaviour of surface vanadia species during hydrocarbon

oxidation reactions: (i) the hydrated surface \/5+ species appears to be the

predominant surface species, and (ii) the extent of reduction of the surface

vanadia species depends on the reducing power of the hydrocarbon, the

specific oxide support, and the ratio of polymeric to isolated surface vanadia

Sp6C16S105.

2.6 LEACHING OF CATALYSTS

Most new redox catalysts belong to the class of porous mixed oxides of

crystalline or amorphous nature. An ever-popular subject of concern associated

with these materials is the stability of the active sites in the catalysts under

reaction conditions. The oxidation in the liquid phase with organic

hydroperoxides or even H302 are very often subject of leaching phenomena

and the question about true nature of the catalytic reaction is a serious one.

Leaching can occur during a catalyzed reaction without an induction period

and the nature of a reaction may gradually change from heterogeneous to

homogeneous106. Leaching is much more rapid than the catalysis itself, in

which case there would be exclusively homogeneous catalysislm. On the

leaching of V from various V-HMS-catalysts during oxidation with H20; it

was reported that leaching occurs only in the presence of substrate under

experimental conditions. Leaching also detected with the use of TBHP as
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oxidant. In supported vanadium catalysts, the stability of vanadium during

liquid phase reactions is bund to depend on the nature of the substrate, the

solvent and the oxidant. None of the vanadium containing aerogels or xerogels

tested was found to resistant towards dilute H202. According to Rohan et al. 108

none of the titania supported vanadia catalysts are stable to leaching in the

reaction conditions, but there are strong evidence to show that the reactivity

originates from the heterogeneous form of vanadium oxide present. Leaching

of vanadium oxide catalysts during the oxidation of 2-butanol has been

reported to depend solely on the presence of PLO; even though most of the

catalytic activity observed has to be attributed to heterogeneous catalysis109. In

the literature we found no evidence for vanadium oxide containing catalysts,

which have been documented not to leach under liquid phase oxidation

conditions. However, leaching is less of a problem with Ti Si mixed oxides,

such as xerogels, aerogels or TS-1 and related Ti- zeolites. Under nonpolar

reaction conditions with organic hydroperoxides as oxidants these mixed oxide

catalysts show little to no leaching effects] 10. However, suitable choice of the

dispersing medium and careful tuning of the preparation procedure help to

disperse the active metal fonn without undesired crystalline oxide species, thus

leaching can be minimized.

§ ........................................................................................ H.
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CHAPTER 3

Abstract

Since heterogeneous catalysts are often highly non-uniform solids,

correct sampling, sample preparation, choice of the support and of the

/appropriate method are important if meaningful results are to be obtained.

Both physical and chemical structure of a catalyst must be known if

relationships between the material structure of the catalyst and activity,

selectivity, and lifetime are to be revealed. The modern methods include

classical procedures and state-of-art techniques for studying the physics and

chemistry of surfaces. The physical properties of pore volume, BET surface

area etc are nowadays routinely monitored in the production and use of

industrial catalysts. The upper atomic layers often have a different

composition to that in the catalyst bulk. Therefore, in order to understand

heterogeneous catalysis, information about the nature and structure of the

upper atomic layers is required. In this chapter we will encounter different

chemicals used, methods of preparation and various techniques adopted for

structural characterization of catalysts and discuss its capabilities and
limitations.



Materials and Methods

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Catalyst development and synthesis is located at the interface of

chemistry, chemical reaction engineering and material science. Developing

new green processes for the catalyst synthesis of industrially important

chemicals is relevant in order to minimize the production of highly hazardous

wastes. Efficient and simple preparation methods for heterogeneous catalysts

are essential in the application of industrial processes. The surface properties,

nature of adsorption sites and active sites were expected to vary over a wide

range with nature of oxide supports and the supported phase. The catalytic

properties of a surface are determined by its composition and structure on the

atomic scale. Establishing empirical relations between the factors that govern

catalyst composition, particle size and shape, and pore dimensions on one side,

and catalytic perfonnance on the other are extremely useful in the process of

catalyst development. Thus, catalyst characterization is a lively and highly

relevant discipline in catalysis. Information regarding the nature of surface as

well as bulk active sites can be derived by the application of instrumental and

chemical techniques. Numerous instrumental techniques are known today for

the characterization of solid acid catalysts named a few viz. EDX, XRD,

TGA/DTA, UV-vis DRS, EPR, FT-IR, FT-Rarnan, MAS NMR, SEM, TPD

and TPR. The physical characterization provides an insight into the structure of

different species and its interaction while chemical characterization leads to an

insight into reactivity for the application of the catalysts in an industrial point

of view.
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3.2 CHEMICALS FOR CATALYST PREPARATION

The chemicals used for the preparation of catalysts are listed below in

Table 3.1.

Table 3.1

S1. No. Chemicals Company

1. Cerium nitrate

2. Praseodymium nitrate

3- Rice husk
4. Ammonium metavanadate
5. Ammonia solution
6. Conc. HCI

Indian Rare Earths Ltd.,

Udyogamandal, Kerala (99.9%).

Indian Rare Earths Ltd.,

Udyogamandal, Kerala (99.9%).

Rice Mill, Aluva, Kerala.

Central Drug House P. Ltd.

Qualigens Fine Chemicals (25 %).

s.d Fine Chem. Ltd.

7- Oxalic acid s.d Fine Chem. Ltd.

3.3 CATALYST PREPARATION

1. Rare earth oxides:- Hydroxide method

Rare earth oxides were prepared by precipitation of hydroxides] from

RE(NO3)3. 6H;O (0.05 M) with 1:1 ammonia solution at pH = 10.3. The

resulting hydroxide was filtered, washed and dried for about 12 h in a drying

oven (~3 83 K). Calcination of hydroxides conducted at 773 K for 5 h under a

flow of dried air in a muffle fumace to get oxides.

2. Rice husk silica:- Incineration before acid leaching

Rice husk was obtained from a Rice Mill. The husk was first washed

with distilled water to remove adhering materials, dried and followed an acid
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leaching process2. The husk was treated with 10% solution of conc. HCI at its

boiling point for 3 h. The digested husk was then washed with distilled water

and dried in an oven at 383 K for 12 h. Pure amorphous white silica was

obtained by burning this rice husk at 873 K in a muffle fumace for 6 h.

3. Silica promoted rare earth oxides:- Deposition precipitation

Rice husk silica promoted rare earth oxides were prepared by a

deposition precipitation method3. In this method, the requisite quantities of RE

(N O3)3.6H;O, dissolved separately in distilled water, and colloidal silica were

mixed together. Dilute 1:1 ammonia solution was added dropwise to this

mixture with vigorous stirring until the precipitation was complete at pH=10.3.

The resulting product was filtered off, washed with distilled water, oven dried

at 383 K for 12 h and then calcined at 773 K for 5 h in air.

4. Supported vanadia catalysts:- Wet impregnation method

To impregnate vanadium oxide, the requisite quantity of ammonium

metavanadate (0.001 M) was dissolved in aqueous oxalic acid solution (0.1

M). To this clear solution, the finely powdered dried support was added, stirred

for 6 h at room temperature and kept ovemight4. The excess water was

evaporated with stirring, and the resulting material was oven dried at 383 K for

12 h and subsequently calcined at 773 K for 5 h in a muffle fumace in air

atmosphere. Some portions of the finished catalyst were again heated at

different temperatures for 5 h in air atmosphere.

Vanadium pentoxide was prepared from ammonium metavanadate by

heating at 773 K for 5 h in a muffle fi1rnace5.
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3.4 CATALYSTS PREPARED

The catalysts prepared for the present work with 1ts symbols are hsted

in Table 3.2

Table 3.2

S1. No. Catalyst Symbol
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

s.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

1s.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

CeO;

Rice husk SiO;

CeO;;-SiO;

2 V; O5/CeO;

4 V205/CeO2

6 V205/CeO;

8 V205/CeO;;

10\/205/CeO;

2 VgO5/ c602-5102

4 v205/ C602-s10;

6 v205/ CeO;-S102

8 v205/ c602-$10,

10 V205/'CeO2—SiO3

V2 Os

6 V2 05/ SiO2

6 \@O5/ SiGel

Pr;O3

Pr;O3-SiO2

2 V305/P1703

6 V205/Pr;;O3

10 V205/Pr;O3

2 V; O5/Pr203‘SlO2

6 V2 O5/Pr;;O3-SiO;

10 V305/PIZO3-SiO2

RS

CRS

2VC

4VC

6VC

8VC

IOVC

ZVCRS

4VCRS

6VCRS

8VCRS

IOVCRS

V

6VRS

6VSG

Pr

PRS

2VP

6VP

IOVP

ZVPRS

6VPRS

IOVPRS
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3.5 CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

Several approaches can be adopted to investigate fundamental relations

between the state of a catalyst and its catalytic properties. By using the

appropriate combination of analysis techniques, the desired characterization on

the atomic as well as bulk scale is certainly possible9. Various techniques are

presented in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3

Technique In Out Information
X-ray Diffraction

Energy Dispersive X-Ray

Infrared Spectroscopy

Diffused Reflectance

Spectroscopy

Raman Spectroscopy

Scanning Electron

Microscopy

Temperature Programmed

Reduction

Temperature Programmed

Desorption

X-ray

e 

Photon

UV

Light

e _

Heat +

Gas

Heat +

Gas

X-ray

X-ray

Photon

e 

Light

e _

Gas

Gas

Bulk structure,

Particle Size

Composition

Molecular Vibrations

Chemical bonding

Molecular Vibrations

Morphology

Mechanism of Surface

and Bulk Reactions

Mechanism of Surface

and Bulk Reactions

Chemicals used for the physico-chemical characterization of catalysts

are listed in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4

Sl. N0. Chemicals Company
1. Conc. HQSO4 s.d Fine Chem. Ltd.
2. Sodium carbonate Merck
2. Cyclohexanol Central Drug House P. Ltd.
3. Liquid Nitrogen Sterling Gases Pvt. Ltd.
4. Magnesium oxide Merck

3.6 SURFACE AND PHYSICO-CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

3.6.1 Energy dispersive X-ray analysis

The chemical compositions of catalysts were determined using energy

dispersive X-ray analyzer (EDX). This technique is used in conjunction with

SEM. An electron beam strikes the surface of a conducting sample. The energy

of the beam is typically in the range l0-20 k eV. This causes Xrays to be

emitted from the point of the material. The energy of the X-rays emitted

depends on the material under examination. The X-rays are generated in a

region about 2 microns in depth. By moving the electron beam across the

material an image of each element in the sample can be acquired. The detector

used in EDX is the Lithium drifted Silicon detector. This detector must be

operated at liquid nitrogen temperature. When an X-ray strikes the detector, it

will generate a photoelectron within the body of the Si, as this photoelectron

travels through the Si, it generates electron hole pairs. The electrons and holes

are attracted to opposite ends of the detector with the aid of a strong electric

field. The size of the current pulse thus generated depends on the number of

electronhole pairs created, which in turn depends on the energy of the

incoming X-ray. Thus, an X-ray spectrum can be acquired giving infonnation
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on the elemental composition of the material under examination. The Si- Li

detector is often protected by a Beryllium window. The absorption of the soft

X-rays by Be precludes the detection of elements below an atomic number of

ll (Na). In windowless systems, elements with as low atomic number as 4

(Be) have been detected, but the problems involved get progressively worse as

the atomic number is reduced4. The chemical compositions of catalysts were

obtained from Stereoscan 440 Cambridge, UK energy dispersive X-ray

analyzer used in conjunction with SEM.

3.6.2 Powder X-ray diffraction

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a standard method for the

characterization of catalysts and generally has been used to determine the

crystalline phases, including solid solutions, that are present and to measure the

particle size and shape. Monochromatic X-rays, incident on a crystalline solid,

are diffracted owing to the crystal structure of the solid6. For a maximum to

occur in the diffraction pattern at a particular angle of incidence 6 (with

respect to lattice planes (hkl), the Bragg equation must be satisfied:

Ill = 2 d ma Sin 9m

where;

d hi; -interplanar distance between (hkl) planes, n-order of diffraction and

7t = wavelength of incident X- rays

Ciystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer equation,

L = (0.9% 180)/(rt FWHM hi; cos 6)

where;

FWHM W is the full width at half- maximum of an hkl peak at 9 value.
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Powder X-ray diffraction data were recorded using Rigaku D-Max Ni

filtered Cu Kot radiation (K = 1.5418 A°) diffractometer equipped with a

diffracted beam monochromator at a scan rate of 4°/min. Peak width at half

height was used to assess the relative crystallinity of the materials.

3.6.3 BET surface area and pore volume

Brunauer Emmett and Teller developed the famous BET equation for

the determination of the surface area of a solid7. The method is based on non

specific physisorption of a gas (N 2 or Ar) onto a solid close to the condensation

temperature of the adsorbing gas. Adsorption is characterized by an isotherm,

which represents the equilibrium amount of gas adsorbed on a solid at a given

temperature as a function of pressure. The BET equation extends the Langmuir

isotherm to multilayer adsorption,

P/V (Po — P) = 1/Vac + (C-1)1i>/Cvm Po)

where;

V: the volume, reduced standard conditions (STP) of gas adsorbed per

unit mass of adsorbent at a given pressure, p and constant temperature, p0 : the

saturation pressure at the measurement temperature, Vm: volume of gas

adsorbed at STP per unit mass of adsorbent, when the surface is covered by a

unimolecular layer of adsorbate, and C: a constant, related to the free energy of

adsorption.

According to this equation, a plot of p/V (pg — p) versus p/pg should

yield a straight line. The surface area is then calculated using:

SBET = VmAmNa/Vmol

where;
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Na: Avo adro’s number (60238 x 1023), Vmol: molar volume of8

absorbate gas at STP (22.41mol1) and Am: Cross sectional area of adsorbed

gas, Am (N2) = 0.162 m2.

When nitrogen is the adsorbing gas this reduces to:

SBET = 4.353 Vm

BET surface areas and pore volume values of the catalysts were

acquired by nitrogen adsorption and subsequent desorption at liquid nitrogen

temperature (77 K) with a Micromeritics Flow Prep-060 Gemini 2360

instrument. After 1 h activation, the catalyst was degassed at 623 K for 3 h

prior to analysis.

3.6.4 Thermal analysis

Thermal analysis (TG/DTA/DTG) includes a group of techniques in

which specific physical properties of a material are measured as a function of

temperature. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) provides a quantitative

measurement of any weight changes associated with thermally induced

transitions. It can record directly the loss in weight as a function of temperature

or timeg. In TGA, the weight of sample is continuously recorded as the

temperature is increased. Samples are placed in a crucible that is positioned in

a furnace on a quartz beam attached to an automatic recording balance. The

horizontal quartz beam is maintained in the null position by the current flowing

through the transducer coil of an electromagnetic balance. Any change in the

weight of the sample causes a deflection of the beam, which is sensed by one

of the photodiodes connected to act as a position sensor to determine the

movement of the beam. The beam is then restored to the original null position

by a feedback current sent from the photodiodes to the coil of the balance and
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the current is proportional to the change in weight of the sample. In differential

thermal analysis (DTA), the difference in temperature between the sample and

a thermally inert reference material is measured as a function of temperature

usually the sample temperature. Any transition that the sample undergoes

results in liberation or absorption of energy by the sample with a
corresponding deviation of its temperature from that of the reference. A plot of

the differential temperature, AT, versus the programmed temperature, T,

indicates the transition temperatures and whether the transition is exothermic

or endothermic. When an endothermic change occurs, the sample temperature

lags behind the reference temperature because of the heat in he sample.

Exothennic behaviour is associated with the decrease in enthalpy of a phase or

a chemical system. DTA and thermogravimetric analyses are often run

simultaneously on a single sample.

TGA/DTG were collected on a MET T LER TOLEDO STARSYSTEM

TGA Q50 thermal analysis instrument under nitrogen atmosphere at heating

rate of 20°C/ min from room temperature to 800°C. TGA/DTA were done on a

Perkin Elmer Pyris Diamond thermogravimetric/differential thennal analyzer

instrument under nitrogen atmosphere at heating rate of 20°C/ min from room

temperature to 800°C with samples mounted on an alumina sample holder.

3.6.5 Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a very widely used technique

to study surface topography. High energy (typically 10 keV) electron beam is

scanned across the surface. The incident electrons cause low energy secondary

electrons to be generated, and some escape from the surface. The secondary
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electrons emitted from the sample are detected by attracting them onto a

phosphor screen. This screen will glow and the intensity of the light is

measured with a photomultiplierg .

Secondary electron images were obtained on Cambridge Oxford 7060

scanning electron microscope connected to a 4-quadrant backscattered electron

detector under a resolution of 1.38 eV coated with a layer of gold to minimum

charge effects.

3.7 SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS

3.7.1 UV-vis Diffused reflectance spectroscopy

The UV-vis-diffused reflectance spectroscopy (UV-vis DRS) is a

suitable technique to study solids, particularly dispersed oxides and metal ions

in constrained environment such as MCM, zeolites and clay materials to obtain

infonnation on the coordination, oxidation state etc. of the metal ionsm. It can

also provide the electronic structure of dispersed metal oxides. In situ UV-vis

spectroscopy can probe the extent of reduction under steady state catalysis.

UV-vis DR spectra were taken in the range 200-800 nm on an Ocean

Optics, Inc. SD 2000, Fiber Optic Spectrometer with a charged coupled device

detector. The spectra were recorded at room temperature using MgO as a

reference. Prior to measurement, the samples were pretreated for 1h at the

calcination temperature.

3.7.2 FT-Infrared spectroscopy

Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) can be considered as the first and the

most important of the modem spectroscopic techniques that has found general
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acceptance in catalysis. Vibrations in molecules or in solid lattices are excited

by the absorption of photons in infrared spectroscopy. Infrared spectroscopic

investigations can be used to characterize active centers on catalysts surfaces

and chemisorbed molecules. It involves examination of the twisting, bending,

rotating and vibrational motions of atoms in a molecule. Upon interaction with

infrared radiation, portions of the incident radiation are absorbed at specific

wavelengths. The infrared spectrum of a compound is essentially the

superposition of absorption bonds of specific functional groups, yet subtle

interactions with the surrounding atom of the molecule impose the stamp

individually on the spectrum of each compound] 1.

Infrared spectra were recorded with KBr pellets on an ABB BOMEM

(MB Series) FT-IR spectrometer model in the range 400-4000 cm'1.

3.7.3 FT-Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy (FT-Raman) is based on the inelastic scattering of

photons, which loose energy by exciting vibrations in the sample. When

monochromatic radiation is scattered by molecules, a small fraction of the

scattered radiation is observed to have a different frequency from that of the

incident radiation; this is known as the Raman effect (1928)l2‘14. Raman effect

arises when a beam of intense monochromatic radiation passes through a

sample contains molecules that undergo a change in molecular polarizability as

they vibrate. Polarizability is the value of the induced dipole moment divided

by the strength of the field that causes the induced dipole moment.

Monochromatic light of frequency vo falls on a sample, where the majority of

the photons undergo Rayleigh scattering, i.e. scattering without energy
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exchange. However, the excited molecule decays to the first vibrational level

with frequency vvib, it effectively takes an amount of energy equal to lvvib,

away from the photon. Scattered light exhibits change in intensity at frequency

vo - vvib and give rise to Stokes bands. If the collision with a photon brings a

vibrationally excited molecule to the unstable state of energy it/Mhvvib it may

decay to the ground state, transferring a net amount of energy hvvib to the

photon, which leaves the sample with a higher frequency equal to vo +vvib_ This

anti- Stokes bands, has much lower intensity than the Stokes band. A vibration

is Raman active if it changes the polarizability of the molecule. This technique

is highly suitable for in siru studies since the spectra of adsorbed species

interfere weakly with signals from the gas phase, enabling studies under

reaction conditions. Another advantage is that typical supports such as silica

and alumina are weak Raman scatterers. This makes Raman spectroscopy a

powerful tool to study catalytically active phases on a support} 5 .

For the Raman spectra measurements the catalysts calcined at 773 K

were introduced into a metallic sample holder. FT-Raman spectra were

collected on Bruker FRA 106 FT-Raman Accessory and the RES 100 FT

Raman spectrometer.

3.7.4 Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and electron spin resonance

(ESR) can be viewed as two alternative names in a family of electron magnetic

resonance (EMR) techniques. The measurements owe their origin to the

magnetic properties of the electron, which since it has a magnetic moment

(associated with the electron spin), will interact with an external magnetic

field. Simply, the electron can behave like a small bar magnet when placed in a
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magnetic field, trying to align itself with the external field. It is then possible to

cause the electron to 'flip' from alignment with the external field, to alignment

against the field by irradiation with suitable microwave radiation (Gigahertz,

109 Hz). Resonance techniques are generally used to measure this intriguing

phen0menon16’17.

When the molecules of a solid exhibit paramagnetism as a result of

unpaired electron spins, transitions can be induced between spin states by

applying a magnetic field and then supplying electromagnetic energy, usually

in the microwave range of frequencies. The resulting absorption spectra are

described as electron spin resonance or electron paramagnetic resonance.

Electron spin resonance has been us ed as an investigative tool for the study of

radicals formed in solid materials, since the radicals typically produce an

unpaired spin on the molecule from which an electron is removed. Particularly

fruitfiil has been the study of the ESR spectra of radicals produced as radiation

damage from ionizing radiation Study of the radicals produced by such

radiation gives information about the locations and mechanisms of radiation

damage. EMR techniques are widely used to study paramagnetic centers on

various solid surfaces and these centers may be surface defects, inorganic or

organic radicals, metal cations or supported metal complexes and clusters.

The EPR spectra were acquired on a VARIAN E-line century series

instrument at X-band. Analysis was conducted both at room and liquid

nitrogen temperature.

3.7.5 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (29 Si and “V MAS NMR)

Of the important spectroscopic aids that are at the disposal of the

chemist for use in structure elucidation, nuclear magnetic resonance
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spectroscopy (29Si and 51V MAS NMR) is relatively recent. Nuclear magnetic

resonance spectroscopy lies in the magnetic properties of atomic nuclei. The

interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment of a nucleus with an external

magnetic field B,, leads, according to the rules of quantum mechanics, to a

nuclear energy level diagram, because the magnetic energy of the nucleus is

restricted to certain discrete values E, the so-called eigen values. Associated

with the eigen values are the eigen states, which are the only states in which an

particle can exist. Through a high frequency transmitter, transitions between

eigen states within the energy level diagram can be stimulated. The absorption

of energy can be detected, amplified and recorded as a spectral line, the so

called resonance signal. In this way a spectrum can be generated for a

compotmd containing atoms whose nuclei have non-zero magnetic moments.

Several resonance signals are found for various atoms in a molecule because

the atoms reside in different chemical environments. The resonance signals are

separated by a so-called chemical shift. Empirically detennined correlation

between the spectral parameters, chemical shift and spin- spin coupling and the

structure of chemical compounds fomis the basis for the application of nuclear

magnetic resonance to the structural determination of unknown samples. In this

respect the nuclear magnetic moment has proved itself to be a very sensitive

probe with which one can gather extensive infonnation18’]9.

Nowadays 51V solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

(“V MAS NMR) became a keystone technique for characterization of local

structure of vanadium sites in different vanadium systems20’21. Modern NMR

techniques such as ultra-high-speed MAS, MQMAS, SATRAS allow to obtain

direct and precise information on the local structure of vanadium sites: (i) the
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number of nonequivalent vanadium sites, (ii) coordination numbers, (iii) the

nature of the atoms in the first coordination sphere, (iv) the distortion of this

coordination sphere, (v) association of vanadium-oxygen polyhedron. 51V

nucleus (natural abundance 99.76 %) has a spin quantum number of 7/2 and an

electric quadrupole moment of 0.05b, the relative intensity of 51V NMR signal

is 0.38 compared to an equal number of protons. In presence of a magnetic

field, each vanadium nucleus of solid diamagnetic samples experiences, in

general, three different types of interaction: (i) dipole interaction of its

magnetic moment with magnetic moments of other nuclei, (ii) quadrupole

interaction of its electric quadrupole moment with the electric field gradient,

(iii) chemical shielding anisotropy interaction. The extensive applicability of

NMR to solids relies heavily on magic angle spinning (MAS) technique. This

is able to narrow the lines by successful averaging dipolar, anisotropic

chemical shielding and first order quadrupolar effects. In the case of vanadium,

the small value of electric quadrupole moment moderates the quadrupolar

interaction and simple MAS technique, has proven to be a very convenient

technique for vanadium characterization.

The solid-state (29Si and 51V) MAS NMR experiments were performed

at 78.9 MHZ on a Bruker DSX-300 spectrometer (300 MHZ) with a standard 4

mm double bearing Bruker MAS probe at room temperature. Experimental

conditions employed are time domain points of 1024, line broadening

parameter is 200-400 Hz, number of scans of about 1024-3600 and spinning

speeds in the range of 5-10 kHz. The pulse lengths for the experiments were l5

ms whereas pulse delay was 1 s. The reference used for 29Si MAS NMR is

tetra methyl silane whose chemical shift is 0 ppm. Isotropic chemical shifts for
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51V MAS NMR are reported relative to neat NI-L;VO3 (oiso = -570.4 ppm) as

the reference.

3.8 REDUCTION AND ACIDITY DETERMINATION

The reduction and acidic properties were measured with the use of

temperature programmed techniques.

3.8.1 Temperature programmed reduction

Temperature programmed reduction (TPR-H2) is a technique used for

the chemical characterization of solids and has proved to be a powerful tool to

analyze the reduction kinetics of oxide catalyst precursors”. It is highly

sensitive and does not depend on any specific property of the solid under

investigation other than its reducibility. The technique based on the reducibility

of species in solids, enables one to obtain information not of a purely analytical

nature and the condition of solids present in and on solids. This consists of

heating the catalyst with a linear temperature ramp in a flow of hydrogen while

monitoring the hydrogen consumption. In this way, fingerprint profiles are

obtained which allow one to study the influence of the support and of

promoters on the reducibility. Furthermore, the amount of reducible species in

the catalyst and their degree of reduction can be derived from the integrated

hydrogen consumption, and lumped kinetic parameters can be estimated if an

adequate model of the reduction process exists. In a temperature programmed

method, for a linear increase in temperature, the concentration of the

reacting/desorbing particles is recorded as a function of temperature23’24.

Reduction is an inevitable step in the preparation of metallic catalysts.

The reduction of a metal oxide MOX by H; is described by the equation,
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MOn+nH2—>M+nH;O (£1)

As with every reaction, the reduction will proceed when the change in

Gibbs free energy, AG, has a negative value. Expression below shows how AG

depends on pressures and temperature,

AG = AG° + n RT ln [P1420/PH2] (b)

where; AG-change in Gibbs free energy for the reduction, AG°- same under

standard conditions, n-stoichiometric coefficient, R- gas constant, T

temperature and P-partial pressure. If reduction of catalyst occurs under

flowing hydrogen, the reaction product water is removed effectively and the

second term in equation (b) is always negative.

TPR experiments were carried out on an Auto Chem 2910

(Micromeritics, USA) instrument. In a typical experiment, catalyst was taken

in a Ushaped quartz sample tube. Prior to TPR studies, the catalyst sample

was pretreated at 573 K for l h in argon (50 ml/min) in order to eliminate any

impurities present. After pretreatment the sample was cooled to room

temperature. The carrier gas that consists of 5% hydrogen balance argon (50

ml/min), which is purified by passing through oxy-trap and molecular sieves,

was allowed to pass over the sample. The temperature was increased from

ambient to 1173 K at a heating rate of 15 K/min and the data was recorded

simultaneously/25 .

3.8.2 Temperature programmed desorption-NH,

Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) of probe molecules like

ammonia or pyridine is a well-known method for the determination of acidity

of solid heterogeneous catalysts as well as acid strength since it is easy and

reproducible. in this, an inert gas is passed over a catalyst bed, while the
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temperature is increased. A TPD profile is obtained by monitoring the gases,

which are desorbed from the surface as the temperature is increased. The

temperature of desorption is an indication of the strength of binding of the
adsorbate26.

Acidity measurements were performed by temperature programmed

desorption (TPD-NH3) of ammonia using a conventional flow apparatus. In a

typical experiment, about 500 mg of catalyst was activated at 773 K for 1 h

and kept in a tube. The sample was pretreated by passage of nitrogen at 573 K

for 1 h. Subsequently catalyst was saturated with pureanhydrous ammonia gas

and the system was allowed to attain equilibrium. After 30 min, the excess and

physisorbed ammonia was subsequently flushed with flowing nitrogen. TPD

analysis was then carried out by desorption of ammonia from 373 to 873 (K) at

a heating rate of 293 K/min in nitrogen atmosphere and trapped in H;SO4.The

amount of ammonia desorbed is calculated by titrating against NaOH.

3.8.3 Cyclohexanol decomposition

This reaction is considered as a test reaction for acid-base properties of

solid catalysts as well as a model reaction to determine the catalytic activity of

metal oxides. It is generally accepted that the dehydration of cyclohexanol to

cyclohexene occur on acid sites, while dehydrogenation to cyclohexanone is

associated with both acidfbase and redox sites27’28. However, recent reports

indicated that both acid and basic sites were responsible for the dehydration

processes in the gas-phase conversion of alcohols”. Acid-base properties of

metal oxides were dependent on a number of variables such as metal salt,

method of preparation, precipitation agent, calcination temperature and the

effect of promoters. Stronger acid sites are found to be responsible for the
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Formation of methylcyclopentenes through the secondary reaction of

zyclohexene and aromatization of cyclohexanol produced phenol in small

quantities3 0.

The vapour phase cyclohexanol decomposition reaction was carried out

at atmospheric pressure in a fixed bed down flow glass reactor at a temperature

Df 350 °C using nitrogen as the carrier gas. About 500 mg of the activated

zatalyst was packed between silica beads in the reactor with glass wool. The

liquid reactant  fed i":*o the reacto.r=iwitl~. the help of an.inj_ection._.\pump,at

iifferent flow rates. The products were -analyzed by Chemito 8610 gas

zhromatography with FID detector by comparison with authentic standards.

Analysis conditions are given in Table 3.4.

5.9 CATALYTIC OXIDATION OF AROMATICS

The chemicals used for the catalytic activity studies of prepared

zatalysts are listed below in Table 3.5 along with the company supplied.

Table 3.5

S1. No. Chemicals Company
mi l. Benzene I If s.d Fine Chem. Ltd: I

2. Ethylbenzene s.d Fine Chem. Ltd.
3. Naphthalene s.d Fine Chem .Ltd.
4. Hydrogen peroxide (30%) s.d Fine Chem. Ltd.

5. Acetonjtrile Qualigens Fine Chemicals (99%).
6. Acetone Qualigens Fine Chemicals (99%).
7. Acetic acid Qualigens Fine Chemicals (99%).
8. Dichloromethane Quali gens Fine Chemicals (99%).
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3.9.1 Liquid-phase oxidation of benzene, ethylbenzene and naphthalene

The liquid-phase oxidation of aromatics was carried out in a 50 ml

round bottom flask. The flask was immersed in an oil bath in order to make the

working temperature constant, which was connected with a condenser. In a

typical run, catalyst, and substrate were added to the solvent. The oxidant, 30%

H202 was added to the system after attaining the reaction temperature. The

reaction mixture was stirred using a magnetic stirrer for the indicated reaction

--‘time. Then, the reaction ‘products were analyzed by gas chromatograph

equipped with flame ionization detector and BP-1 capillary column.

Conversion rate and selectivity were calculated based on the relative area of

each of authentic samples with standardones. The reaction system consisted of

two liquid phases: an organic phase containing substrate and solvent, and an

aqueous layer containing solvent and H202. In quantitative analysis of

products, the amounts contained in the organic phase are much more than in

the aqueous layer; the latter amount was negligible31’32.

3.9.2 Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene

Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene in vapour phase was

conducted in a tubular, down flow reactor at atmospheric pressure. Reaction

was performed in presence of air as oxidant. About 500 mg of the activated

catalyst is placed in between a glass wool bed packed with silica beads in a

glass reactor”. The temperature was controlled using a temperature controller.

The reaction mixture was fed from the top of a syringe pump at controlled flow

rate. Prior to the reaction, the catalyst was pretreated at 773 K for 2 h. The

mass balance was noted wherever necessary. The hydrocarbon products were
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collected to ice traps and analyzed with a gas chromatograph equipped with a

flame ionization detector.

Analysis conditions of various reactions are presented in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6

Reaction
Capillary
Column

Temperature (°C)

Injector Deteetor Programme of analysis

Cyclohexanol

Benzene

Ethylbenzene

Naphthalene

ODH of

Etliylbenzene

BP-1

BP-1

BP-1

BP-1

BP—1

200

200

250

250

230

200 100 °C —Isothermal

200 60°C-3 min-20°/min-280 °C

250 60°C-3 min-20°/min-280 °C

250 60°C-3 min-20°/min-280 °C

230 60°C-3 min-20°/min-230 °C

....-.........
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CHAPTER 4

Abstract

Characterization of surfaces is of major importance in modern catalyst

research since the solid surfaces plays the decisive role in the heterogeneous

catalysis. Of particular importance are the composition, i.e., the distribution of

elements in the catalyst, and the detection of phases and surface compounds.

Also of interest are dflerences in composition between catalyst volume and

catalyst surface, as well as interactions between active components and

support materials and between the active components themselves.

Relationships between the structures of material and the catalyst activity

require high-resolution investigation of the microstructure of the catalyst.

Catalyst surfaces, surface compounds, metals dispersed on supports and

adsorbed molecules are investigated by X-ray techniques, electron and nuclear

spectroscopes, analytical tools and other methods. Since vanadia-based

catalysts are active at low temperatures where the reactions take place on the

surface, the functionality of vanadia species on the catalysts surface is of great

importance.



Surface and Chemical Characterization

4.1 SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION

During the past days, much endeavour has been undertaken in order to

understand the phenomenon that underlines the catalytic behaviour of

multicomponent and multiphasic oxide-based heterogeneous catalysts. In the

present study we have been especially interested in the catalysts containing

rare earth oxides such as ceria and praseodymia, since pertinent information on

the real roles played by these in partial as well as total oxidation is still rather

scarce.

In numerous works, it was shown that when Ce(OH)3 is prepared at

room temperature by precipitation from C€(NO3)3.6H3O and NaOI—l, CeO; is

partially formed with Ce3+ and Ce“ hydroxides whereas it is mainly produced

when calcined under air at high temperatures >673 K. This product exhibits a

large deviation from its CeO; stoichiometric composition by the creation of

oxygen vacancies”. PrXOy systems might exist in different non-stoichiometric

phases by solid state reactions occurring under catalytic conditions” .

The molecular structures of vanadia catalysts evolve from isolated

monovanadates (a terminal V=O bond and three V-O-M (M= metal atom of

the oxide support) in a distorted tetrahedral configuration, O=V-(O-M)3 and

larger polyvanadates (V atoms has one terminal V=O bond, one, two, or three

V-O-V bonds and two, one, or zero V-O-M bonds) where vanadium appears

tetracoordinated, to bulk V205 crystals when vanadia loading exceeds the

monolayer coverage of the support. ln bulk V305, vanadium is
octacoordinated, while in the monomeric and polymeric species; known as

“monolayer vanadia” vanadium is tetracoordinatedmz.
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The molecular structure of the supported vanadium oxide species was

found to depend upon several parameters, e.g. metal oxide loading, support

oxide material, and degree of hydration. With increasing loading, the vanadium

oxide structure changes gradually from monomer to polymer and finally to

crystalline V205. There will be clear differences between the surface and bulk

compositions. Therefore the understanding of the molecular structure of

vanadia on the support and the basic processes that underline the synergetic

effect observed between modified vanadia based catalytic systems and

industrially important selective oxidation reactions remains a matter of
intensive debate.

This chapter deals with the results of various instrumental techniques

used to characterize the rare earth oxides, silica promoted rare earth oxides and

different weight percentage of vanadia supported on these oxides.

4.1.1 Energy dispersive X-ray analysis

A detailed analysis of all catalysts after calcination has been performed

by energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) to get the amount of each species

consists with prepared catalysts. The EDX spectra obtained for representative

catalysts are shown in Figure 4.1.‘ Pr PR8q_ ensl i *E 1,  O ~‘°' 2 2 $4J ’!'2  " iii
1 ; '._'£."'d"'-'-*l\-nn¢--- ..;E0891 fill/1 C 5 m 1-5 1.5

E"-wv (luv?
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The EDX analysis performed on the catalysts clearly reveals the

occurance of various elements. Intensity of the spectra correlates to the amount

of element (%) present.

The elemental composition as atom % of ceria catalysts is presented in

Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

it Composition (ato1r1%) 7
Catalyst flCe 7  Si it 8 V

31160. caic- Theo.“ Calc. Theo. Calc.

Ce 100 it 100
RS

CRS

ZVC

4VC

6VC

8VC

10VC

ZVCRS

4VCRS

6VCRS

8VCRS

IOVCRS

50

96.35

92.96

89.80

86.85

84.09

48.75

47.57

46-44

45.37

44.34

55.18

93.23

90-44

89.60

86.84

83.47

39.06

41.32

38.29

43.67

43.02

— _ -a
100

50

4



._





48.75

47.57

46.44

45.37

44.34

98-91

44-82

54.88

52.34

53.43

44.79

40.29

3.64

7.03

10.19

13.14

15.90

2.48

4.85

7.11

9.26

11.31

6.77

9.56

10.40

13.16

16.53

6.09

6.34

8.28

11.25

16.70

Energy dispersive X-ray analysis confirms the occurrence of Ce, V and

Si for the supported catalysts. From the values it is seen that both theoretical

and experimental values are found to agree with each other. It is evident that
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atom % of Si and Ce in CRS decreases with increase in vanadium loading. The

results indicate that effective loading of vanadium oxide is taking place on

ceria and silica promoted ceria.

The rice husk silica has Si content of 98 %, indicating that the impurity

contents are significantly reduced by acid-leaching before thermal

decomposition process”. Analysis conducted to measure the silica content

from rice husk has shown that, after acid leaching process the weight of the

rice husk is reduced by 60 % and on further high temperature treatment about

24.6 % SiO; could be obtained. Elemental analysis of CRS showed a content

of 55.1 (atom %) Ce and 44.8 (atom %) Si. Vanadia impregnation could

maintain the amount of Si as theoretically calculated.

The elemental composition as atom % of praseodymia supports and

supported vanadia catalysts are presented in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2

2 if K S S if S K if if S if Comp0sition(atom%) if if if S j S 1
Catalyst i"*”iiiPrz if S SK  K Z Z ‘V *1‘

Theo. Calc. Theo. Cale. Theo. Calc.
T P£i”“i00 i00””-S‘ I S

PRS 50 54.73 50 45.27 - 
ZVP 89.09 87.31 - - 10.90 12.69
6VP 73.13 87.43 - - 26.86 12.57
l0VP 62.03 78.35 - - 37.96 21.65

2VPRS 46.62 35.29 46.62 53.12 6.74 11.59
6VPR-S 41.08 43.81 41.08 40.37 17.83 15.83
IOVPRS 36.71 40.27 36.71 36-79 26.56 22.11
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Data show that effective promotion of SiO2 has been occurred on PrxOy

surface. Composition of Si and Pr (atom %) in PRS decreases with increase in

vanadium loading. Atom % of V obtained suggest that amount of vanadium is

remarkably higher in these catalysts compared to ceria catalysts.

Table 4.3 gives the Ce/Si and Pr/Si atomic ratios determined by EDX.

Table 4.3

Composition atom (%) RatioCatalyst - .. . _ .-  2
SiCe/Pr (Ce/Pr)/Si

CRS

2VCRS

4VCRS

6VCRS

8VCRS

10VCRS

PRS

2VPRS

6VPRS

1 OVPRS

55.18

39.06

41.32

38.29

43.67

43.02

54.73

35.29

43.81

40.27

44.82

54.88

52.34

53.43

44.79

40.29

45.27

53.12

40.37

36.79

1.23

0.73

0.78

0.71

0.69

1.06

1.21

0.66

1.08

1.09

As seen in the table, the Ce/Si atomic ratio is higher for CRS and PRS

supports than for the vanadia containing catalysts. It indicates that the surfaces

of the support CRS and PRS are covered by the vanadium oxide overlayer. The

decrease of the Ce/Si atomic ratio with increasing vanadia loading is due to the

formation of CeVO4 on the surface of the support. The Pr/Si ratio is found to

be higher than Ce/Si for the same vanadia loading indicating more silica is
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present on the catalyst surface. The present results indicate the formation of

dispersed vanadium oxide layer on CRS support at lower loading and CeVO4

formation as the vanadia loading increases. Relatively large ratio of Pr/Si in 6

and IOVPRS suggest the formation of agglomerated bigger particles thereby

uncovering the part of the silica surface”.

4.1.2 Powder X-ray diffraction

Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were collected for all catalysts after

calcination at the temperature of 773 K unless otherwise specified.

The corresponding diffraction patterns of the support oxides are

presented in Figure 4.2.

l um (200) 0101 1-111) ~\ 5 E = E PRS
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Ztheta/degrees

Figure 4.2

The X-ray reflections of ceria are observed at 29/degrees ~ 28.32,

32.86, 47.34 and 56.12 corresponding to 111, 200, 220 and 311 planes

respectively. This shows a typical cubic crystal structure of fluorite type CeO2
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with a space group Fm3m'4. Silica obtained from rice husk is found to be

completely X-ray amorphous with a broad diffraction peak centered on

26/degrees ~ 2215. As shown in figure, the X-ray powder diffraction of CRS

calcined at 773 K exhibits poor crystallinity with only the diffraction lines due

to cubic CeO;. The characteristic features due to SiO; are absent, indicating

that it is in the amorphous state. A dispersion effect is operated by hydrogen

when ceria is promoted with silica“.

X-ray diffraction analysis suggests cubic phase of praseodymia. The

diffraction pattern of praseodymia indicates a fluorite type PrxOy structure.

Generally several praseodymia phases observed by X-ray diffractometry are

PrO;, PIZO3 and Pr6O11l7. Two types of species observed in the Pr-ion are Pr“

in Pr;O3 and Pr+4 in PrO; and Pr6O1118’19. Praseodymia containing catalysts

changed from light green to black after treatment at calcination temperature of

773 K. The origin of light green shades is due to the Pr3+ oxide while Pr“

appeared black”. Thus PrxOy exhibits presence of only Pr+4 in catalysts. The

cubic PrxOy changes to a composition with less oxygen at temperature higher

than 753 K according to the reaction, 4 PrO2—> 2 Pr2O3+O2 (45 kcal/mol).

This temperature is attained during the calcination treatment of catalysts”.

Diffraction pattern exhibited very low intensity after promotion of

praseodymia by silica suggesting the influence of amorphous nature of rice

husk silica.

The XRD patterns of VC series of catalysts along with that of V205 are

presented in Figure 4.3.
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The diffraction pattern of VC series catalysts shows typical lines due to

ceria in the low vanadia loading and lines of orthovanadate type as the loading

increases with the absence of any characteristic lines due to V20522. This

indicates that vanadia seems to be finely dispersed state on the support surface.

Thus vanadia particles are under limit to be detected by XRD technique (<2

nm) for low V205 loading. For 2, 4 and 6 wt. % V205 loading, vanadia seems

to be finely dispersed over the support with no other peak except of ceria.

While for loading above 6 wt. %, in addition to sharp ceria lines, new lines

with less intensity can be seen at 26/degrees = 24.0 and 32.5 respectively.

These lines are attributed to the formation of the mixed phase cerium

orthovanadate, CeV04. It was reported that Ce02 and V205 could react

together in the solid state in the temperature range 773-1073 K to form
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CeVO423'25. The intensity of these lines increases steadily with increasing the

vanadia content.

The X-ray diffraction patterns of VCRS series of catalysts are

presented in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4

For VCRS catalysts, the intensity of diffraction peaks is found to be

low confirming the amorphous nature of CRS support with no appreciable

changes in the shape and position of the peaks up to 10 wt. % V205 loading.

As crystalline vanadia features are not apparent, it can be inferred that

vanadium oxide is in a highly dispersed or amorphous form on the surface of

the support26. Peaks due to orthovanadate formation did not appear even with

10 wt. % V205. It suggests that amorphous nature of silica helps to
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form highly dispersed vanadia on the surface.

The various parameters calculated from XRD data for ceria catalysts

are summarized in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4

Catalyst Crystallite size Lattice parameter Unit cell volume

(Hm) (A°)

Ce

2VC

4VC

6VC

8VC

IOVC

12.13

9

19

13

l5

l0

5.45

5.44

5.42

5.41

5.40

5.46

161.8

160.9

159.2

158.3

157.4

162.7

The lattice parameter value of CeO; (5.45 A°) suggests cubic structure

with space group F m3m is in good agreement with the experimental value a =

5.41 A°. The unit cell is Ce4O8 with 8-coordinate anions (O in tetrahedral

sites), in which the ionic radius ratio of Ce4+ to O2' is equal to 0.782, whereas,

in the perfect fluorite structure, this ratio is 0.82 A° 27. As can be noted from

the table, an increase in the crystallite size is observed with increasing vanadia

loading. The crystallite size of VC catalysts is larger, which indicates that the

impregnated vanadium oxide accelerates the grain growth of ceria in supported

catalysts. There is a theoretical monolayer capacity of vanadium oxide over the

support material. Above which the impregnated vanadium oxide accelerates

the grain growth of ceria in supported catalysts thus increasing the crystallite

size upon vanadia loading”. A decrease in the lattice parameter from 5.45 A°

(C602) is observed after vanadia impregnation, confirming that the
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impregnated vanadia ions are incorporated in the ceria lattice forming

homogeneous solid solutions without substitution in the cubic lattice of ceria29.

This suggests that impregnated vanadia can be incorporated into the defect

sites or occupies the lattice sites possibly at the outer layers of crystallites.

The various parameters calculated from XRD data for VCRS series

catalysts are summarized in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5

Crystallite size Lattice parameter Unit cell volume

(HHU (A9)
Catalyst

CRS 10 5.51 167.2ZVCRS s 5.43 160.1
4VCRS

6VCRS

8VCRS

IOVCRS

2VCRS*

6VCRS*

l0VCRS*

ll
9

10

11

27

27

29

5.40

5.41

5.35

5.43



_

_

157.4

158.3

153.1

160.0

* Catalysts calcined at 923 K

The crystallite size of CRS is found to reduce with an increase in lattice

parameter. Promotion of CeO2 with SiO; can insert Si without any compound

formation, thus stabilizing fluorite structure. Lattice parameters of these oxides

are very similar to each other; for silica (Fd3m) a = 5.431 A° and for CeO;

(Fm3m) a = 5.411A° 30. The diffraction pattern of CRS support indicated an

amorphous character. Thus crystallite size of CRS supported catalyst is
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little influenced by the vanadia addition. Another observation to be noted is

that for supported VCRS catalysts, no appreciable changes occurred in

crystallite size of ceria as the weight percentage of vanadia loading increases.

The result shows that V205 can be fairly easily dispersed on the high surface

area support for 2-10 wt. (%) of loading.

Eventhough, the formation of orthovanadate structure is not visible in

the XRD pattem, it cannot be ruled out since ceria surface can strongly interact

with vanadia species as the V205 density increases“.

Powder X-ray diffraction of VCRS catalysts collected after calcination

at 923 K are shown in Figure 4.5 and the crystallite size values are reported in

Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.5

A ceria phase is evidenced in all the catalysts. For ZVCRS and 6VCRS,

only this phase is present, whereas for IOVCRS, numerous lines with weak
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intensities are superposed on those corresponding to ceria phase”. For

IOVCRS calcined at 923 K in addition to sharp CeO2 lines, new lines at

29/degrees = 18.5, 24.0 and 32.5 with less intensity also appeared. The lines

observed can be attributed to the formation of CeVO4, The silica features are

not observed since this is in amorphous form and the preferential formation of

CeVO4 indicates that supported vanadia interacts selectively with the ceria

portion of the promoted support. Similar studies with low surface area metal

oxides supports suggest the formation of CeVO4 and further crystallization

even at 773 K27. X-ray analysis of vanadia impregnation on ceria suggests the

formation of CeVO4 (Figure 4.2) even after 6 wt. % V205 loading at calcination

temperature of 773 K. However, CeVO4 formation on CRS exhibits diffraction

pattern only after calcination temperature of 923 K and vanadia loading of 10

wt. % V2O5.The presence of V205 was not detected even at this high

temperature indicating that the vanadia species are present in a highly

dispersed state. An interesting observation to be noted from Table 4.5 is that

the impregnated vanadia appears to increase the ciystallite size of ceria after

calcination at higher temperature. Increasing vanadia loading also seems to

increase the size of ceria crystallites.

In Ce\/O4, vanadium possesses a valence of 5+ whereas that of cerium

is 3+. Formation of CeVO4 phase at higher calcination temperature is probably

due to the following reaction:

V205 + 2 CeO2 —> 2 CeVO4 + ‘A O2

During the formation of CeVO4, cerium is reduced from Ce4+ to Ce3+,

whereas the vanadium reactant remains in the 5+ oxidation state. The reduction
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of Ce“ in preferance V5+ can be explained by the fact that cerium frequently

exhibits a‘ valence of 3+. This is due to the electronic configuration of C00

(4f15d'6s2). In this arrangement, the volumes of the 6s and 5d orbitals are

greater than that of the 4f orbital; consequently, only the three electrons in the

6s and 5d shells contribute to the valence”.

Powder X-ray diffraction pattern obtained for VP catalysts are

presented in Figure 4.6.4 lll ‘l * PH"; ( .) (300) (220) iM 0* : _ _ (311)
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Figure 4.6

Vanadia impregnation causes formation of new phases giving rise to

various diffraction peaks in the supported catalysts depending upon the amount
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of vanadia loaded. In supported vanadia catalysts we can observe formation of

Pr-VOX due to solid state reaction between the support and supported vanadia.

For 2VP, new peaks appeared at 26/degrees of 24.2 and 30.9. However, in 6VP

a peak observed at 26.l° along with one at 30.7. In l0VP this peak is highly

intense. All these suggest formation of various structures depending upon the

amount of vanadia loaded over the support. According to Guilia et al.34 a peak

observed at 26.4 ° for Pr-zircon could not be assigned to any known compound

while two peaks at 29.0 and 32.3 could be ascertained to structure of the

Pr;Zr;O1 type. Ocana et al.35 also could not attribute the former peak to any

specific Pr containing phase.

According to the report by Smet et 211.36 new phases obtained for

Pr6O11—MoO3 catalysts are Pr;Mo3O1;, Pr6MoO1; and Pr;MoO6. New peaks

observed for supported vanadia catalysts are attributed to Prx\/207 formed from

the interaction of Pr6O,1 with v-Z05 loaded. The 4r""‘ 5d states (PW) strongly

interact with the crystalline environment contrary to 4f“ (Pr3+) states and

appear in different lattice forms. Diffraction analysis of Mg-V-O catalysts

suggested the presence of ortho- [(Mg3(\/03);], pyro- [(Mg;(V;O7)], and meta

[(Mg(\/03);] vanadates similarly with COZVZO7 and Ni;\/20737. Pyrovanadates

contain two tetrahedrally coordinated vanadium atoms connected by bridging

oxygen in a V2074‘ unit, which consists mainly V-O-V bonds38’39.

Powder X-ray diffraction pattern obtained for VPRS series catalysts is

presented in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7

All PRS supported vanadia exhibit low ciystallinity due to the presence

of amorphous nature of silica. 6VPRS exhibits a new peak at 24.1 ° along with

all peaks of praseodymia. This pattem is assigned to Pr,<V2O7 type structure

formation similar to VP catalysts as the vanadia loading increases. When PrXOy

is promoted with silica it can interact with Si to form compounds with Pr4+. It

is reported that rare earth oxides easily react with Si to form silicate like Si-O

metal configurations4°'41. EDX analysis show that amount of vanadium in these

catalysts is higher compared to ceria catalysts. This results solid state reaction

with 6 wt. % V205 loading.

The various parameters calculated from XRD data for praseodymia

catalysts are listed in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6

7 Catalyst Crystallite size

(Hm)

Lattice parameter Unit cell volume

(A°)

Pr

PRS

2VP

6VP

l0VP

ZVPRS

6VPRS

IOVPRS

726

13

12

2

19

45

5.40

5.35

5.45

5.46

5.41

5.44

5.43

6.32

157.4

153.1

161.8

162.7

158.3

160.9

160.1

252.4

Lattice parameter value (5.40 A°) gives additional evidence for cubic

praseodymia. A decrease in lattice parameter is observed for PRS support. This

change can occur by two opposite effects such as a decrease in ionic radii

when going from Pr3+ to Pr4+ cations and a concomitant increase of oxygen

anions into the oxygen vacancies42. The lattice parameter values causes an

expansion according to the difference in the ionic radii of Pr+4/Pr+3 as

0.90/1.126 A°43. Among supported vanadia catalysts, 10VP exhibits higher

crystallite size than 10VPRS. Thus silica promotion seems to be helpful in

reducing the crystallite size of particles due to its amorphous nature. Lattice

parameter value of IOVPRS suggests some kind of compound formation

between the support and supported vanadia leading to a different coordination

environment.

X-ray diffraction pattern of various silica supported vanadia (6 wt. °/0

V205) catalysts are presented in Figure 4.8.
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The XRD pattern of rice husk silica and silica gel supported (6 wt. %

V205) vanadia showed only a broad peak characteristic of amorphous silica,

indicating that vanadia is highly dispersed state or the vanadia crystals are too

small (< 4 nrn) to be detected by X-ray diffraction“. This suggests that vanadia

supported on rice husk silica is similar to that on silica gel. Silica supported

vanadia catalysts can contain isolated and distorted V5+ species with the

bridging V-O-Si bonds that are active functionality in selective oxidation

reactions“.

4.1.3 BET surface area measurements

The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method was used for the analysis

of surface area at liquid nitrogen temperature of all catalysts calcined at 773 K.
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The specific surface area and pore volumes of ceria containing catalysts

are presented in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7

Catalyst BET surface area Pore volume Mean pore diameter
(mzgl) (C034) (nm)

Ce“

ZVC

4VC

6VC

8VC

10VC

67 0.11
64 0.10
36 0.06
46 0.11
49 0-05
44 0.03

6.31

6.30

7.06

9.20

3.84

2.97

The BET surface area of ceria prepared was 67 m2g'1. A substantial

decrease in BET surface area can be observed after impregnation of the

supports with V205. This is a general phenomenon observed in the case of

supported catalysts when an active component is impregnated over its

surface“. The observed decrease is mainly due to penetration of the dispersed

vanadium oxide into the pores of the support, thereby narrowing its pore

diameter and blocking some of the pores. Additionally, solid-state reactions

between the dispersed vanadium oxide and the support may also contribute to

the observed decrease in the BET surface areas and pore volumes. The

decrease is more severe with increase in vanadia loadingpespecially with metal

oxide support, caused by the progressive formation of orthovanadate crystals,

which block the pores of the support”. The decrease of the specific area of

ceria containing solids can be related to the formation of CeVO4 phase as the
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vanadia loading increases. The formation of CeV04 at relatively low

temperature could be probably favoured by the preparation method, since the

vanadium oxide precursor was impregnated on the support material. There is a

theoretical monolayer capacity of vanadium oxide over the support material.

From the unit cell dimensions of V205 an average value for a loading

corresponding to a monolayer can be calculated as 1.2 mg V205 /mg of the

support. Bond et al.48 reported the concentration of V205 necessary to form a

monolayer was 0.09mg/m2. Above which, V205 interacts with the support

material and forms compounds or multilayer species.

The specific surface areas and pore volumes of VCRS catalysts are

presented in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8

Catalyst BET surface area

0I?g”)

Pore volume Mean pore diameter

(¢¢s“) (Hm)

sits

cnzs

ZVCRS

4VCRS

6VCRS

svcas
IOVCRS

yr

6VRS

05 5‘ 224 it 5

102

94

90

76

66

52

3

163

0.28

0.27

0.26

0.25

0.18

0.14

0.15

0.01

0.24

5-03

10.80

11-11

11.03

9.22

8.51

9.79

10.95

5.856VSG 360 0.44 4.92
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Rice silica exhibits surface area of 224 m2g‘1 with pore volume of 0.28

ccg']. The silica is highly porous material, which has a larger internal surface

area since the organic mater has been broken up during the thermal

decomposition of rice husk, thus leaving a highly porous structure49. Upon

silica promotion the surface area of ceria has been increased from 67 to 102

m2g'1. Increase in pore volume is also observed with corresponding reduction

in crystallite size. However, surface area of silica has been reduced. This

decrease can be attributed to the fraction of the pores having been destroyed

upon promotion. Incorporation of V305 leads to a consistent decrease in the

specific surface area and such a decrease is more pronounced as the vanadium

content is increased. This is a general phenomenon of supported catalysts,

where the surface area of the support decreases with increasing quantity of the

active component up to monolayer coverage of the impregnated oneso. Results

suggest that during impregnation and further calcination, strong interaction

with the support is developed, leading to phase interaction of the two metal

oxides. However, the extent of decrease in surface area is lower in CRS

supported vanadia systems, suggesting that the degree of sintering can be

reduced with high surface area supports in amorphous form. The presence of

high surface area support does stabilize small particles and their growth is

inhibited usually in a purely mechanical fashion“.

Table 4.9 shows the BET surface area and pore volume of supports and

vanadium containing praseodymia catalysts.
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Table 4.9

0 if 0 if 0 9 if 9 9 Pore Vtglulilen 0 Mean poredlameterCatalyst BET surface area

(mzgl) (¢<>g") (Hm)

Pr 9

PRS

2VP

6VP

IOVP

ZVPRS

6VPRS

10\/PRS

109 0.1730 0.04

411‘ 00.9197‘ Z if 915.24” i ‘73 0.18
24 0.0222 0.02
19 0.0645 0.06

9.92

3.93

4.02

11.73

3.41

6.42

5.05

Compared to ceria catalysts, these exhibits low surface area. For

supported vanadia catalysts, the specific area decreased upon increasing the

vanadium content. Surface area decrease is more pronounced in the case of VP

series than with VPRS catalysts. It can be noted that the surface area of 6VPRS

is very high while it reduces with l0VPRS. This variation can be attributed the

different coordination environment for the supported catalysts as the vanadia

content increases. Variation in BET surface area is in agreement with the

crystallite size obtained from XRD analysis.

4.1.4 Thermal analysis

The thermal analysis (TGA/DTG/DTA) of prepared catalysts was done

to understand the thermal stability of the catalysts.

Figure 4.9 illustrates the TGA/DTG curves obtained for dried rice husk

silica, ceria and silica promoted ceria along with that of NH4VO3.
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Figure 4.9

In RS, the initial weight loss below 100 °C is owing to evaporation of

hydrated water. Absence of any other. decomposition peaks suggests the
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presence of only water without any organic materials in rice husk silicasz. A

4.75 % total loss in weight was recorded for Ce from 40- 450 °C. The cerium

hydroxide has been prepared from a Ce3+ salt, Ce(N03)3. It is known that

Ce(0H)3 changes to Ce(0H)4 during its preparation under air and at room

temperature which gives the yellow colour to the oxide. During drying in oven

at 110 °C, partial dehydration of the hydroxide is possible into Ce0; with a

small quantity of Ce(0H)3. Consequently, Ce(0H)4 and CeO; are the major

constituents of the solid with a small quantity of Ce(0H)3 and the loss is

effectively due to the dehydration53 . As can be noted from the figure, the CRS

exhibits one major and one minor weight loss peaks with total weight loss of

6.71%. The major low temperature peak in the range 35-100 °C is primarily

due to the loss of nondissociative adsorbed water as well as water held on the

surface by hydrogen bonding. The minor weight loss peak in the 275-320 °C

range could be due to loss of water held in the pores of the promoted oxides.

No weight loss was observed at higher temperature54.

In TGA/DTG pattern of ammonium metavanadate (NH4V03), the

thermogram exhibits four weight losses at 190, 233, 312 and 374 (°C). Two

major losses appear in the temperature ranges 150-250 and 300-380 (°C)55.

The total loss value of 23.6 % corresponds to the transfonnation, 2NH4V03 —>

V205 + 2NH3 + H20. The first temperature range ( 150-250 °C) is ascribed to

the desorption of volatile components, water and ammonia, gving rise to

(NH4)20(V205)3, an intermediate product. The second transition (300-3 80 °C)

is assigned to the transformation of this intermediate into V205 and no more

loss is observed56’57. From this, the conversion of NH4V03 to V305 can be

characterized from framework rearrangement and formation of intermediates
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such as (NH4)2V4O1;, and NH4V3Og. This supports the formation of V205 by

heating NH4VO3 at 773 K.

The TGA/DTG/DTA pattern obtained for VC series of catalysts are

presented in Figure 4.10.
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In TGA/DTG of 2VC and 10VC, the first weight loss obtained from

room temperature to 160 °C corresponds to the loss of physisorbed water. A

second weight loss starts from 175 °C and achieved between weight loss in the

region of 150-250 and 300-350 °C in l0VC are attributed to the water held in

the pores and the decomposition of oxalate species formed during the

impregnation of vanadia using ammonium metavanadate. A progressive loss of

weight around 405-415 °C is observed for 10VC. It can be attributed to the

increased formation of CeVO4 phase from CeO; and V205 as the amount of

vanadia increases. This vanadate formation reduces the Ce“ (CeO;) species

into Ce3+ (CeVO4) following the reaction: 2CeO2+V;O5—>2CeVO4+‘/10;. The

TGA/DTA of VC series exhibits endotherms and exotherms associated with

various weight losses. Broad endothermic peak is observed due to removal of

water, desorption of volatile components and ammonia, giving rise to

(NH4)2O(V2O5)3, an intermediate. Exothermic peaks are attributed to

decomposition of oxalate species formed during impregnation of vanadia using

ammonium metavanadate in oxalic acid. Loss around 310-350 °C is attributed

to the transformation, ZVOCZO4/CeO2 -—> V205/CeO2 + ZCO2 + ‘/1 O258_

Figure 4.11 illustrates the TGA/DTG/DTA analysis of VCRS series of

catalysts conducted before calcination.
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An intense endothermic peak appears at 111 °C for 4VCRS. This peak

is shifted to higher temperatures (115 °C-8VCRS and 120 °C—10VCRS) as the

vanadia loading increases and is attributed to the loss of interlayer water. The

exothermic peak in the range of 300-400 °C for supported catalysts must be

attributed to the decomposition of oxalates formed by the reaction of oxalate

ions with vanadia during the preparation of supported catalysts. Complete

decomposition of VOCQO4 is confirmed when a temperature of 420 °C is

reached. The TGA results are in agreement with the DTA curves discussed

with weight losses corresponding to water molecules and oxalate species.

Weight loss obtained from room temperature until 200 °C is due to the
removal of undissociative adsorbed water as well as water held on the surface

by hydrogen bonding”. Differential thermogram around 400 °C suggests

complete removal of oxalate species formed during vanadia impregnation.

Figure 4.12 depicts the TGA/DTA obtained for PrxOy and PRS.
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Thermograms consist of an endothermic peak at 330 °C due to removal

of water molecules. For praseodymia, endotherm in the range 400-500 °C,

corresponds to the departure of oxygen from the ligand. This endothenm

suggests transformation of PrO2 to Pr6OH in this temperature range“). It is

reported that the PrO; fonned will begin to lose oxygen at 350 °C producing

some Pr“ ions and oxygen vacancies within the fluorite lattice“. This is in

agreement with the X-ray diffraction pattern obtained after calcination at 773

K. However, only water removal is associated with PRS.

Figure 4.13 depicts the TGA/DTA curves for VP series of catalysts.
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Thennogram of VP catalysts consists of endotherms and exothenns that

are different from ceria catalysts. In VP catalysts, the thennal analysis curves

showed only a weak weight loss, coinciding with a weak endothermic effect,
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around 120-155 °C, corresponding to removal of physisorbed water, and weak

exothermic peaks, assigned to crystallization of Pr vanadates. Endotherm at

~40O °C suggests departure of oxalate species formed during impregnation

process. An exothermic feature recorded immediately after this probably due to

oxidation V3+ to V5+, as species is observed after calcination of the catalysts. It

was reported for decomposition of Mg-V-O catalysts that two opposite

processes, relating weight changes occur: weight is lost because of CO; and

H20 removal, but simultaneously, weight increases because oxidation from

V3” to V5+. The second process can be formally envisaged as V203 —-> \/20562.

Otherwise it can be due to the complete conversion of Pr3+ to Pr“ occurring at

a temperature of about 450 °C is already reported“. Crystallization process is

completed above 400 °C as indicated in the DTA curve and TGA results are in

agreement with the DTA curves obtained.

Figure 4.14 depicts the TGA/DTA curves for VPRS series of catalysts.
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The TGA/DTA curves of VPRS catalysts exhibited a different pattern

from that of VP catalysts. The first endotherrn observed at 140 °C coincides

with the removal of water molecules. An exothenn corresponding to oxalate

species removal from 380-420 °C is shown depending upon the vanadia

loading. From corresponding TGA, it can be seen that as the vanadia loading

increases the temperature at which this loss occurs is lowered. Supported

catalysts presents endothenn corresponding to orthovanadate type fonnation,

Pr6V2O7 depending upon the vanadia loaded“. A second endotherm could be

observed only for IOVPRS suggesting the crystallization of the species as the

vanadia loading increases. Extent of transformation is lower due to the

presence of silica.

4.1.5 UV-vis diffused reflectance spectroscopy

The UV~vis diffused reflectance spectroscopy (UV-vis DRS) can

provide information regarding the coordination, oxidation state of the

transition and rare earth metal ions65'66. In general, the UV-vis spectra of

vanadium ions are characterized by charge transfer (CT) transitions between

central vanadium atoms and oxygen ligands. The energy of these transitions is

influenced strongly by the number and nature of ligands surrounding the

central vanadium ion, and thus provides information on the local structure of

vanadium. Isolated species generally give rise to CT transitions in a higher

energy range (higher frequencies) than polymeric species“. The intensities of

d-d transitions are generally l0 times lower than those of CT transitions. The

absorption bands at 600 and 420-430 nm are assigned to the d-d transitions of

V“, which are not observed for any catalysts“.
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The UV-vis DR spectra of VC series of catalysts are shown in Figure

4.15.
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Figure 4.15

The two main transitions involved in the absorption of CeO; in the

visible-UV range are from the highest occupied valence 2p oxygen band into

empty 4f states of cerium (O 2p ——> Ce 4t) and from the 2p band into the d

conduction band (O 2p —> Ce 5d)69. The DRS spectra of CeO3 indicate the

existence of O2'—+ Ce4+charge transfer transitions in the range 200-400 with

maxima at ~250 and 344 nm. The former is a specular reflectance band arising

from the surface sites while the latter is a diffuse reflectance band originating

from the bulk CeO270. This spectral profile indicates that the charge-transfer
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transition of Ce“ overlaps with the 4f1 ——> Sdl transition of Ce3+. No absorption

was detected above 500 nmn. The DRS spectra of vanadium oxides are

characterized by charge-transfer transitions of the type 0-V“+ and d-d

transitions of V“, and their energies are dependent on the oxidation state and

coordination environment”. The absence of absorption in the 600-800 nm

suggests that catalysts contain only V5+.

ln the UV-vis spectra of the bulk V205, strong absorption is observed

in the UV region with maxima at 284 nrn, which is deep orange in colour. This

absorption is associated to charge transfer transitions (LMCT) from the O 2p

valence band ofthe oxide to the empty v sa (o2"-»\/5*) orbital. Thus oxide has

a coordination of 6 for the cation in bulk V205”. However, supported metal

oxides can have lower coordination, such as 4 or 5 depending on the support

material and weight % of V205 supported”. The impregnation of V205 onto

the ceria surface causes a decrease of the main absorption intensity and also

forms a tail at higher wavelengths. The absorption band at 384 nm can be5+ __assigned to V species characterized by a V-0 bond. This indicates the

presence of V5+ species in a tetrahedral environment”. For 2 and 4VC, not

much difference is obtained from ceria absorption pattern. On the other hand,

for higher V205 weight % loading, the spectra obtained shows low absorption

intensity. This evidences that the vanadium oxide centers in 6, 8, and 10VC

differ from V205, which in contrast, shows a strong absorption in the UV
0

region“.

The UV-vis DR spectra of VCRS series of catalysts are shown in

Figure 4.16.
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The UV-vis spectra of VCRS series catalysts exhibit the broad band

due to the charge transfer transition between oxygen ligands and vanadium

metal centers. Slight broadening of the electronic absorption band compared to

VC series, indicates some changes in coordination of the surface V0,; species.

Broadening increases with increase in vanadia loading and the absorption tail

extends into visible region for IOVCRS. Supported vanadia catalysts have been

extensively studied using UV-vis DRS, and the spectra were usually very

broad77'78. By comparison with known om, absorption bands around 250-300

nm were assigned to tetrahedrally coordinated monovanadate. The bands at

300-400 nm range have been ascribed to polyvanadate in either tetrahedral or

pentahedral coordination79’80. Thus the UV-vis spectra in Figure 4.16 imply

that tetrahedral monovanadate VOX species are present on the support surface
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at low vanadia loading while polyvanadate species in a tetrahedral

anvironment exist to a large extent on the support with higher loading since

lbsence of pentahedral polyvanadate species are evidenced from EPR and

~IMR spectroscopic studies.

Figure 4.17 depicts the UV-vis DR spectra obtained for VP series

zatalysts.
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The bands are visible only within the range of 200-300 nm attributed to

the Pr and charge-transfer transitions of vanadiumsl. The Pr“ does not show

absorption in the visible region. Since 4f orbital of praseodymium are shielded

Erom the surroundings it is not possible to obtain information related to its

geometry of coordination sphere from absorption measurement studies82’83.

Absence of absorption bands at 500-600 nm range due to Pr3+ transitions

evidenced that catalyst is not containing these ions 84.
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Figure 4.18 depicts the UV-vis DR spectra obtained for VPRS series of

catalysts.
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UV-vis DR spectra of VPRS series catalysts also exhibit the similar

behaviour as that of VP series. All catalysts appeared black after calcination at

7'73 K, which gave no absorption in the visible region.

4.1.6 FT-infrared spectroscopy

In general the FT-IR spectroscopy is used to confirm the structure

assignments, since the V-O stretching vibrations are usually characterized as

“strong” whereas the bending vibrations get the “weak-medium” range.

Figure 4.19 shows FT-IR spectra of CRS obtained by the KBr method.
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band at 465 and 1384 cm‘1 is the characteristics of CeO285. FT-IR spectrum of
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coordinated water. The band around 1081 cm'1 corresponds to the asymmetric

03$ (Si-O-Si) stretching vibrations. In the hydroxyl region (3200-3600 cm']), a

very broad IR absorption band centered at 3463 cm‘1 is observed, which is

ascribed to the silanol groups occurring with strong hydrogen bondingsé.

For VC catalysts the absorption bands are visible in the range 795-805

and 1000-1100 c-mil regions in addition to those observed for ceria. The band

at 1022 cm'1 was reported to the V=O stretching vibration, while that at 818

cm'1 was attributed to the coupled vibrations between V=O and V-O-V8188. In

general, the sharp band with a maximum at 1022 cm'] is attributed to the

fundamental V=O stretching mode of surface VOX species and bands in the

range 1065-980 cm'1 contains contributing peaks from the stretching modes of

isolated VO4 species directly bonded to the support”. A band is observed at

I024 cm'1 for 2VC corresponding to surface V=O species and at 801.2 cm '1

due to coupled vibration. The intensity of the V=O absorption decreased and

more intense band at 799 cm'l is observed with increasing vanadia to l0VC

and is arises from the V043‘ species of orthovanadate structurego. Sohn et al.91

reported a similar observation for V205/ZrO2 in which at 973 K all V305

reacted with ZrO; and changed to ZrV;O7 so that V=O stretching at 1022 cm'1

disappeared completely. However, at 1073 K some of the ZrV,-107 decomposed

into V205 and ZrO; and then V=O stretching band due to the crystalline V205

was again observed at 1022 cm'1. These are in good agreement with those of

5 ‘v MASNMR described later.

In 2 and IOVCRS, the peak intensities of hydroxyl absorption are large

and the presence of Si-O-Si vibration is retained at ~l093 crn'l. IR spectrum of

2VCRS show a less intense band at 800 cm‘1 attributes to highly dispersed
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V0,, species compared to 10VCRS in which corresponding vibration is

observed at 797 cm'1 with more intensity. The structure of vanadia on CRS for

low weight loadings is similar to that on other oxides with an isolated V04

species92'93. In 10VCRS intense peak suggests more number of V=O species

than ZVCRS. No band observed around 1022 cm'l suggests that vanadium

oxide is in a highly dispersed state on CRS support. Formation of vanadium

crystallites on silica occurs well below monolayer coverage compared to other

oxides while two—dimensional polyvanadate species are not readily fon'ned94'96.

This confirms the results obtained from XRD analysis are in good agreement

with those of FT-Raman and 5 ‘V solid state NMR which will be observed later.

Figure 4.20 depicts the FT-IR spectra of VP and VPRS catalysts.
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Figure 4.20
The spectra of 2VP shows sharp peaks at 801, 1032, 1086, 1258, 1469,

1625, 2963 cmil and in the region 3500-3200 cm'l while l0VP shows a strong

band at 798 crn‘] with low intense bands at 1086, 1261,1468, 1637 and 2962
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cm'1. The peak observed at 1032 cm'l for ZVP results from the V=O stretching

of the vanadia species”. The prominent band observed of l0VP at 798 cm'1

can be accounted for the presence of higher vanadate species98. In general it is

due to the asymmetric stretching of V043‘ entity. The formation of higher

vanadates species depends on the nature of acid-base properties of supports

and on the vanadia concentration”. In acidic supports V-O-V polymers and on

basic supports pyro or orthovanadates are preferentially formed. The bands in

the region 3200-3600 and 1500-1600 cm‘ s correspond to surface hydroxyls

and coordinated water. A broad band centered on 3435 cm'1 is accounted for

the presence of surface hydroxyl groups and a slight decrease in intensity of

this band with l0VP shows some sort of interaction of the surface hydroxyls

with vanadia. FT-1R analysis of V205/Nd2O3 catalyst suggests the formation of

higher vanadates with increase in vanadia loading after monolayer capacitymo.

For 2 and 10 VPRS, absorption corresponding to the presence of Si-O-Si

vibration is retained at ~l092 cm’! with all other absorptions similar to that of

VP catalysts. Absence of crystalline V205 as evidenced from XRD technique is

confirmed since formation of any polyvanadyl surface species with stretching

frequencies in 1000-950 cm"! is not observedlm.

4.1.7 FT-Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy directly probes structures and bonds by its

vibrational spectrum. Therefore this technique has been extensively used to

discriminate between different structures on oxide surfaces1°2’1°3. The

distinction between highly dispersed surface phases and otherwise crystalline

species may be discerned on the basis of whether hydration-dehydration
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produces shifts in the tenninal metal=O stretching mode. Raman spectroscopy

was used to identify changes in the structure of dispersed V205 in dependence

on its loading and the nature of the supportm. By the nature of the reflected

radiation Raman spectroscopy is more sensitive to the catalyst surface1°5'1°8.

For supported vanadia, however, Raman spectra can appear to be essentially

similar to bulk V205 but without the V205 having a reducibility that is similar

to bulk V205. This difference is a result of relatively large Raman scattering

cross section for V2O5 as compared to the scattering cross section for

supported vanadia species. A decrease in reducibility may suggest a significant

distortion of V205 bonding and/or some interaction of a V205-like species with

the support. Hence a close examination of vanadia should be needed to

ascertain whether broadening and peak splitting have occu1redlO9'm.

Figure 4.21 illustrates the FT-Raman spectra of CeO2 and CRS.
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Figure 4.21

As shown in Figure 4.21, the spectrum of ceria exhibits a prominent

peak at 4'75-485 cm'1, a weak band at 286 cm'land a shoulder at 600 cm”.

According to the literature, only one mode (Fzg) is Raman active for the

fluorite structure of ceria with space group Fm3mm. This band is

characteristic of the presence of a cubic CeO;; phasem. In general, the

spectrum of ceria is characterized by a strong band at 462 cm'l due to the triply

degenerate F2g Raman active mode regarded as symmetric O-Ce-O stretching

of the fluorite S'[I'L1C'[L1I'€H4’H5. The strong band observed at 482 cnfl can be

attributed to the triply degenerate Fgg Raman active mode of the fluorite

structure of ceria and can be viewed as a symmetric breathing mode of oxygen

atoms around cerium ions. It also exhibits a weak band at ~286 cm'1 and a

shoulder at ~600 cm'I, which have been attributed to the normal Raman

inactive (IR active) transverse and longitudinal optical phonon modes,

respectively, at the Brillouin zone center. Generally not observed in Raman but

some defects can involve the relaxation of selection rules, in particular, has

been linked to oxygen vacancies in the CeO2 lattice. In CRS, the weak Raman
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bands observed at 838 and 980 cm'1 are due to the Si-OH stretching mode of

isolated surface hydroxyl groups and the bending modes of the supportlm. It

has been reported that, silica gel gives vibrations at 975 cm'1 (Si-O stretching

of Si-OH group), 820-800, 605 and in the range 350-550 cm'1 vibrational mode

of Si-O-Si bridges] ‘T

The FT-Raman spectra of 6VC and 6VCRS are shown in Figure 4.22.
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The spectrum of the 6VC exhibits Raman bands at ~270, ~-474, ~l226,

~1326, and ~1416 cm'1 and few broad bands in the region of 1000-1500 em‘.

A band observed at ~270 cm'1 is assigned to surface vanadia species} 18420. The

other bands are due to the formation of CeVO4. The band at 4'74 cm‘1 already

observed in ceria is slightly shifted in this case. It can be assigned due to the

presence of \/043' tetrahedra. Bands in the region 1000-1200 cm‘1 can be

assigned to the stretching mode of surface V0,. species. Raman spectrum

shows a strong band at 995 cm'l is usually attributed to microciystalline V205,

no such bands could be observed for vanadia loading up to 6 wt. % V3051“.

In 6VCRS, the bands above 1000 em" due to v=o vibration are not

much observed since the presence of amorphous SiO; make the species more

hydrated. The molecular structure of the supported vanadia species depends on

the loading. Raman bands are usually attributed to the V=O vibration of VOX

species in either octahedral or tetrahedral environment. Generally,

monovanadate or tetrahedral vanadia species have been assigned for low

loading and two-dimensioanl polyvanadates or octahedral species with

characteristic band around 950-990 cm", for high vanadia loadingm"l26.

FT-Raman spectra of VP series of catalysts are depicted in Figure 4.23.
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The peaks observed at 2717 and 3139 and 3590 cm'1 are related to the

PrxOy and the peaks are identified as Pr-Raman peaksm. In VP catalysts, no

peaks corresponding to 2717 cm'1 appeared and the intensity of peak at 2461

decreases very much.

FT-Raman spectra of VPRS catalysts are depicted in Figures 4.24.
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Figure 4.24

Raman spectra of VPRS catalysts appeared similar to VP catalysts. For

PRS, the Si Raman peaks appear at 471.3 cm'm8. The appearance of peak at

3221.5 cm'1 is related to the PrxOy. The lack of detection of bands in the V-0

V bending region (200-300 cm'1) for Zr-V catalysts suggests the species

existing as isolated, tetrahedral or five-coordinated, mono-oxo speciesm. The

highly broadened spectra suggest an amorphous nature for these catalystsm.

4.1.8 Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy

Electron magnetic resonance (EPR) techniques are widely used to study

paramagnetic centers on various solid surfaces. These centers may be surface

defects, inorganic or organic radicals, metal cations or supported metal
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complexes and clusters. Each of these paramagnetic species will produce a

characteristic EPR profile with well defined spin-hamiltonian parameters.

However, the magnetic properties, stability and reactivity of these centers can

vary dramatically depending on the nature of the support. In the present case,

electron paramagnetic resonance measurements were carried out to investigate

the influence of vanadia loading on the coordination geometry of vanadium

oxide structures and the electron delocalization of rare earths supported

vanadia catalysts under room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. Ceria, a well

known component of modem three-way exhaust-gas catalyst, can act as an

oxygen reservoir, releasing oxygen under fuel-rich conditions, and absorbing

oxygen under lean conditions. This is achieved via the facile Ce3+-Ce4+ redox

couple with consequent fonnation/annihilation of surface defects or oxygen

vacancies. All aspects of the catalysts such as redox sites, surface defect sites,

metal dopants and dispersed metal particles have been investigated using
EPR131-135_

The EPR spectra of the ceria and CRS supports collected at room

temperature are shown in Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25

The spectrum of ceria is composed of two superimposed signals with g

< 2 denoted by A and B. These signals can be attributed to the presence of Ce3+

ions located at two different sitesl36'l38. Signal A has been assigned to unpaired

electrons trapped at oxygen vacancies, where these vacancies are stabilized by

structural defects or impurities and the B signal to Ce3+ ions stabilized by some

lattice defects (CeO;-X)'39. It has been also proposed that the unpaired electrons

might be localized as Ce3+ ions in particularly low symmetry positions or

delocalized among ions at the vacancy envir0nment]4°'14l. Ceria contains

always a small percentage (about 6 %) of Ce3+ and the presence of Ce3+ related

surface defects can leads to corresponding signalsm. The Ce3+ ion has two

isotopes l40Ce and ]42Ce with natural abundances of 88.48 and 11.08 (%),
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respectively. They do not possess any nuclear magnetic moment; thus, in their

case, only one fine-structure EPR line corresponding to the electronic spin S =

‘/2 is observedm. The nuclear spin of 51V is I = 7/2 and natural abundance of

99.75 %144. In contrast to the closed shell Ce“ ion, Ce3+ possesses a single

electron, which in the ground state configuration lies in the 4f1 orbital. Within

this configuration the transitions between levels are formally parity forbidden.

However, relative to other trivalent rare earth ions, Ce“ has a first state

configuration 5d1 that is close in energy. Thus parity-allowed electric dipole

transitions 4f1—>5dI can easily occur in the UV range as evidenced from UV

vis DR spectral“. The spectra suggest presence of Ce3+ that can be detected by

EPR. Spectra obtained also at 7'7 K in order to justify its detection in spite of

the low spin relaxation time expected for these ions. VVhen ceria is promoted

with silica, the intensity of the A signal decreased whereas, the B signal

intensity remained stable. Since the A signal is disappeared after silica

introduction into ceria, it is believed that the Ce3+ ions corresponding to that

signal can be located on the ceria surface, whereas those corresponding to the

B signal are in the ceria bulk. Thus promoted species are located on the surface

rather than in the bulk of ceria.

The EPR spectra of VC series catalysts collected at room and liquid

nitrogen (77 K) temperature are shown in Figure 4.26.
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In comparison with pure ceria, it is observed that the presence of

vanadium ions in VC catalysts stabilized the Ce3+ species, leading to B signal

for all vanadia loading. However, intensity of signal corresponding to Ce3+ is

reduced for high vanadia loading suggesting reduced concentration of

paramagnetic centre. It provides an evidence for the ability of ceria to lose its

lattice oxygen and form Ce3+ ions thereby modifying redox process. Similar

behaviour was reported in yttria stabilized ceriam. The oxygen vacancies are

created in reduced ceria according to the equation, 2Ce4+ +O2' <—>1/2 Om) +

2Ce3+ + V0 .., where V0 .. is a doubly positively charged oxygen vacancy. The

incorporation of reduced metal oxide is believed to increase the concentration

of these V0 .. vacancies, and so shift the above equilibrium to the left

(decreasing the paramagnetic Ce3+ content). During this transformation the

electron from Ce3+ is transferred to the oxygen vacancy centre according to:

Ce3+ + V0 .. <—> Ce4+ + Pi’. This F+ centers are the consequence of the spin-orbit

coupling arising from the interaction of the trapped electron with the f orbital

of the surrounding Ce“ cationsm. Thus redox bahaviour gets enhanced upon

vanadia impregnation.

No signal relative to \/4+ species has been observed, whatever be the

weight percentage of vanadia loading, demonstrating that the totality of the

vanadium species is in the V5+ oxidation state after the complete

decomposition of vanadyl oxalate on the ceria support. This confirms the

corresponding remarks obtained from TGA/DTA and NMR studies. For high

vanadia loading, a new signal denoted by S is appeared. This signal is

attributed to trapped electron in oxygen vacanciesms. To have a better
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resolution of the signal, the recording of the spectrum has been performed also

at 7'7 K. The intensity of the S signal increases with the decrease of the

recording temperature following (I1/I2 = T1/T2). Increase in intensity is much

more with 6VC and such phenomenon can arise from the paramagnetic species

with short spin relaxation time. The similar behaviour was reported for T603

crystals and is attributed to trapped electron in oxygen vacanciesmg. The

appearance of the S signal can be correlated to the formation of the CeVO4

already observed from other techniques.

The EPR spectra of VCRS series catalysts collected at room and liquid

nitrogen (77 K) temperature are shown in Figure 4.27.= S (a)
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Figure 4. 27

The EPR spectra of VCRS catalysts also show the same pattern as that

of VC catalysts. Signal A vanished after vanadia impregnation. The intensity

of signal corresponding to Ce3+ is reduced as the vanadia loading increases

suggesting CeO; consumption to form CeVO4 phase. The spectra obtained at

77 K shows an enhancement of S signal for 6VCRS. Intensity of S signal is

more for IOVCRS compared to l0VC for spectra obtained at room

temperature.

The EPR parameters of ceria catalysts obtained at room
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temperature are presented in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10

EPR parameters

Catalyst gi g1, A gm;
CeO; 1.966 1.943 1.934
CRS 1.960 1.931zvc 1.964 - 1.939
6vc 1-984 - 1.966
10vc 1.978 - 1.966
ZVCRS 1.966 - 1.939
6VCRS 1.984 - 1.949
IOVCRS 1.978 - 1.948

The A and B signals are apparently characterized as gi(A) = 1.966 and

g_,-,»(A) = 1.943 and g;/(B) = 1.934 respectively. These hamiltonian parameters

observed for ceria can be attributed to the presence of two different types of

Ce3+ [fl ions: g¢>g1_>g//] sites either in the bulk or surface states. Similar results

were reported in the literature and assigned to Ce3+ ions or, more precisely, to

an interaction between conduction electrons and 4f orbitals of Ce“ ions in the

CeO; matrixlso. For zvc and VCRS 1116 gi value is = ~1.964 and gm; =1.939.

These values are close to Hamiltonian parameters of ceria. The effective g

values that are deduced from the spectra, are gJ_(A)= 1.984, 1.978, g_//(B)= 1.949

and 1.948 for 6, 10VC and VCRS respectively. These are due to the presence

of Ce3+ in the matrix and to the lattice defect centerslsl.

The EPR spectra obtained at room temperature for praseodymia and

PRS supports are presented in Figure 4.28.
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No specific features corresponding to Pr3+ could be observed from the

spectra suggesting the complete formation of Pr“ ions at the calcination

temperature of 773 K.

The EPR spectra obtained for VP series of catalysts at room

temperature and '77 K are presented in Figure 4.29.
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The spectra of 2 and 6 VP have similar pattern while that of 10 VP is 

different. Spectra do not show any features of Pr+ or V4+. A different pattern 

of 10 VP suggests structure different from others as indicated by XRD 

analysis. 

The EPR spectra obtained for VPRS series of catalysts at room 

temperature and 77 K are presented in Figure 4.30. 
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The EPR parameters of praseodymia catalysts calculated at room
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temperature are presented in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11
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Catalyst gvalue

1 Pr?

PRS

2VP

6VP

l0VP

2VPRS

6\/PRS

IOVPRS

1.996

2.003

2.574

2.465

1.978

2.015

1.999

1.978

The calculated g values show an increase upon silica promotion and

vanadia loading.
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4.1.9 “st MAS NMR spectroscopy

Inorder to characterize the nature of the silica species in the catalysts,

solid-state ”si NMR spectroscopy was used. Figure 4.31 show 29st MAS

NMR spectra obtained for RS and CRS supports with chemical shifts relative

to that of TMS.
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Figure 4.31

As a result of a wide range of Si-O-Si bond angles, amorphous silica

related materials show broad peaks in the -90 to 110 ppm regions. The silicate

species can be assigned to Q1, Q2 (geminal silanol groups), Q3 (single silanol

groups) and Q4 (Si(OSi)4) unitsm. The 29st MAS NMR spectra of RS and CRS

showed a signal at ~ -109 ppm. This signal obtained is assigned to
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the presence of Si(OSi)4 unitsm. This single composite signal centered near 

109 ppm for RS arises from nuclei that are incompletely relaxed. The spectra

also confiimed the presence of large number of internal silanol groups (Q3

sites) with a small shoulder around ~ -100 ppmm.

The 29Si MAS NMR spectra obtained for 2 and 6VCRS are presented

in Figure 4.32.
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Figure 4. 32

The ”si MAS NMR spectra evidenced Q4 units for VCRS catalysts.

However, as the vanadium content increases (6VCRS), a highly symmetric

shift centered at -1 11 ppm was observed. For VMCM-41 a similar observation

suggested that during the synthesis, vanadyl species (VO;2+) ma.y bind to the

surface terminate groups (ESi-OH) in the MCM-41 matrix via condensation to
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form (SiO)3 V=O type units thereby intensity of Q3 sites decreases or the

intensity ratio of Q4/Q3 sites increasesl55’156.

Figure 4.33 ShOW 29st MAS NMR spectra obtained for VPRS catalysts.
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Figure 4. 33

In contrary to spectra of ceria catalysts, PRS and IOVPRS shows

chemical shifts at ~ -90 ppm. It suggests an interaction between Pr and Si

silicate like Si-O-Pratoms in the silica promoted catalysts. The formation of

configuration was reported already for rare earth oxides La;O3 and YZO3 on Si

and SiO2157’158. According to Shoyama et a1. Pr4+ may substitute easily for both

Zr“ and Si“ in a zircon latticelsg.
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4.1.10 51V MAS NMR spectroscopy

Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) methods represent a

novel and promising approach to vanadium oxide catalytic materials. V5+

containing phases can be easily characterized by conventional 51V MAS

NMRMO. 51V nucleus (natural abundance 99.76 %) has a spin quantum number

of 7/2 and an electric quadrupole moment of 0.05 bl“. “V is a nucleus

unusually with small quadrupole moment, relatively large gyromagnetic ratio

and high natural abundance. So far 51V is one of the most popular nuclei in

NMR sway“? The small quadrupolar spin of “v nucleus can lead to

singularities in the NMR signals and it is usually admitted that the line shapes

of the nonspinning spectra are dominated by the anisotropy of the chemical

shiftm. Indeed, the extensive applicability of NMR to solids relies heavily on

magic angle spinning (MAS). This technique is able to narrow the lines by

successful averaging dipolar, anisotropic chemical shielding and first order

quadrupolar effects. However limitation of MAS remains due to residual line

broadening from the quadrupolar interaction at second order. Nevertheless, in

the case of vanadium, the small value of electric quadrupole moment

moderates the quadrupolar interaction and simple MAS technique has proven

to be a very convenient technique for vanadium characterization.

Last decade, numerous papers devoted to 51V NMR studies of solid

vanadia based catalysts have been published, demonstrating NMR importance

and self-descriptiveness for so complex systems as catalysts164‘166. Structure

and other physicochemical properties of the supported metal oxides are

considered to be in different states compared with bulk metal oxides because
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of their interaction with the supports. Since only the local environment of a

nucleus under study is probed by NMR, this method is well suited for the

structural analysis of disordered systems such as the two-dimensional surface

vanadium oxide phases.

The solid-state “V MAS NMR spectra of catalysts calcined at 773 K is

recorded with a spinning frequency \/R = 7.0 kHz. Figure 4.34 depicts the 51V

MAS NMR spectra of NH4\/O3, the reference compound for further

investigation.
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Figure 4.34

The spectrum displays a single broad peak centered at -572 ppm and

several associated spinning bands. The peak around -572 ppm of ammonium

metavanadate identified is related to the vanadyl oxygen with one water

molecule coordinated and shift at -664 ppm is vanadium dimer with one water

molecule coordinated to each V site suggesting an octahedral coordination

environmentm. The chemical shift at about -750 ppm indicates an octahedral

oxygen coordination of vanadium atoms168.
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The 51V MAS NMR spectra of VC catalysts are shown in Figure 4.35.
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The surface vanadium oxide structure is remarkably dependent on the

metal oxide support material. In general, it is known that low surface coverage

favour a tetrahedral coordination of vanadium oxide, while at higher surface

coverage vanadium oxide becomes increasingly octahedral coordinated. There

are different types of signals in the spectra of catalysts with varying intensities

depending on V205 content. For low vanadium content catalyst ZVC, the peaks

observed are at ~ -260, ~-360, ~-459, ~-495, ~-541, ~-545, ~-748 and ~760

ppm. This presents a species characterized by isotropic component and several

associated spinning bands. The shape of the sideband pattern of species

evidenced a distortion of the vanadium site. The broad line pattern associated

with this species could be correlated with an absence of regular ordering of

these vanadia sites. The peak at -260 ppm is assigned to the surface vanadium

oxygen structures surrounded by a distorted octahedron of oxygen atoms'69.

The band at ~-360 ppm can be assigned to pseudo-octahedrally coordinated

V“ species as a consequence of the interaction of tetrahedral sites. The

resonances at ~-459 and ~-495 ppm can be attributed to distorted isolated

tetrahedral V5+ sites. The peaks at ~-545 and ~750 ppm are attributed to the

tetrahedral vanadium-oxygen structures. Hence, in this low vanadia supported

catalysts, the species are consistent with surface V=O and polymeric species

V-O-V, highly dispersed on the ceria surfacem. For samples with higher

vanadium content (6VC, 8VC, l0VC) a highly symmetric signal centered at

815,, = -432 ppm has been obtained. Recently, it has been reported that the

signal with 8,80 = -432 ppm corresponds to the tetragonal structure of cerium

orthovanadate (CeVO4), in which vanadium atoms are located at the center of

isolated tetrahedralm. The only peak of IOVC observed at -432 ppm due to the
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CeVO4 compound saying that most of the V205 on the surface of ceria was

consumed to form the CeVO4 compound. These observations are in good

agreement with the results of the IR spectra. Different peak positions normally

indicate the differences of the spectral parameters and are observed due to

different local environments of vanadium nuclei.

The “V MAS NMR spectra of VCRS series of catalysts are shown in

Figure 4.36.

At low vanadium content, the spectrum consists of intense bands at 

260, -379, —76l (ppm) associated with several spinning side bands. It reveals

the presence of tetrahedral vanadium species for 2 (%) vanadia loading on the

support material. In the spectra of 6VCRS, a signal centered at -432 ppm has

been obtained along with —264, -3'71, -573 and ~7'/'6 (ppm) signals. The

intensity of this signal is increased for 8 and IOVCRS. The chemical shift

value around -432 ppm corresponds to the tetragonal structure of CeVO4, in

which vanadium atoms are located at the center of isolated tetrahedra. The

resonance around -260 is corresponds to that of the distorted octahedral

environment present in the catalyst.
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The “v MAS NMR ectr f

Figure 4.37.
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The 51V M

spinning frequency are shown in Figure 4.38.
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Figure 4.38

The “V MAS NMR spectra of praseodymia containing vanadia

catalysts exhibit a different pattern from that of ceria catalysts. A pyrovanadate

type structure is evidenced from XRD analysis. Spectra exhibit several

overlapping bands. In 6VPRS, the chemical shifts parameters are observed

around ~ -139, -247, -351, -490 and ~635 ppm. These values are in agreement
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with those reported for B-Mg;V2O7m. A well defined spectra observed for

l0VPRS with an additional shift at ~-432 ppm suggests presence of

orthovanadate along with pyrovanadates upon 10 wt. % V205 loading. The

chemical shift anisotropy parameter increases with an increasing degree of

polymerization and specific chemical shift values have been suggested for the

different types of tetrahedrally coordinated V-O species and for vanadium in

octahedral environments. Jorgen et alm investigated 51V quadrupole coupling

and chemical shift anisotropy for divalent metal pyrovanadates: Mg2V2O7,

Ca2V;O7, Zn2V;O7, Cd;V;O~;, BaCaV2O7 and concluded that pyrovanadates

can be distinguished as “thortveitite” and “dichromate” by the sign of the

chemical shift anisotropy parameter.

4.1.12 Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) are recorded to get the surface

morphology of the supports and supported catalysts. SEM studies on supported

vanadia catalysts are few in the literature174’l75. SEM images of vanadium

oxide made by different calcination temperatures showed structural differences

varying from agglomerated small grains giving to needle like crystal and

multilayer structure of sheetsm. The stoichiometric V205 is built up from

distorted trigonal bipyramids, V05 unit cell, so the 2-dimensional sheets, which

are weakly linked each other via oxygen atoms.

Figure 4.39-4.41 envisages the scanning electron micrographs obtained

for rice husk silica and ceria containing catalysts.
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Figure 4.39 
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Figure 4.40 

These micrographs show the morphology of the catalysts and its 

changes occurring at various wt. % of V20 S loading and with different 

supports. The electron micrographs of the catalysts with lower loading (2 to 

6Vq show that the catalysts have a very fme dispersion of vanadia on ceria. 

However, for higher vanadia loading the particles are agglomerated into 

crystallites. The morphology is consistent with the observation of powder X

ray reflections. 
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Figure 4.41 
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In VCRS series of catalysts, comparatively smaller particles are 

observed and the increase of particle size is not that much with VC catalysts. 

Structure appeared like sheets up to 10VCRS. 

Figure 4.42 envisages the scanning electron micrographs of Pr)(Oy and 

PRS. 

Figure 4.42 

The micrographs of Pr)(Oy and PRS show comparatively larger particles 

than ceria supporting the low BET surface area shown by these supports. 

Figure 4.43 and 4.44 envisage scanning electron micrographs of VP 
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and VPRS series of catalysts . 

Figure 4.43 
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Figure 4.44 

The scanning electron micrographs of VP and VPRS series of catalysts 

investigated by SEM show different morphology compared to ceria catalysts. 

Figure 4.45 envisages the scanning electron micrographs obtained for 

various silica supported vanadia. 
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Figure 4. 45 

4.1.12 Temperature programmed reduction 

Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) by H2 is a technique 

extensively studied in the literature to characterize the oxygen reducibility of 

doped oxide catalystsJ77·!79. The interaction of reactants with the catalysts 

surface is a key parameter in heterogeneous reaction systems; the temperature 

at which species are desorbed from a surface is indicative of the strength of the 

surface bond: the higher the temperature, the stronger the bond. Therefore the 

adsorption of a probe molecule at low temperature, and subsequent monitoring 

of its desorptionlreaction characteristics with temperature, is a simple way to 

characterize surface properties of catalysts and adsorbentslgo. The study of 

reduction of ceria and its interaction with H2 under more or less severe 
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conditions have represented a major effort in the last decade. Ceria is reduced

by H; at temperatures higher than 600 K and reduction is strongly affected by

pretreatments, precursor salts, and presence of noble metals.

Often a correlation is observed between the reducibility of vanadia

determined by temperature programmed reduction (TPR) in hydrogen and the

catalytic activity. In spite of similar coordination of the vanadium atom in the

monomeric and polymeric species, their structure differs strongly due to the

different length of the V-O bonds. Moreover, contrary to the monomeric

species, the polymeric species contain V-O-V oxygen bridges. Hence, different

reducibility could be expected in hydrogen i.e., different pre-exponential

factors and/or activation energies. However, the TPR profile of the catalysts

containing these two species usually consists of one peak. This shows that a

differentiation between monomeric and polymeric vanadia by this method is

difficultlgmgz. It is appropriate to study the catalytic systems by TPR since the

reduction behaviour is related to the strength of the V-O support bridging

bond, which is a factor controlling both the reducibility and the redox activity

of supported metal oxide catalysts183"89.

Temperature programmed reduction profile of ceria recorded in the

range 0-900 °C is depicted in Figure 4.46.
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Figure 4.46

The TPR profile of ceria exhibits two reduction maxima, a low

temperature (LT) peak with Tmm at 759 K, suggesting the reduction of

surface-capping oxygen anions which attach to surface Ce“ ions in an

octahedral coordination and a high temperature peak (HT) at Tmaxz at 1084 K

corresponding to the reduction of bulk oxygen ions19°‘192. The reduction profile

of ceria is in agreement with previously reported data193. Since the intensity of

low temperature peak is low majority of H; consumption originates from the

reduction of large ceria crystallites. The TPR profile of metal oxides as well as

other solid materials is determined by factors like the thermodynamics and

kinetics of reduction, the textural changes of the material and oxygen diffusion

in the lattice structure.

Temperature programmed reduction profile of 4VC and 6VC recorded

is depicted in Figure 4.47.
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Figure 4.47

Analyzing the TPR spectra of 4VC and 6VC we may conclude that the

change of Tmax positions in profiles of ceria supported catalysts suggests that

vanadia interacts strongly with the supportsm. In the case of supported

catalysts the LT peak is shifted to significantly higher temperatures, while the
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HT peaks shifted to lower temperatures. The TPR profile of 4VC is similar to

that of ceria with low intense high temperature reduction peak. The fact that

this TPR profile is similar to that of the ceria suggests that the VOX species

form a quite uniform layer over the support. Similar observation was reported

by Munteanu et al.l95. The V0,, species have, very probably, a similar structure

to that of the ceria support being a kind of epitaxial V0,, layer on the surface of

ceria. It is well known that the oxygen from the surface layers of ceria has a

large mobility and this oxygen could reoxidize the V0,, species very quickly.

This is in accordance with the findings of Andreeva et al.196 which reported

that in the case of V205/Ti02 and V205/Zr0; catalysts an EPR signal specific

of V4+ ions have evidenced, while in the case of V205/Ce0;, no such signal

could be observed because when Ce02 is used as a support, V“ cannot be

preserved in this oxidation state due to the high mobility of the oxygen of the

surface ceria layers. The TPR profile of 6VC exhibits the same pattern. The

vanadia layer situated on ceria is thicker than that in the case of 4VC and

consequently the processes become slower. This fact causes the shift of T;-max)

towards higher temperature.

The reduction pattern of V205, exhibits multiple reduction peaks

corresponding to the following reduction sequence: V205 —+ V6013 —+ V204 —>

V203197. For the supported catalysts, depending on the support, a low

temperature peak different in position and area was observed. This low

temperature peak can be connected with the oxygen species arotmd the vanadia

particles as well as the reduction of the support on the border with vanadia.

The reduction behaviour was different depending on the support and weight %

V205 loading. The impregnation of vanadia enhances the reduction of surface
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layers. On the other hand, the reduction temperature of bulk layers decreases

after V205 impregnation in comparison to ceria. A synergistic effect between

the vanadia and supports was established for the studied catalysts. Donka et

al.l98 studied reduction behaviour of titania, zirconia and ceria supported gold

vanadia catalysts for complete benzene oxidation and concluded that, the

highest activity and stability was established for the ceria supported catalysts,

which can be connected with high oxygen storage capacity of ceria. The Tmxl

increased upon vanadia impregnation and increases with an increase in vanadia

loading. This arises due to the formation of dispersed V oxides at higher

loadings. Similar observation was found for Mn/CeO; catalystsI99. As the

vanadia loading increases, only a partial amount of V may get dissolved into

the ceria matrix leaving excess amount residing as dispersed oxide on the

surface of the ceria. It does not have a strong interaction, which in turn results

in an increase in the reduction temperature.

The TPR spectra of VCRS series of catalysts are shown in Figure 4.48.
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Figure 4.48

Various CRS supported catalysts also show the similar reduction

behaviour as that of VC series of catalysts. The intensity of low temperature

reduction peak is high than high temperature reduction peak. Recent findings

suggested that incorporation of transition metal elements into ceria lattice

could deeply influence reduction under hydrogen by promoting reduction of

the bulk at lower temperaturezoo. Recently, Rocchini et al.201 reported that

under specific conditions, silica positively affects the redox behaviour of ceria,

resulting in an enhancement of its reduction properties even afier a strong

redox treatment, a condition that heavily inhibits reduction in pure ceria. The

reduction behaviour in ceria-zirconia depends on structural perturbation in the

lattice of ceria induced by the dopant 2O2'204.

The temperatures of peak maxima are given in Table 4.9. This is

graphically depicts in Figure 4.49.
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Table 4.12

Temperature/K

Catalyst ‘ T  T j 5IT12'iX_

Ce 759 1084 325
4VC 787 1056 269
6VC 792 948 156

4VCRS 766 1079 313
_ 6VCRS N 785 1048 263

1200 _ ITmaxl DTmax2

Temperature/K
\O
3
I

1.‘! _1 ~ M Y.' ‘ : \.» -' -‘ 5';i II Q l.i .2 v ‘ "0 ' 'l ' ‘° ‘ Q: ' .700 6 "" ' ‘-4 6
Ce 4vc evc 4\/CRS avcasCatalyst 7

Figure 4.49

From the table it is shown that vanadia impregnation clearly modified

the reduction behaviour of catalysts. The surface reduction peak has shifted to

higher temperature for all the studied VC and VCRS series of catalysts.

However, increase in temperature is more with VC series of catalysts than

VCRS series. The bulk reduction peak shows a different behaviour. The

temperature of reduction is high for 4VCRS and 6VCRS than 4VC and 6VC.
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4.2 Acidity measurements

The surface acidity of solid catalysts has been the subject of

considerable study. It has been shown that the centers giving rise to surface

acidity can be strongly acid, and they occupy only a small fraction of the total

catalyst surface, but little is known regarding the acid strength distribution

among such centers and how this distribution varies with the type of catalyst.

The present studies were undertaken to obtain such information.

4.2.1 Temperature programmed desorption-NH;

Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) has become a powerful

tool for the characterization of catalysts. Ammonia is used frequently as a

probe molecule because of its small molecular size, stability and strong basic

strengthzos. Ammonia can be adsorbed on an oxide surface through hydrogen

bonds or through dipolar interaction yielding the total acidity (Bronsted and

Lewis type) of the systemm. The total acidity measurements of catalysts have

been carried out by step-wise temperature programmed desorption of NH3. The

acid strength distribution is classified depending on the desorption

temperature; region 373-473 K is for weak, 474-673 K is due to medium, and

674-873 K is due to strong acid sitesm.

Acidity values obtained by TPD-NH; of VC series of catalysts are

given in Table 4.13.
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Table 4.13

T7 Acidity Distribution (ii{1}i§ii0g‘1i)010
Catalyst Weak

373-473 (K)

Medium

474-673 (K)

Strong # Total
674-873 (K) 373-873 (K)

Ce

2VC

4VC

6VC

8VC

l0VC

0.34

0.57

0.81

0.37

0.34

0.31

0.12 (0.40)*

0.29 (0.s6)*

0.08 (0.s9)*

0.14 (0.51)*

0.17 (0.s1)*

0.17 (0.4s)*

0.05

0-19

0.11

0.02

0.07

0.09

0.51

1.04

0.99

0.53

0.58

0.58

* Bronsted acid sites, # Lewis acid sites

Table 4.13 shows the acid strength distribution of ceria containing

catalysts. The TPD results indicate that ceria possess less acidity since it is a

basic oxide and acidity enhanced upon vanadia loading. Impregnation of

vanadia increases the amount of ammonia desorbed at lower temperature

region, whereas the amount is reduced at higher temperature region. The

addition of vanadia onto non-acidic support may create both Lewis and, to a

lesser extent some Bronsted acidityzos. High loading over the support creates

new Bronsted acid sites however; the number of Lewis acid sites may get

reducedzog. Among ceria supported catalysts, total acidity of ZVC is found to

be more. Further increase in vanadia loading decreases the acidity. It could be

due to masking of acidic sites by highly dispersed vanadium oxide phase on

the surface of the support. The decrease in acidity is also attributed to the

fonnation of orthovanadate type structure.

The TPD-NH; results of VCRS catalysts are given in Table 4.14.
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Table 4.14

Acidity Distribution (mn1olg")

Catalyst Weak
373-473 (K)

Medium

474-673 (K)

Strong # Total
373-873 (K) 373-873 (K)

RS

CRS

2VCRS

4VCRS

6VCRS

8VCRS

IOVCRS

6VRS

6VSG

1.13

0.58

0.59

0.79

0.92

0.73

0.67

0.23

0.81

0.17 (1.3)*

0.13 (0.71)*

0.19 (0.7s)*

0.21 (1.0)*

0.24 (1.16)*

0.28 (1.01)*

0.29 (0.96)*

0.22 (0.45)*

- (0.s1)*

0.09

0.07

0.11

0.13

0.12

0.09

0.09

0.09

1.39

0.79

0.89

1.13

1.28

1.11

1.06

0.54

0.81

* Bronsted acid sites, # Lewis acid sites

Amorphous silica obtained from rice husk is very acidic. Acidity of

ceria enhanced upon silica promotion. Acidity of VCRS catalysts was found to

be higher in comparison with VC series. This is in agreement with high acidity

of amorphous silica promoted ceria support. In this series, acidity decreases in

ZVCRS and increases marginally with vanadia loading up to monolayer

coverage of 6VCRS due to increase in active vanadia sites. Further increase

causes decrease in acidity due to the formation of the orthovanadate type phase

on the supportm. The acidity generation is caused by an excess of a negative

or positive charge in a model structure of binary oxide related to the

coordination number of a positive element and a negative element. It is known
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that bulk vanadia possesses both surface Lewis and Bronsted acidity and in

dehydrated conditions no Lewis acid sites are present on SiO; surface, thus

vanadia at higher loadings affects the number of Lewis acid sitesz 11.

The TPD-NH; results of praseodymia catalysts are given in Table 4.15.

Table 4.15

Acidity distribution (mmolg")

Catalyst Weak
373-473 (K)

Medium

474-673 (K)

Strong # Total
373-873 (K) 373-873 (K)

3 Pr 0.65 7 0.23 0.ss)* 0.12 0.99 7 if

PRS 0-77 0.18 (0.95)* 0.09 1.03
ZVP 0.36 0.12 (0.4s)* 0.11 0-59
6VP 0.14 0.13 (0.27)* 0.08 0.35
10VP 0.24 0.14 (0.3s)* 0.05 0.43
ZVPRS 0.19 0.10 (0.29)* 0.02 0.32
6VPRS 0.44 0.19 (0.63)* 0.11 0.75
10‘/PRS 0.36 0.17 (0.53)* 0.11 0.63
* Bronsted acid sites, # Lewis-type acid sites

Praseodymia exhibits higher number of acid sites in contrast to ceria.

The total acidity of praseodymia increased upon silica promotion in

accordance with high acidity of amorphous silica obtained from rice husk. In

VP series catalysts, acidity of the support decreases with the addition of

vanadium oxide due to masking of acidic sites of praseodyrnia by highly

dispersed vanadium oxide phase. A similar behaviour related to ceria catalysts

is observed for praseodymia catalysts. The acidity decreases in 2VP, increased
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up to 6VP and then decreased. Higher loading results in an enhancement in

Bronsted acid sites while Lewis acid sites are decrease to a large extent.

In VPRS series, total acidity found to be increased upon vanadia

loading of 6 wt. % and then decreases. Bronsted acid sites increase upon 6

wt.% V305 loading and further increase reduced the acidic sites.

It is reported that the evacuation of metal oxide surfaces at 673 K

removes most of the probe molecules adsorbed on the Bronsted acid sitesz 12313 .

The amount of ammonia adsorbed at higher temperature region, is considered

to be due to Lewis acid sites. Acid sites responsible for Lewis type acidity are

coordinately unsaturated cations of the supportm.

4.2.2 Cyclohexanol decomposition

The decomposition of cyclohexanol is an important industrial process

since the products obtained are used as raw materials for the manufacture of

fine chemicals in chemical industry215‘216. Besides, this reaction is considered

as a test reaction for acid-base properties of solid catalysts as well as a model

reaction to determine the catalytic fmictionality of metal oxideszlmzl.

Decomposition reaction of cyclohexanol to give cyclohexene and

cyclohexanone as the main products has been used as a good model reaction in

probing acid-base properties of metal oxide materialsm. The amphoteric

nature of the alcohol permits its interaction with acidic and basic sites, leading

to the formation of cyclohexene and cyclohexanone. The process of

cyclohexanol conversion leading to various products is depicted in scheme 4.1.
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dehydration ®
ii?-r

acidic sites

OH Cyclohexene
O

J dehydrogenation

| acid + basic sites
Cyclohcxanol ‘ Cyclohexanone

i aromatization OH
-——-——-1»

basic sites

Phenol

Scheme 4.1

It is generally accepted that the dehydration of cyclohexanol to

cyclohexene occurs on acid sites, while dehydrogenation to cyclohexanone is

associated with both acid/base and redox sites223'226. Accordingly, the product

ratio of this conversion could be used to evaluate the surface acid-base

properties of various oxide materials. Acid-base properties of metal oxides

were dependent on a number of variables such as metal salt, method of

preparation, precipitation agent, calcination temperature and the effect of

promoters. Effect of a promoter in any reaction is to enhance the reaction rate

with better product selectivity at lower temperaturesm.

The dehydrogenation of cyclohexanol is a commercially important

reaction and several papers have been widely reported for reactions in the gas

phase, liquid phase and solvent free conditions using a variety of solid
,229catalystsm . Both acid and basic sites were responsible for the dehydration

processes in the gas-phase conversion of alcoholsm. Dehydrogenation activity

over spinel type catalysts was suggested by the presence of both basic and

redox pI'Op61'ti6S231. Stronger acid sites are found to be responsible for the

fonnation of methylcyclopentenes through the secondary reaction of
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cyclohexene and aromatization of cyclohexanol produced phenol in small

quantitiesm. Generally, dehydration takes place on acidic oxides such as V205,

SiO;, A1203 and sulfated ZrO; giving rise to cyclohexene as major product

while on basic oxides such as MgO, ZnO and CuO, dehydrogenation is

favoured leading to the formation of cyclohexanone as major product. Small

quantities of aromatized product phenol have also been reported on Cu and Ni

containing oxide catalystsm. The redox and acid-base properties of oxides can

be tuned to produce surface acid-base and redox pair sites in mixed oxides to

carry out organic reactions.

4.2.2.1 Influence of reaction conditions

In order to check the influence of conditions, reaction was carried out

by varying parameters such as temperature and flow rate of reactant with

selected catalyst.

1. Effect of Temperature

The effect of temperature on decomposition is shown in Figure 4.50.|;' " he ' ‘ r e" “ _
'1 '-I-Cyclohexanol —O—Cyc1ohexenc

100 - / 1- 120’-  ‘F i  . '*  I' - so Q‘--I d
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Figure 4.50
Reaction conditions:- 6VCRS-500 mg, Flow rate- 5 mlh‘],

Time- 2 h and Nitrogen-20mlmin'].
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The overall conversion of cyclohexanol showed an increasing trend

with an increase in reaction temperature. A maximum of 98.3 (wt. %)

conversion was obtained at temperature of 623 K with cyclohexene as the only

product, suggesting that active sites are not deactivated due to coke deposition.

Small amount of benzene is formed at lower temperature.

2. Effect of Flow rate

Decomposition reaction carried out with different flow rate of reactant

is presented in Figure 4.51.

it if —I—Cyclohexanol -Q"-Cyclohexene30 -i - 120
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Figure 4.51

Reaction conditi0ns:- 6VC-500 mg, Temperature- 523

K, Time- 2 h and Nitrogen-20mlmin'1.

The reaction with various cyclohexanol feed rate was carried out from

4 to 7 ml h'l at 523 K. It can be seen from figure 4.51 that the cyclohexanol

conversion decreased with an increase in flow rate. Cyclohexene selectivity

also showed some dependence on flow rate, it decreases upon increase in flow
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rate. In general, a decrease in the conversion is observed at higher space

velocities due to lesser contact time and thus kinetics gets modified234. For

further reaction, flow rate of 5 mlh'1 was selected.

4.2.2.2 Cyclohexanol decomposition over catalysts

Cyclohexanol decomposition was carried out at 523 K in a

conventional fixed-bed type reactor, with a continuous flow system at

atmospheric temperature. By means of a glass syringe, a cyclohexanol stream

with a feed rate F = 5 mlhil was passed after dilution with dried nitrogen at a

flow rate of 20 mlmin'] in 500 mg of catalyst weight. Reaction products

collected after 2 h was analyzed by gas chromatograph.

The results of cyclohexanol decomposition obtained over VC catalysts

are presented in Table 4.16.

Table 4.16

Selectivity (%)

Catalyst Conversion (wt.%) Cyclohexene Cyclopentenes
Ce

2VC

4VC

6VC

8VC

IOVC

12.5

3.4

6.3

56.7

43.0

41.1

72.5

51.6

76.7

100

99.4

98.8

27.5

23.3

48.4

0.0

0.6

1.2

Product analysis shows cyclohexene as the main reaction product along

with small amounts of cyclopentenes. No cyclohexanone was formed over any

catalysts under the reaction conditions studied. In accordance with Paula et al.
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presence of nitrogen atmosphere throughout the reaction period can be a reason

for the production of only cyclohexenem. Dehydrogenation of cyclohexanol

occurs on basic/redox sites and vanadia-ceria combination catalysts are best

known for its redox propel-ty236.

For ceria, cyclohexene along with small amount of cyclopentanes is

obtained as the products. lmpregnation of vanadia results an increase in

conversion rate and cyclohexene selectivity up to loading of 6 wt. % V205.

Further increase in vanadia loading decreased the conversion rate as well as

cyclohexene selectivity. The dehydration activity observed under nitrogen

stream is a typical acid-catalyzed reaction and it indicates that the catalyst

possesses some surface acidity237. Isomerization and disproportionation

reactions produce cyclopentenes, benzene and phenol due to the presence of

strong acid sitesm. In the present case, the low selectivity of ceria containing

catalysts towards consecutive reaction products suggests that the acid sites are

weak.

The results over VCRS catalysts are presented in Table 4.17.

Table 4.17

Selectivity (%)

Conversion 2 8 2' 8Catalyst (wt.%) Cyclohexene Cyclop entenes
2 Rs

CRS

ZVCRS

4VCRS

6VCRS

8VCRS

49.2

12.1

23.2

28.1

58.6

27.8

T T 99.4 it 0.6
76.6 23.4
100 0.0
100 0.0
100 0.0
100 0.0
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l0\/CRS 27.4 100 0.0
Amorphous silica from rice husk produced cyclohexene with small

amount of cyclopentenes as secondary oxidation products on strong acid sites.

For silica promoted ceria, conversion rate and cyclohexene selectivity

increased compared to ceria. However, activity and selectivity is lowered than

that of silica due to the lowering of surface area and total acidity since ceria is

well known as a basic oxide. Among supported vanadia catalysts, conversion

rate increases up to 6 wt. % V205 loading exclusively giving cyclohexene as

the product. Higher loading above this reduced activity.

The results of cyclohexanol decomposition obtained over praseodymia

containing catalysts along with different silica supported vanadia are presented

in Table 4.18.

Table 4.18

i   i Selectivity (%) E
Catalyst Conversion (wt.%) Cyclohexene Cycltipentenesit P 7.3 75.1 24.9PRS 8.4 42.8 51.12vP 5.9 95.3 4.76VP 7.9 53.1 35.2
IOVP 9.9 64.8 46.8
2VPRS 7.5 70.3 29.6
6VPRS 9.9 86.9 13.2
IOVPRS 3.1 70.1 29.9v 96.4 97.2 2.8
6VRS 52.7 98.7 1.3
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6VSG 22.3 81.2 18.8

On the other hand, the praseodymia containing catalysts exhibit

formation of isomerized products in high yield owing to the presence of some

amount of strong acid sites in the catalysts. Conversion rate was found very

low compared to ceria containing catalysts. Low cyclohexanol conversion rate

and cyclohexene selectivity can be attributed to the difference in redox

properties and low surface area compared to ceiia catalysts.

4.2.2.3 Cyclohexanol decomposition and acidity by TPD-NH3

To determine the role of physical properties on cyclohexanol

decomposition over all of these catalysts, a correlation diagram developed

using conversion rate, cyclohexene selectivity and acidity values.

Relation between % decomposition and acidic sites for VC catalysts is

presented in Figure 4.52.
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Figure 4.52

Figure 4.52 shows the effect of acidic sites on cyclohexanol

decomposition. From Figure 4.52 (a) it is seen that activity increases as the

loading of vanadia increases reaches a maximum and then decreases. However,

acidity of the catalysts decreases upon low vanadia loading and then increases

after the monolayer coverage of 6 wt. % V;O5_ However, the cyclohexenne

selectivity shows a dependence on the medium acid sites of the VC catalysts

obtained by TPD-NH; from figure 4.52 (b). The high conversion rate for low

loading is due to highly dispersed smaller crystallites of vanadia over the

support surface.

Relation between % decomposition rate and total acidity obtained for

VCRS catalysts are presented in Figure 4.53.
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Figure 4.53

It could find a good correlation between decomposition activity and

total acidity values obtained by TPD-NH; for CRS supported catalysts.

Cyclohexanol conversion rate is in accordance with its total acidity obtained by

ammonia desorption method for all these catalysts. For silica promoted ceria,

activity and selectivity is lowered than silica due to the lowering of surface

area and total acidity since ceria is well known as a basic oxide. In this case,

the cyclohexanol dehydration to give cyclohexene is exclusively related to the

total acidity of the oxides in accordance with several reportsm. Formation of

methyl cyclopentenes over the catalysts suggests that the isomerization activity

must be associated with total acidity in agreement with Bautista et al.24°. The

influence of BET surface area of supported vanadia catalysts on catalytic

activity is found to be negligible since impregnation of active phase over a

support always reduces the surface aream.

Relation between decomposition and acidity obtained for VP catalysts

is presented in Figure 4.54.
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The VP catalysts Show similar behaviour as that of VC series

Conversion rate was very low compared to ceria catalysts. It suggests the

influence of surface area and redox properties on the cyclohexanol

decomposition over these catalysts.

Relation between decomposition rate and total acidity for VPRS

catalysts is presented in Figure 4.55.
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The effect of total acidity on conversion rate was similar to VCRS

catalysts. Presence of amorphous silica makes these catalysts more acidic. Up

.to vanadia loading of 6 wt. % conversion and acidity increases and further

increase reduced both acidity and total activity.

Decomposition of cyclohexanol over ceria and praseodymia supported

vanadia catalysts suggest the dependence of properties such as surface area,

amount of vanadia and acid site distribution upon loading. Cyclohexanol

decomposition on silica promoted rare earth oxides should be associated with

the total acidity from ammonia desorption measurements and the amount of

vanadium loaded.

4.3 Discussion

Studies on the modification of vanadia based catalysts by addition of

different promoting agents, usually metals or metal oxides, for selective

hydrocarbon oxidations are extensive. However, studies on modified rare earth

oxide-vanadia based catalysts are limited. Especially studies on rare earth
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oxide praseodymia regarding the catalytic activity are rare in the literature.

This work shows that the addition of vanadium to rice husk silica promoted

rare earth oxides could significantly increases the catalytically important

properties such as BET surface area, acidity, dispersion and reduction

behaviour in comparison to rare earth oxide supported ones. This work has

focused on a detailed catalyst characterization in order to probe the important

characteristics for the enhanced catalytic activity.

For well-dispersed vanadia species on oxide supports, two types of

surface vanadium oxide species are generally identified: isolated and

polymeric vanadium oxide species. The ratio of polymerized to isolated

surface vanadia species depends on the vanadia loading, the support surface

area, and the specific nature of the support. Several properties of supported

vanadium catalysts such as the role of the support, the vanadium loading, the

strength of V=O bond, the reducibility of the V-O-Support, and the nature of

active vanadium species in many industrial important reactions especially

selective oxidation reactions. Characterization of various supported vanadia

catalysts using different instrumental techniques in this study has helped to

define the role these parameters.

4.4 Conclusion

Highly amorphous silica with high specific surface area could be

prepared from an agrowaste rice husk and characterized using different

techniques. Silica promoted ceria and praseodymia material exhibits

reasonably high surface area and thermal stability. The combination of
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different physicohemical techniques used in this study revealed presence of

different vanadium oxide species on the supported catalysts.

Powder X-ray diffraction, a bulk characterization technique was used

to study the crystallographic nature of the rare earth oxides and supported

vanadium oxides. Analysis evidenced a fluorite type ceria and praseodymia

and highly amorphous silica prepared from rice husk. It followed also from

analysis that supported vanadia seems highly dispersed over the surface of the

support for low loading and crystallization or compound formation occurs as

the loading increases. Predominantly orthovanadate type formation observed at

calcination temperature of 773 K on the nonpromoted oxides above 6 wt. %

V205 loading while no corresponding diffraction pattem observed for CRS

supported catalysts owing to its amorphous nature. BET surface area analysis

results high surface area for vanadia supported on silica promoted ceria and

praseodymia. A gradual reduction of surface area was observed after vanadia

incorporation over the supports as expected.

Thermal analysis of catalysts conducted before calcination procedure

confirmed the removal of water molecules as well as oxalate species before

773 K, which was chosen as calcination temperature in order to produce oxides

from precipitated hydroxides and impregnated solids. For praseodymia

catalysts, exotherms in DTA pattern and corresponding TGA loss suggested

the formation of praseodymia pyrovanadates.

The data obtained from UV-vis DRS spectroscopy confirm that it is an

important tool for the characterization of supported vanadium oxide catalysts.

The UV-vis spectra of ceria supported catalysts are characterized by charge
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transfer transitions with low intense absorption pattern different from bulk

V205 suggesting a different coordination environment for supported catalysts.

The peaks around 350-400 nm in the UV-vis spectra of the supported vanadia

catalysts have been assigned to tetrahedrally coordinated V5+. Reduced centers

are present in supported catalysts. lt has been reported that these reduced

vanadyl centers, which allows easily the migration of electrons, are responsible

for the selective oxidation reactions. Thus it is evident that the active sites for

an oxidation catalyst working with a redox or Mars-van Krevelen mechanism

need to be rapidly reoxidized by oxygen and the active sites be the V5+=O

species. Praseodymia catalysts appear black after calcination at 773 K and

gave no absorption in the UV-vis range.

The analysis of Hamiltonian parameters provided g values
corresponding to Ce3+ species in the ceria supported catalysts. The EPR

measurements showed that the vanadium was mostly in the 5+ oxidation state.

The FT-IR spectra of the catalysts exhibited bands due to different

vanadia species. Only isolated surface V=O species were observed for CRS

supported catalysts suggesting high dispersion compared to ceria support

alone. With increasing vanadia content the V043" species of orthovanadate

structure observed. FT-IR spectra of praseodymia catalysts show formation of

higher vanadates species.

A further confirmation of the presence of different vanadium oxide

species in the catalysts is given by laser-Raman spectroscopy, applied to the

calcined catalysts with the purpose of following the possible transformations of

the vanadate species upon vanadia loading over various rare earth oxide

supports and for amount of various vanadia loading.
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Solid state both ”sl and 51v MAS NMR techniques could helpfully

complete the characterization of the local environment of Si and V in the

surface species and was in good agreement with the other results. Ceria

catalysts evidenced the presence of Si-O-Si (Q4) while the fOI‘mE1’[iOn of silicate

like Si-O—Pr configuration was observed for praseodymia catalysts.

51V MAS NMR spectra of VC catalysts exhibit presence of highly

dispersed vanadia up to 4 wt.% and well defined shift corresponding to CeVO4

formation appeared on further loading. However, VCRS catalysts contain

highly dispersed tetrahedral vanadia sites.

Scanning electron micrographs depicts the morphological change upon

silica promotion and vanadia loading. Particles found agglomerated for higher

vanadia loading.

TPR studies were used to evaluate the reducibility of the catalysts. All

TPR profiles have two sharp peaks corresponding to low and high reduction

temperature. The temperature and intensity ratio of the two peaks changed

from sample to sample after vanadia loading.

Acidity of the catalysts were measured by temperature programmed

desorption using ammonia as a probe molecule and also tested with gas-phase

cyclohexanol dehydration. Conversion rate for cyclohexanol decomposition on

ceria, silica and silica promoted ceria is associated with its surface area and

total acidity. However, for supported catalysts, conversion should be

associated with the total acidity from ammonia desorption and the amount of

vanadia loading.

............ ................
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CHAPTER 5

OXIDATION OFBEN

Abstract

Direct oxidation of benzene with H30; to form phenol is a very

promising tool for the chemical industry, since the commonly employed

‘cumene ’ process being of uncertain profitability and technologically complex.

Due to the high stability of benzene, the direct oxygenation of benzene has

been thought to be one of the most difiicult oxidation reactions but also to be

one of the most challenging oxidation from the point of view of synthetic

organic chemistry. Phenol has been known to be a versatile intermediate for

the manufacture of various petrochemicals such as phenolic resins, adipic

acid, caprolactum, bisphenol, nitro and cholrophenols, phenol sulfonic acid,

and is mainly produced by ‘cumene’ process. However, this process consists of

three steps, and has many disadvantages. Hence, finding a one-step process

for the production of phenol by direct oxidation of benzene, which is one of the

most challenging tasks in oxidation catalysis, attracts much attention in recent

years.



Oxidation of Benzene

5.1. INTRODUCTION

At the present time, phenol an important intermediate for the

manufacture of petrochemicals, agrochemicals and plastics is commercially

produced via the so-called “Cumene Process” which accounts for more than

90% of the world output with only 5% of phenol yield. The advantage of

“Cumene Process” (Hock Process) is that it take two inexpensive starting

materials, benzene and propylene, and converts them into two expensive useful

products, phenol and acetone, just using airl. However, the marketability of

acetone by-product and the need of a high capital investment due to its

characteristic multi-step process are disadvantages. For these reasons, a

process is desired whereby phenol can be formed in one stepz. The reaction

pathways involved in one step production of phenol from benzene is shown in

Scheme 5.1.
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the selective insertion of the hydroxyl group onto the aromatic ring, to

manufacture phenols and naphthols is a very promising tool for the chemical

industry. A one-step production of phenol through the direct oxygenation of

benzene has so far been attempted using various catalytic systems by many

researchers”. The practical development of one step production of phenol will

have advantages in cost reduction and energy saving.

The direct oxygenation of benzene formally includes insertion of an

oxygen atom between the C-H bonds to form phenol. The oxygen insertion for

benzene oxidation is shown in Scheme 5.2.

+ 0* ——-———4r- -—-——9IOxygen atom Phenol
Scheme 5.2

-|l-—- OI |\J
I

I
I

I

Many approaches have been reported in the literature for the oxidation

of benzene to produce phenol8’9. Classical system such as Fenton’s reagent

(F-e2+-H202), Udenfriend’s reagent (Fe2+~EDTA-O2‘L-ascorbic acid), and

Hamilton’s reagent (Fe2+-catechol-H202) has been known to yield phenol from

benzene. Recently, iron and chromium-containing phosphotungstate salts

were reported as efficient catalysts for benzene hydroxylationl 0.

Direct benzene to phenol oxidation over iron modified zeolites of MFI

structures using N20 as an oxidant has been developed for the last 10 years,

which resulted in commercialization of new techn 01 prOdH¢ti0n
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at Solutial 1. In recent years, a new class of commercial oxidation catalysts, Fe

ZSM5 has emerged for phenol production from benzene using nitrous oxide as

oxidizing agent12'14. Influence of acidity, both the Bronsted acid sites and the

Lewis ones on benzene to phenol hydroxylation over iron modified zeolite

ZSM-5, was discussed extensively in the literature”. At the beginning, he

acidic centers were believed to be responsible for this reaction. However,

Panov and co-workers“ have shown that benzene to phenol oxidation does not

occur according to acidic mechanism and they proved the exceptional role of

iron complexes for this reaction. After the finding that benzene can be

selectively oxidized to phenol over ZSM-5 type zeolites using N20 as an

oxidant, several research groups have investigated the mechanism of such a

reaction, reaching different conclusionsms. The presence of Bronsted acid

sites on the catalyst surface was demonstrated to be necessary but, according to

Burch and Howitt, not sufficient for assuring high activity and selectivity,

while Lewis acid sites should be inactive”. Liang et al.20 reported that

heterogeneous modified mesoporous SBA-15 catalyst by the covalent grafting

of ferrocene complex show high catalytic activity for benzene oxidation with

hydrogen peroxide as the oxygen source and the excellent stability of these

catalysts is attributed to the covalent grafting between the organic ligand and

the inorganic meosporous material.

Molecular oxygen is an ideal oxidant, but aerobic oxidation is often

difficult to control and only one oxygen atom has been used in most reactions

(50 % atom efficiency) thus oxidation requires reducing agents21'22_ H202 is

considered as an ideal oxidant due to its high oxidizing ability and lack of toxic

by-products since it produces water as the only by-product”. The catalytic
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hydroxylation of aromatics with aqueous HO; has been widely investigated

with catalysts such as iron complexes, silica-supported iron salts, titanosilicates

and V-substituted polyoxometalates24'29. In recent years, many efforts have

also been published in the field of cheaper H20; production since it is too

expensive compared to the frequently applied air and/or oxygen. Several

researchers reported very cheap and clean H202 technology, in which H20; is

produced in situ and reacts in one pot with an organic substrate. In ‘Niwa

concept’ with the oxidation of benzene to phenol as the model reaction consists

of a I-L-penneable Pd based membrane through which IL is transported as an

active hydrogen atom towards the reaction side of the membrane reactor

containing oxygen and benzene32’31. Takahiro et al.32 reported the liquid-phase

oxidation of benzene by various supported Cu catalysts using molecular

oxygen as an oxidant and ascorbic acid as a reductant. A Fenton-type reaction

scheme was suggested by the accumulation of H20; during the benzene

oxidation. According to Feng-Shou Xiao et al.33 benzene oxidation with H202

on Cu catalysts produced phenol selectively with high conversion rate in

comparison with TS-1 catalyst. The high catalytic activity is related to the

intensity of hydroxyl radicals resulting from tle interaction of Cu-OH with

H202 from EPR analysis.

Noble metal- vanadium W) oxide catalysts supported on SiO; have

been reported to be active for benzene oxidation to phenol in the presence of

both gaseous oxygen and hydrogen under a pressurized atrnosphere“.

Vanadium catalysts supported on SiO; and A1203, have also been utilized for

the benzene oxidation using gaseous oxygen as an oxidant and ascorbic acid as

a reducing agent” . Kenji Nomiya et al.36 studied the catalytic hydroxylation of
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benzene using nnno-vanadium (V) substituted heteropolymolybdate as single

species in presence of H202. They have summarized the requirement of one

vanadium center acting in cooperation with the Mo(VI) atom constructed on

the A-site of the ot-Keggin polyoxoanion structure in contrast to the bimetallic

vanadium species with the corner-shared octahedra. John et al.37 reported that

V205/TiO2 can be used to achieve the oxidation of monochlorobenzene at

moderate temperatures and the higher catalytic activity is due to the crystalline

vanadia species on the surface of the catalyst. Vanadium containing

mesoporous materials such as V-MCM-41 showed good catalytic activity for

the oxidation of benzene over biocatalytic system with Pd- metal catalysts38’39.

In complete benzene oxidation, the promoting effect of Pd and Ag over

supported vanadium oxide has been related to the activation of oxygen on the

metal particles, which enables the reverse oxidation of V“ and leads to an

equilibrium in the redox process40’41. The complete benzene oxidation over

titania, zirconia and ceria supported gold-vanadia catalysts have shown that the

highest activity and stability was established for the ceria supported catalysts,

which can be connected with high oxygen storage capacity of ceria42'45 .

5.2 INFLUENCE OF REACTION CONDITION

Influence of reaction conditions is essential for a chemical reaction to

occur with high percentage conversion and selectivity for products. The

influence of different reaction parameters was analyzed in order to maximize

the product yield and selectivity. Effect of reaction conditions for benzene

oxidation with I-LO; was initially assayed in nonoptimized conditions with
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6VC as the catalyst. No phenol was produced when the reaction is carried out

without catalyst and in the absence of either oxidant or solvent.

5.2.1 Effect of Temperature

The dependence of phenol production on the reaction temperature was

studied by varying the temperature between 298 and 373 K while other

parameters were kept constant. Results are presented in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1

Reaction conditions;- 6VC-100 mg, Benzene-34 mmol,

Acetonitrile-191 mmol, I-I20; -88 mmol and Time-5 h.

No reaction occurs at room temperature. However, when temperature

was increased from 313 to 333 K, conversion rate increased drastically with

phenol as the only product. Further increase in reaction temperature increased

the conversion rate with decreased phenol selectivity. At higher temperature,

the self-decomposition of H202 to molecular oxygen proceeds faster and it

could not participate efficiently for the oxidation process“. Temperature above

353 K produced small quantities of catechol and hydroquinone as secondary
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oxidation products of phenol. Evaporation of the solvent at higher temperature

may also result in reduced conversion. The decreased conversion with

increasing temperature suggests that the activation energy for H20;

decomposition is lower than that for the oxidation reaction”. For the present

reaction the temperature selected was 333 K in order to get phenol selectively.

5.2.2 Effect of Solvent

In order to investigate the role of solvent, the oxidation of benzene was

carried out in water, acetone, acetic acid and acetonitrile. The influence of

these solvents on phenol production is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Acetonitrile

Figure 5.2

Reaction conditions:- Temperature-333 K, 6VC-100 mg, Benzene

34 mmol, Solvent-191 mmol, H20; -88 mmol and Time -4 h.

The choice of solvent is crucial in the case of liquid phase oxidation

reactions and it is known that solvent had a great influence on the catalytic

activity and selectivity since they can affect the mass transfer and diffusional

problems with heterogeneous solid catalysts. It is clear that water does not act
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as a good solvent for the system. Acetic acid and acetone gave profound

conversion but phenol selectivity was low. The presence of acidic component

strongly affected the catalytic activity of hydroxylation with H20; as oxidant48.

Acetonitrile is found to be best solvent for the reaction system with high

phenol selectivity and it could be due to its polarity. It has a comparatively

good solubility power for both the organic substrate as well as the aqueous

H202. In this aprotic solvent, activity of the catalyst increased since the phase

separation between the aromatic substrate and the aqueous oxidant is greatly

reduced which enables easy transport of the active oxygen species for the

oxidation”. It was reported that the double phase system composed by water

acetonitrile-benzene is an efficient solvent system for the hydroxylation of

benzene5°. In this biphasic reaction medium, the resulting phenol was

extracted into the organic phase and the catalyst was soluble in the aqueous

phase. It could enhance the selectivity of the benzene hydroxylation by

reducing the contact between phenol and the catalyst. While acetone and

methanol can be used as solvents, it has been found that the hydroxylation of

benzene without any organic solvent, i.e., in a triphase system, is 20 times

faster than when using acetone or acetonitrile as solvents. It is evident that for

this reaction the hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties of the catalyst should be

of paramount importance. Thus a more hydrophobic catalyst should favor the

adsorption of organophilic reagents (benzene) toward other more polar ones

(H202, acetone)5 1.

5.2.3 Effect of Catalyst weight

The dependence of the amount of the catalyst on the production of

phenol is presented in Figure 5.3.
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Reaction conditions:-6VC, Temperature-333 K, Benzene-34

mmol, Acetonitrile-191 mmol, H20; -88 mmol and Time-5 h.

The influence of catalyst amount is studied by taking different weight

of catalyst while keeping other parameters constant. No oxidation occurs in the

absence of catalyst. The oxidation rate sharply increased from 2.3 to 10.9 % as

the amount of the catalyst increased from 50 to 100 mg. Further increase of

catalyst amount caused a decline in the selectivity and production rate of

phenol. Lowering of selectivity with more catalyst can be
attributed to further oxidation of phenol. Amount of catalyst is crucial in

heterogeneous reactions. The dependence of product formation on the amount

of catalyst suggests that the reaction proceeds purely in a heterogenic

fashion”. The catalyst amount selected for the present reaction is 100 mg for

the selective production of phenol.

5.2.4 Effect of Acetonitrile volume
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The effect of the volume of acetonitrile on the production of phenol is

illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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Reaction c0nditions:- 6VC-100 mg, Temperature-333 K,

Benzene-34 mmol, H20;-88 mmol and Time -5 h.

In order to study the effect of amount of solvent present in the reaction,

the oxidation was conducted as a function of acetonitrile concentration. The

conversion increased with increase in acetonitrile volume and passed through a

maximum value at a volume corresponding to 191 mmol with maximum

phenol selectivity. Further increase in acetonitrile volume causes a reduction to

both conversion and phenol selectivity. The acetonitrile with the concentration

of 191 mmol was thus found to be an optimum solvent to yield phenol

selectively with high conversion rate. This can be attributed to different

concentrations of benzene or catalyst between the organic and aqueous phase,

which is dependent upon the added solvent and H202. When the solvent was

excess, the benzene or catalyst concentration at the interface may be lower,

thus resulting in a decreased conversion rate.
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5.2.5 Effect of Benzene volume

The effect of the benzene concentration for the oxidation was

investigated and the results are shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5

Reaction conditions:- 6VC-100 mg, Temperature-333 K,

Acetonitrile-191 mmol, H202 -88 mmol and Time-5 h.

It is seen that the oxidation rate increases with an increase in benzene

concentration reaches a maximum and then decreases. Phenol selectivity

remains the same. When the substrate concentration is high, an enhanced

poisoning effect may arise from the strong adsorbtion of the products formed

on the catalyst surface. This restricts further adsorption of the reactant
molecules on the active sites and thus reduces the total conversion rate53 .

5.2.6 Effect of H20; volume

The effect of the amount of H202 on the oxidation reaction was

investigated and the results are presented in Figure 5.6.
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Reaction conditions:- 6VC-100 mg, Temperature-333 K,
Acetonitrile-191 mmol, Benzene-34 mmol and Time~5 h.

With small amount of H202, the solution becomes completely miscible

and conversion and selectivity was low. An increase in the amount of PLO;

resulted in a decrease of conversion initially while conversion rate increases

gradually with high phenol selectivity and reaches a maximum at 88 mmol. A

decrease in both conversion and selectivity was observed with further increase

of the amount of H02. This can result from either the oxidation of phenol

formed or can be explained by the negative effect due to the production of H20

as a byproduct“. The water and oxidant compete for complexation to the

vanadium center, therefore excess water relative to PLO; inhibits the reaction.

Small amounts of hydroquinone and catechol are produced besides the main

product. The stoichiometric ratio of H202 to benzene for the oxidation reaction

is lzl. However the results show that the H203 needed for the favourable

oxidation is about double its stoichiometry. Generally, the benzene oxidation
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catalysis is accompanied by the selfidecomposition of B02. The amount of

H202 consumed in self-decomposition was much more than that consumed in

the oxidation reaction. This may be why more than stoichiometric amount of

H20; is needed” .

5.2.7 Effect of Time

The formation and selectivity of products always depends upon the

reaction time in heterogeneous catalysis. Effect of time on benzene oxidation is

shown in Figure 5.7.ll T T
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Figure 5.7

Reaction conditions:- 6VC-100 mg, Temperature-333 K,

Acetonitrile-191 mmol, Benzene-34 mmol and H203-88 mmol.

The conversion rate increased with the reaction time up to around 5-6

h, but the extent of the increase in the oxidation rate and phenol selectivity

declined beyond reaction times of around 7 h. Literature reports support the

present information that much longer reaction times would cause less phenol
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yield“. This is attributed to the poisoning of the surface sites by the reaction

products, which in turn block the active sites”. Lowering of phenol selectivity

after 7 h indicates the further conversion of phenol to other products with long

time of reaction. The optimized reaction time was 6 h.

5.3 BENZENE OXIDATION OVER PREPARED CATALYSTS

The above observations reveal that in the liquid-phase oxidation of

benzene using hydrogen peroxide as oxidant on supported vanadia catalysts,

the reaction parameters play a decisive role in determining the oxidation rate

and phenol selectivity. The oxidation of benzene reaction was carried out over

all the prepared catalysts under the selected reaction conditions (Table 5.1) in

order to produce phenol more selectively.

Table 5.1

Parameters Selected condition
Temperature/K ‘ 333 T T T
Acetonitrile/mmol, 191
Benzene/mrnol 34
H202/mmol 88Time/h 6

Table 5.2 shows the activity for benzene oxidation over VC series of

catalysts along with silica supported V205.
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Table 5.2

Selectivity (%)

Catalyst COnV6rSi0n  T ‘P5650? K I-1ydrOquin0n@*

2VC

4VC

6VC

8VC

1 OVC

V

6VRS

6VSG

;1‘CE8“****l*::“
2.0

6.5

14.0

15.6

8.3

22.0

20.4

42.0

100

100

100

98.5

92.4

88.9

96.1

45.6

—

Q

up

-0

1.5

7.6

11.1

3.9

4.4

No oxidation reaction occurs with ceria. The oxidation products formed

over VC catalysts suggest the presence of vanadium in the reaction. Phenol is

produced as the main product over VC series of catalysts. Small amount of

hydroquinone is detected as secondary oxidation products with high vanadia

loading. The production of phenol increases rapidly with increasing vanadia

loading until 8 wt.% V205. An increase in vanadium content beyond this

results in reduced conversion rate and phenol selectivity. V205 show

conversion of 22 % with phenol selectivity of 88.9 %. Among silica supported

vanadia 6VRS gave 20.4 % benzene conversion with 98.2 % phenol.

Eventhough, 6VSG could convert 42 % benzene, the phenol selectivity is

found to be only 45.6 %.

Table 5.3 shows result of benzene oxidation over VCRS series of

catalysts.
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Table 5.3

Catalyst Conversion (vvt.%) Phenol (%)
RS u _ 5 M 5* _CRS - —

ZVCRS 1.8 100
4VCRS 5 .9 100
6VCRS l8 .8 100
8VCRS 20.1 100
IOVCRS 13 .5 100

Only phenol was detected as the oxidation product for all VCRS catalysts.

These catalysts exhibit higher activity in comparison to the VC series of

catalysts. Amount of phenol generated increases rapidly with increasing

vanadia loading until a plateau is reached. An increase in vanadia content

beyond this point, results in decreased phenol production. Catalytic activity

increases up to 8 wt. % V205 while further increase to 10 wt.% reduces the

conversion.

Table 5.4 shows result of benzene oxidatioon over praseodymia catalysts.

Table 5.4

Catalyst C0nversionii(iiivti.%i) Phenol (%)p C” _ PRS ~ 2VP 1.0 1006VP 3.5 100IOVP 1.6 1002VPRS 1.2 1006'\/PRS 5.2 100IOVPRS 1.7 100
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Benzene oxidation over praseodymia containing catalysts show that the

activity was very low compared to that of ceria containing catalysts. Only

phenol was produced on supported vanadia catalysts while no product formed

with Pr and PRS supports. Catalysts with 6 wt. % vanadia exhibit higher

activity than the 10 wt.% vanadia loading.

5.4 EFFECT OF LEACHING

Leaching of the supported metal ion into the reaction solution during the

catalytic reaction is a concomitant concern whenever a supported metal

catalyst is utilized in a liquid-phase reaction with organic hydroperoxides or

H202. The influence of leaching of V species from the catalyst into the reaction

solution during the production of phenol was investigated using the filtrate and

the used catalyst, respectively, separated by filtration while hot after the first

benzene oxidation. According to Sheldon et al.58 the heterogeneity of a catalyst

can be better understood only if the catalyst applied under reaction conditions

will be removed after half an hour of the run and carrying out the reaction with

filtrate under similar reaction conditions. The benzene oxidation with the

catalyst in acetonitrile/hydrogen peroxide mixture was stirred at 333 K. The

catalyst was removed from the reaction mixture after ‘/2 h by filtration while

hot. The filtrate was refluxed under same reaction conditions for 2 h. Filtered

catalyst was again used for the reaction after washing, drying and calcination

process.

Table 5.5 shows the effect of V leaching into the reaction solution during

oxidation.
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Table 5.5

Catalyst iConversion (wt%) T Phenol (%)

4VC

Filtrate

6VC

Filtrate

4VCRS

Filtrate

6VCRS

Filtrate

100

93.4

100

92.6

100

97.8

100

96.7

Accordingly, resubmission of the filtrate under the reaction conditions

(for 4VC,6VC and 4VCRS,6VCRS) shows an enhancement in conversion rate,

pointing out that some of the vanadium atoms on the surface are leached out

during the run and thus the observed enhanced activity of the filtrate may result

from the leached vanadia species. When the filtrate was further studied for

reaction without catalyst after half an hour reaction the amount of phenol was

decreased due to further oxidation. Water is a best known solvent for phenol

oxidation and the leached V species can oxidize phenol easily under the

reaction conditions”. However, VCRS catalysts showed high stability against

leaching of the active species into the liquid phase under the set reaction

conditions than VC catalysts. This is achieved by the presence of silica on the

support, which makes highly dispersed species over the surface. I-LO; is an

aggressive oxidant and can leach metal cation from framework of mesoposrous

silicas. This was observed in V-, Co-, Fe-, and Ti-containing mesoporous

catalysts6O'63 . Acetonitrile is sufficiently coordinating and the V-O-Si bonds are
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sufficiently labile for the formation of soluble vanadium oxides in

acetonitrile64. In the present case the leaching observed correlates with these

factors.

5.5 REGENERATION AND STABILITY

After 2 h reaction, the catalysts was recovered by hot filtration, washed

several times with acetone, dried at 383 K overnight and calcined for 5 h at

773 K. The recovered catalysts were reused for benzene oxidation under the

same reaction conditions.

The catalytic behaviour in the reuse of the catalysts during oxidation is

reported in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6

Catalyst Cycle  Conversion (wt‘i/6) Phenol (%);i

C 4vc 1+3 4.9 3 100 in2 3.4 97.63 1.8 96.56vc 1 9.2 1002 7.9 98.73 3.2 95.34VCRS 1 6.0 1002 4.7 1003 2.1 98.5
6VCRS 1 13.0 1002 11.6 1003 10.4 93.2
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The production of phenol over the recovered catalysts was obviously

lower than that over the corresponding fresh catalysts. Results indicated a

decrease in conversion rate from 4.9 to 1.8 (Wt %) for 4VC and 9.2 to 3.2 (Wt

%) for 6VC after third cycle of use. After second recycling itself phenol

selectivity of these catalysts was found decreasing. Activity drop-off is less for

4 and 6‘/CRS catalysts and phenol selectivity decreased only during the third

cycle of use.

The recovered catalysts were characterized by UV-vis DRS. Spectra

are depicted in Figure 5.7.
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The UV-vis spectra of 6VC and 6VCRS are characterized by charge

transfer (CT) transitions between central vanadium atoms and oxygen ligands.

The absorption band at ~350 nrn can be assigned to VST species in a tetrahedral

environment characterized by a V=O bond“. The absorption bands around

~600 mn is assigned to the dd transitions of \/4+ which are not observed for

catalysts after reaction“. The absence of absorption in the 600-800 nm

suggests that catalysts contain only V5+. The UV-vis spectra obtained for 6VC

and 6VCRS after reaction time of 6 h were similar to the fresh one suggesting

no change of coordination site for vanadium during oxidation reaction.

5.6 DISCUSSION

The catalytic activity observed in the present study and structural

analysis studies in previous section allow a better understanding of the

influence of catalyst characteristics on the catalytic activity. It seems that the

parameters, which influences the catalytic activities are the dispersion of
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supported vanadia species and the characteristic of the active species over the

support surface.

Selective oxidation reactions of aromatics are known to follow a Mars

van Krevelen mechanism“. As lattice oxygen is inserted into the molecule, the

reaction can occur in the absence of gas-phase 02. The capability of oxygen

insertion is associated with the presence of reducibility and reoxidizability of

the supported catalysts. Active centers convert sufficiently fast between two

boundary oxidation states to keep their population oonstant in a steady state of

the catalytic reaction. Sachtler et al.68’69 reported that the activity and

selectivity in oxidation reactions are determined by the intrinsic activity of

lattice oxygen and their availability.

In the case of V205/Ce02 catalysts, we have observed that the catalysts

with a lower vanadia loading up to 6 wt. % V105 exhibit higher catalytic

activity and phenol selectivity in comparison to the series loading up to 10

wt.% '\§05. Phenol selectivity decreased with 8 wt. % while conversion rate

reduced only for 10 Wt. % V205 loading. VCRS series of catalysts selectively

produced phenol with high conversion rate. Conversion decreased after 8 wt.

% V205 loading. Praseodymia containing catalysts show very low catalytic

activity than ceria catalysts.

The XRD analysis of VC catalysts evidenced that supported vanadia

seems highly dispersed over the surface of the support for low loading and

crystallization or compound formation occurs as the loading increases.

Predominantly CeV04 fonnation observed at calcination temperature of 773 K

in the V205/CeO2 catalysts above 6 wt. % V205 loading. UV-vis spectral
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analysis indicates tetrahedral \/5+ species for highly dispersed VC series of

catalysts at lower loading. As the loading increases to 10 wt. % V205,

agglomeration of vanadia particles envisaged from SEM pictures could reduce

the number of active surface monolayer species, which results in polyvanadate

species formation. A gradual reduction of surface area was observed after

vanadia incorporation over ceria. This observation is parallel to the increased

crystallite size observed from XRD data. 51V MAS NMR and FT-Raman of the

prepared catalysts exhibit features3 corresponding to CeVO4. This trend

becomes more evident as vanadium loading increases. These catalysts exhibit a

change in the structure and catalytic perfonriance during benzene oxidation,

which is related to the deactivation of the catalysts with fall in phenol

selectivity. During alkane oxidation reactions, the conversion decreases due to

deactivation, due to the formation of CeVO4, which is already reported70’71.

Various studies have been attempted to understand the mechanism of

aromatic oxidation over vanadium containing molecular sieves. Tetrahedral

vanadium species (\/5’) with redox properties are the only active phase”. The

presence of vanadium must play a critical role in the oxidation reactions.

However, the fonnation of bridged vanadia groups most likely represents the

inactive catalyst form and these species, which are presumably responsible for

the decrease in activity under high catalyst loading” .

In ceria containing catalysts, a redox mechanism can be fairly operative

at low loading since vanadia is highly dispersed over the support. Increasing

vanadia content to submonolayer coverage causes the formation of CeVO4 in

which Ce is 3+ and V is 5+. It can possess oxygen insertion capacity through

the redox pairs Ce3+/4+ and V5+/V44’. However, high concentration at higher
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loading, results in the formation of crystallites of CeVO4, which makes

availability of the active sites for redox mechanism difficult which in turn

reduces the total activity. It has been related to the surface modification of

vanadia/ceria catalysts through the facile oxygen vacancies creation since no

indication of V4+ could be obtained from the characterization of catalysts.

Mohamed et al.74 studied the CO oxidation over M003/CeO2 catalysts and

inferred that surface molybdate that permits the formation of Mo6+ in highly

dispersed state beside the Ce“/Ce4+ redox couples were responsible for the

revealed catalytic activity. Higher conversion rate at low loaded catalysts can

arise from the presence of monovanadate species as Ce-V-O however, the

decrease in activity and phenol selectivity can be attributed to the presence of

V-O-V species formed at higher loading. Phenol formed can be quickly

oxidized to dihydroxyl benzene at the set conditions”. According to Ayusman

et al.76 over vanadia containing catalysts the drop-off in activity was attributed

to equilibrium between the catalytically active monomeric vanadium species

and an inactive dimer. The oxidation states in Ce\/O4 are \/5+ and Ce3+ and

UV-vis analysis after reaction show no reduction of V5+ during oxidation

reaction. It is assumed that the catalytic redox cycle on ceria- supported vanadia

may be due to the redox cycle of cerium near vanadium; unlike the *f.'1OSt

supported vanadia catalysts, which work on the redox cycle of vanacjiuin sites.

A similar observation was reported for ceria supported chromia catalysts“. "Hie

EPR data also favour this interpretation. The interaction of ceria with vanadia

stabilizes surface Ce“ sites, which in tum moderates the valence change
3+ 4+

ability of the Ce /Ce pair, as well as block the corresponding V redox pairs.

Vanadium would moderate the liability of ceria oxygen sites.
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In VCRS series of catalysts, conversion is found higher compared to

VC series of catalysts. BET surface area and pore volume analysis shows high

values for VCRS catalysts. Silica helps to form highly dispersed vanadia

species by providing high surface area. Powder XRD suggested more

dispersion of vanadia over CRS support than ceria alone. As evidenced from

29Si MAS NMR, no compound formation occurs between SiO2 and supported

V205. TPD-NH; analysis results a higher number of acid sites for VCRS

catalysts than VC series of catalysts. Highly selective formation of phenol over

VCRS catalysts is attributed to highly dispersed tetrahedral V5+ surface

species. Silica promotion of ceria makes the supported vanadia to be in

amorphous state with the help of large number of silanol groups present in

silica. According to Park et al.77 mesoporous molecular sieves make benzene

molecule favourable to move easily towards active sites due to its large pore

size and could provide more active sites because of very high surface area.

Lower activity of microporous molecular sieves was attributed to lower

number of silanol defect sites on the surface, where the vanadium ions can be

anchored, in comparison with the mesoporous materials. The more surface

vanadium species of V-MCM-41 resulted in higher catalytic activity. An

important condition for the achievement of catalyst capable of activating H302

is site isolation to avoid extensive H202 radical decomposition”. It was

reported that titania based amorphous solids fail to promote oxidations with

H202 because of its hydrophilic properties compared to the hydrophobic

silicalites. According to Klein et al.79 hydrophilic sol- gel TiOg-SiO; amorphous

solids with more number of surface silica could enhance surface polarity which

in turn could achieve good oxidation rates with H302. They also documented
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that surface polarity can affect not only the reaction rate and selectivity but

also the overall conversion and catalyst lifetime. According to Chiara et also in

oxidation of olefins the activity and selectivity of the catalyst and the extent of

H202 decomposition seem to be controlled by an appropriate polarity of the

medium, by the polarity/acidity of the surface, and by the possibility to carry

out the reaction at lower temperatures where the acidity effects of H202 and the

silica matrix could be minimized.

A good catalyst for partial oxidation must have two redox couples, one

of which should have a reduction potential higher than the other one, in order

to facilitate an efficient electron transfer and promoting the reoxidation of

oxygen- inserting sitesgl. The separation of the reduction temperatures observed

in the TPR-H2 experiments, which is related to the difference in the reduction

potentials present in the supported catalyst, could correlate to the higher

activity of VCRS catalysts than VC catalysts.

The X-ray diffraction pattern of praseodymia supported vanadia

catalysts correspond to PrXV2O7 type pyrovanadate structure fonnation as the

vanadia loading increases. Pyrovanadates contain two tetrahedrally

coordinated vanadium atoms connected by bridging oxygen in a V;;O74' unit,

which consists mainly V-O-V bonds. BET measurements resulted low surface

area compared to ceria containing catalysts. Supported VP and VPRS catalysts

presents endotherm corresponding to pyrovanadate type formation, Pr6\/207

depending upon the vanadia loading. The fonnation of silicate like Si-O-Pr

configuration was evidenced from 29Si MAS NMR studies for VPRS catalysts.

The observed low activity of VP and VPRS catalysts can be attributed to the

low oxygen storage property of praseodymia. Under reaction conditions the
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redox behaviour of praseodymia is different from that of ceria. Ceria is

relatively easy to reoxidise while with praseodymia the reoxidation is too slow

to provide the necessary oxygen storage properties under reaction conditions.

The oxidation of CO over Pd/praseodymia catalysts exhibited a similar

behaviourgz. If Pr6O11 once reduced to Pr2O3 the reoxidation by exposure to O;

is difficult83.

5.7 CONCLUSION

Investigation of the one step liquid-phase oxidation of benzene to

phenol by hydrogen peroxide on various rare earth oxide supported vanadia is

described. Ceria containing catalysts are found to catalyze the oxidation with

higher conversion rate than praseodymia catalysts. Among ceria catalysts

VCRS series of catalysts exhibits higher conversion rate and phenol selectivity

in comparison to VC catalysts. Praseodymia supported vanadia catalysts show

negligible oxidation activity. Studies on influence of reaction parameters such

as temperature, solvent, time and volume of oxidant, substrate and solvent

suggests that these are crucial in determining catalytic efficiency in

heterogeneous catalytic systems. The catalytic activity of the ceria containing

catalysts was presumably related to the strong interaction between the support

and vanadia as emphasized by means of FT-IR (V=O and V-O-Support

linkages), UV-vis DRS (dispersed tetrahedral vs‘), XRD (crystallite size),

EPR (Ce3+/Ce“) and MAS NMR (V5+) techniques. Comparatively very low

activity of VP and VPRS catalysts can be attributed to the formation of poly

vanadate species of the type V-O-V and SiO-Pr species.

. ......................................................................................... “Q
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CHAPTER 6

OXIDATION OF

Abstract

The selective oxidation of alkylaromatics is one of the main processes

since the reaction products are important as intermediates in numerous

industrial organic chemicals. Side-chain oxidation of alkyl aromatic

compounds catalyzed by heterogeneous catalysts using cleaner peroxide

oxidants is an especially attractive goal since classical synthetic laboratory

procedures preferably use permanganate or acid dichromate as stoichiometric

oxidants. In spite of many studies, there are very few which use hydrogen

peroxide as a source of oxygen in the C-H activation of alkanes. Eflective

utilization of ethylbenzene, available in the xylene stream of the petrochemical

industry to more value added products is a promising one in chemical

industry. The oxidation products of ethylbenzene are widely employed as

intermediates in organic, steroid and resin synthesis.



Oxidation of Ethylbenzene

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The oxidation of alkylbenzenes is an important transformation in

chemical synthesis usually conducted with corrosive, toxic or carcinogenic

materials and the desired products are obtained with low selectivity

accompanied by environmentally harmful by-productsl. Metal oxides

catalyzed oxidation of aromatics with atom efficient oxidants such as Q or

H202 is rapidly gaining attention as a viable altemative to the enviromnentally

hazardous metal promoted stoichiometric oxidations. Side-chain oxidation of

alkyl aromatics using cleaner peroxide oxidants catalyzed by heterogeneous

catalysts has been interested muclf. The oxidation pathways of ethylbenzene

are presented in scheme 6.1.

HO

Bcnza [dc hydc

H,0H1/C1-13 H3 i .HO-~ H -0 =0
l'l2-CH:/ iir -_--in1-Phcnethyl Alcohol Acctophcnone 2-I-lydroxy-acetophenone

CH OH/ 2
Ethylbenzene \ H=c H2 HO’. H

--i—r
Styrene I-Phcnyl-1,2-cthanediol

Scheme 6.1

A broad variety of catalytic systems have been described in the

literature for the oxidation of alkylaromatics. Copper tri- and tetraaza

macrocyclic complexes encapsulated in zeolite-Y exhibit good catalytic
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performance in the oxidation of ethylbenzene using TBHP as oxidant3.

Acetophenone was the major product with small amounts of 0- and p

hydroxyacetophenones indicating that C-H bond activation takes place both at

benzylic and aromatic ring carbon atoms. Soluble acetylacetonate-nickel(II)

complexes have been used for ethylbenzene oxidation with quaternary

ammonium salts and macrocyclic polyethers4. The catalytic oxidation of

ethylbenzene to ethylbenzene hydroperoxide with air in liquid phase using

Ni(II)complexes results mainly reaction byproducts as acetophenone and

phenols. Ethylbenzene oxidation with TBHP by polynuclear Mn Schiff base

complexes produced acetophenone and 1-phe nyl ethanol with small amounts

of peroxy compoundsfi. Selective oxidation of ethylbenzene with air produced

1-phenyl ethanol and acetophenone over dimeric metalloporphyrins7.

The oxidation of organic substrates using H202 as oxidant has been

well documented8'10. According to Yusuff et a1.“ Y Zeolite encapsulated

Co(II), Ni(II) and Cu(II) complexes gave acetophenone as the only partial

oxidation product during ethylbenzene oxidation with H202. The catalytic

activity is attributed to the geometry of encapsulated complexes.

Titanosilicates mainly catalyze ring hydroxylation of arenes with H202,

whereas vanadium and chromium substituted zeolites and altuninophosphate

molecular sieves has been known to favour side chain oxidation selectively”.

Cavaleiro et al.13 studied the oxidation of alkylaromatics with H202 over

Mn(III) porphyrins in the presence of ammonium acetate as co-catalyst. The

catalysts produced acetophenone as the major product with l-phenylethano1,2

ethyl-1,4-benzoquinone and styrene. Mainly oxidation takes place in the

benzilic positions with these catalysts. Products arising from further oxidation
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of acetophenone were not detected. The oxidation of alkylbenzenes with H20;

over Cu(II) complexes took place selectively at the benzylic C-H bond without

any oxidation in the remaining C-H bonds”. During liquid-phase oxidation of

ethylbenzene with molecular oxygen over quatemary ammonium compounds

ethylbenzene hydroperoxide is obtained as the main product15’l6.

6.2 INFLUENCE OF REACTION CONDITION

The influence of different reaction parameters was analyzed in order to

maximize the product yield and selectivity. Effect of reaction conditions for

ethylbenzene oxidation with H202 was initially assayed in nonoptimized

conditions with 6VC as the catalyst.

6.2.1 Effect of Temperature

The effect of temperature on the rate and selectivity of the ethylbenzene

oxidation is shown in the Figure 6.1.

1' i Ti ’*—  *"" ‘ l’
I

20 - '-I- Ethylbenzene -fi- Acctophcnonc F. 30r ~16- ’"60 A yf ~12-y "’-i; Qt\ -20

w %

%

Convcrs on

h 00
_I

-tsZ
Se cc vity

O 3 ” t —e-~ - t to "1 P O303 323 333 353
Temperature I K

Figure 6.1

Reaction conditions:- 6VC-100 mg, Ethylbenzene-8 mmol,

Acetonitrile-95 mmol and H20;-26 mmol and Time -3 h.
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The effect of the temperature on the rate of oxidation is very important.

Oxidation of ethylbenzene (EB) using H202 in acetonitrile produced

acetophenone (Acph) as the major product. Benzaldehyde and other products

such as 1-phenyl ethanol and 2-hydroxyacetophenone are also formed in small

quantities depending on the reaction conditions. Four temperatures have been

tested and found that as the temperature rises, there is an increase in the

oxidation until 333 K while fimher increase caused decrease in rate. Lower

conversion rate at 353 K might be attributed to decomposition of H202”. The

selectivity to acetophenone increases as the temperature rises from 303 to 333

K and decreased at 353 K. This can result by further oxidation of acetophenone

to hydroxy products. The temperature of choice for further reaction was 333 K.

6.2.2 Effect of Solvent

The influence of various solvents on oxidation is shown in Figure 6.2.

\ ".“ Ethylbenzene -fi-Acetophenoneso - q- so
l‘ .»—\ ‘T -so...

Conv L968 8___f~ .34

Se ectivity %

(w

.--l if ’

CPS OII

J>~0

i. l
»-20 ~

‘ 01** —r ere ” r4~** t —” :r0A B C D ‘
Solventlmmol

\ A-Dichloromethane, B-Acetone, C—Acetonitrile, D
n __ __ _- r _A°€‘°I‘i’{u¢““13_i°l11°£°‘Tffl_‘aI‘§_ e_ g . 7

Figure 6.2

Reaction conditions:- 6VC-l00 mg, Ethylbenzene-8 mmol, Solvent

95 mmol, H20; -26 mmol, Temperature-333 K and Time -3 h.
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Generally the role of solvent on the liquid-phase reaction is very

complex, especially on the product distribution. The use of polar solvents

favours oxidation at the double bond, whereas the nonpolar solvents lead to

allylic oxidationlg. Reaction conducted without any solvent and with
dichloromethane not resulted in oxidation. When acetonitrile and

dichloromethane was used in 1:1 mole ratio conversion and selectivity

increased. Acetonitrile as solvent gave acetophenone selectively in high

conversion rate. Acetonitrile being an aprotic solvent initiates side chain

oxidation at the interface with high conversion rate”. Acetonitrile is known to

activate H202 by forming a perhydroxyl anion, which in turn produces a good

oxygen transfer intermediatezo. Eventhough conversion is more in acetone, the

acetophenone produced was very small. This can arise from side reactions

between acidic solvent and H202 yielding peroxy or hydroperoxy products,

causing a lower concentration of free H20; at or near the active siteszl.

6.2.3 Effect of Catalyst weight

The effect of catalyst amount on oxidation is presented in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3
Reaction conditions:-6VC, Ethylbenzene-8 mmol, Acetonitrile

95 mmol, H20;-26 mmol, Temperature-333 K and Time-3 h.
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The oxidation reaction was not observed in the absence of any catalyst

indicating that H202 alone is unable to oxidize the substrate to a significant

extent and reaction can occur only when a catalyst is present. It can be seen

from the figure that the ethylbenezene conversion rate improves as the catalyst

amount is increased reaches a maximum at l5O mg. Further increase to 200 mg

decreases the conversion rate. High metal concentration can inhibit the

autooxidation reactions”. However acetophenone selectivity displays a

different pattern. With 50 mg 6VC catalyst, acetophenone was produced as the

main product while selectivity drops greatly as the catalyst amount increases to

200 mg. At lower catalyst concentration acetophenone was obtained as major

product while at higher catalyst amount selectivity decreases at the cost of

hydroxyacetophenone23 ’24.

6.2.4 Effect of Acetonitrile volume

The effect of concentration of the solvent (acetonitrile) on ethylbenzene

oxidation is shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4

Reaction c0nditions:- 6VC~l00 mg, Ethylbenzene-8 mmol,

H2O2- 26 mmol, Temperature- 333 K and Time ~3 h.
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Ethylbenzene oxidation conducted with various concentration of

acetonitrile shows that solvent concentration affects the activity and selectivity

in liquid phase reaction. An increase in acetonitrile concentration from 91 to

381 mmol leads to a marginal decrease of the acetophenone selectivity

eventhough conversion rate increases. An effect of solvent dilution on the

product distribution was thus observed” .

6.2.5 Effect of Ethylbenzene volume

The effect of ethylbenzene volume for oxidation is shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5

Reaction conditions:- 6\/C-100 mg, Acetonitrile-191 mmol,

I-1202-88 mmol, Temperature-333 K and Time-3 h.

As shown in figure, conversion rate and acetophenone selectivity

decreases with increase in ethylbenzene volume from 8 to 24 (mmol). An

increase in substrate to catalyst ratio can cause unavailability of active sites for

the reaction reducing activity and selectivity26.
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6.2.6 Effect of H10; volume

The effect of oxidant volume on oxidation is illustrated in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6
Reaction conditions:- 6VC-100 mg, Ethylbenzene- 8 n1mO1,

Acetonitrile- 191 mmol, Temperature- 333 K and Time-3 h.

No oxidation is observed when reaction was done without oxidant

under the set conditions. The rate of oxidation was found to increase with the

H202 concentration up to 26 mmol, thereafter decreasing. The oxidation with

different concentration of oxidant shows that the catalytic activity and

acetophenone product selectivity was maximum at lower concentration. The

“active oxygen” content of PLO; is 47 % of its weight and water is the only

byproduct. The higher concentration of I-LO; favours secondary oxidation of

the acetophenone thus formed. It indicates that a high oxidant concentration

can inhibit the reaction with nonselective peroxide decomposition”.

6.2.7 Effect of Time

The effect of time on ethylbenzene oxidation is illustrated in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7

Reaction c0nditions:- 6VC-100 mg, Ethylbenzene-8 mmol,

Acetonimle-19] mmol, Temperature-333 K and H202 -26 mmol.

Acetophenone was the main product with lesser concentration of

benzaldehyde and 2-hydroxyacetophenone. Conversion rate and selective

formation of acetophenone increases with time up to 6 h. After 7 h of reaction

conversion rate remains more or less constant while acetophenone selectivity

decreases indicating further oxidation to form hydroxyl product under the

reaction conditions. Acetophenone could be formed directly or by the

oxidation of 1-phenylethanol formed as an intennediatezg. The polar oxidation

and transformation products formed during reaction cover the surface of the

solid oxide, which can also lead to catalyst inactivationzg.

6.3 ETHYLBENZENE OXIDATION OVER PREPARED CATALYSTS

The studies on various reaction parameters show that oxidation rate and

product selectivity in the liquid-phase oxidation of ethylbenzene is greatly

dependent on a cooperative effect of the substrate, solvent, oxidant, time and
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temperature. The ethylbenzene oxidation reaction was carried out with all the

catalysts prepared under the reaction conditions shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1

Parameters 7 7 Selected condition
7 Temperature/K V 7 333 7

Acetonitrile/mmol

Ethylbenzene/mmol

H202/mmol

Time/h

Table 6.2 compares the activity of ethylbenzene oxidation over VC

series of catalysts.

Table 6.2

Catalyst it Conversion   7 Selectivity (%)  7 7 '
(wt.%) Acph 72-OTH Acph it Bald

7 Ce 4.4 7 713.2 ‘ - 7
2VC 4.8
4VC 9.9
6VC 16.8
8VC 18.7
IOVC 20.5

69.3

73.8

75.6

78.9

72.2

16.2

13.2

86.8

30.6

26.2

11.7

7.7

21.1 6.7
Acph-Acetophenone and Bald-Benzaldehyde

The catalytic activity of VC series of catalysts was evaluated for the

oxidation of ethylbenzene with H202 in acetonitrile solvent at 333 K. The

oxidation reaction carried out over ceria has exhibited only negligible
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conversion with benzaldehyde as the major product. Supported vanadia

catalysts were found to be active in the ethylbenzene oxidation with

acetophenone as the major product. Benzaldehyde and 2-hydroxyacetophenone

are also detected in minor quantities indicating that C-H bond activation takes

place only at benzylic position. For a series of ceria supported vanadia

catalysts, activity increases with increase in loading up to 10 \§O5 wt. % at

which it gave a conversion of 20.5 %. However, acetophenone selectivity

decreases for 10VC with more amounts of 2-hydroxyproduct. The fonnation of

alcohols by the interaction of the intermediate, benzylic carbocation with the

solvent water was observed for Ce(IV)/BrO3‘ systems“.

Table 6.3 shows the activity of VCRS series of catalysts towards

ethylbenzene oxidation.

Table 6.3

Catalyst Conversion Selectivity (%)
(wt.%)_ it Acph 2-on Acph BaldRS 7 3.0 - - 7 1007

CRS

2VCRS

4VCRS

6‘/CRS

8VCRS

l OVCRS

4.0

9.6

11.3

23.9

29.7

34.6

18.6

66.7

71.3

82.9

94.2

82.4

8.8

12.1

13.7

5.8

14.4

72.4

34.3

28.6

3.4

2.9
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The oxidation of ethylbenzene over VCRS series of catalysts shows

higher conversion and selectivity in comparison to VC series. Silica and ceria

silica were quite active towards oxidation while acetophenone is produced only

with low selectivity. Benzaldehyde and hydroxyacetophenones are also

observed during the oxidation reaction. For supported vanadia catalysts

conversion increases upon vanadia loading reaches maximmn of 34.6 %

conversion for IOVCRS. Acetophenone selectivity decreased for IOVCRS at

the expense of hydroxyproduct.

Table 6.4 shows the activity of ethylbenzene oxidation over

praseodymia and various silica supported vanadia catalysts.

Table 6.4

Selectivity (%)Catalyst Conversion

<“"~ °’°) 7   2-OH8AcphiiAcph BaldP  _
PRS

2VP

6VP

IOVP

ZVPRS

6VPRS

IOVPRS

VS

6\/RS"

svsot‘

1.8

2.5

4.8

6.8

5.0

9.9

17.6

9.5

42.1

28.1

41.3

25.8

15.2

11.0

49.4

48.3

43.2

43.9

15.4

8.4

1.4

9.8

9.3

15.9

12.9

3.9

19.6

64.1

90.1

106

100

74.7

74.8

79.6

34.7

41.0

39.8

76.5

28.1

41.3

*— $-5min,# 2h
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The activity and selectivity of praseodymia containing catalysts along

with various silica supported vanadia catalysts are reported. No acetophenone

is observed with praseodymia and PRS. However, VP and VPRS series of

catalysts produced acetophenone to some extent. As the vanadia loading

increases catalytic activity increases to 6 Wt.% V205 while decreased thereafter

for l0 wt.% loading. Major amount of benzaldehyde was produced over VP

series of catalysts. However VPRS catalysts was more selective towards

acetophenone production. Vanadium pentoxide gave 42.1 % conversion within

5 minutes with 43.9 %, 76.9 % acetophenone and benzaldehyde respectively.

The oxidation rate of 6VRS was lower than that of 6VSG while acetophenone

selectivity was found higher.

6.4 EFFECT OF LEACHING

Leaching of metal ions if any during the reaction can cause serious

errors in the activity of catalysts. The influence of leaching of V species from

the catalyst into the reaction solution during ethylbenzene oxidation was

investigated using the filtrate and the used catalyst, respectively, separated by

filtration while hot after the first oxidation. In representative tests, the

ethylbenzene in acetonitrile/hydro gen peroxide mixture was stirred at 333 K.

The catalyst was filtered out after ‘Ah of the reaction while hot. The filtrate

was kept under same reaction conditions for long time to check the experiment

for further reaction. Table 6.5 displays the results of leaching studies

conducted with representative catalysts.
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Table 6.5

Catalyst Conversion (wt.‘V8)“Acph (%)

6VC

Filtrate

8VC

Filtrate

6VCRS

Filtrate

8VCRS

Filtrate

6VP

Filtiate

6VPRS

Filtrate

41.6

83.4

56.7

82.6

77.9

79.3

74.6

86.7

Analysis of filtrate after l h reaction shows enhancement in activity

with some of the catalysts. An interesting observation could be made that

analysis of reaction mixture at 1/zh exhibits production of acetophnone in lower

selectivity. However, after lh reaction filtrates test of VC and VCRS series of

catalysts shows an enhancement in acetophenone selectivity suggesting the

formation of acetophenone through an intermediate l-phenyl ethanol as

reported3 1. Lack of further reaction with 6VP and 6VPRS catalysts shows the

absence of any catalytic species into the solution during this liquid-phase

reaction conditions. Generally use of 30% I-LO; and acetonitrile as solvent

results considerable leaching”.
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6.5 REGENERATION AND STABILITY

Filtering off the catalyst from one batch of experiment and

subsequently using it for another batch of experiment under the similar

reaction conditions was done to test the catalyst regeneration ability. The

catalyst after reaction of 2 h was recovered by hot filtration, washed several

times with acetone, dried at 383 K ovemight and calcined for 5 h at 773 K. The

recovered catalysts were reused for ethylbenzene oxidation under the same

reaction conditions. Reaction was continuously run for 2 cycles and the results

are presented in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6

Catalyst Cycle Conversion (wt.%) Acph (%)6VC 1 5.6 68.12 3.9 67.5IOVC 1 9.9 54.52 5.2 52.8
6VCRS 1 7.5 71.52 5.6 72.8
IOVCRS 1 12.5 62.72 10.4 58.96VP 1 2.1 2 2.0 6VPRS 1 5.2 2 5.4 
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Regeneration and stability studies show that the recovered catalysts are less

effective as expected in comparison to fresh ones owing to leaching of

vanadium ions under the reaction conditions. Leaching studies already resulted

enhanced activity of filtrate suggesting the leaching of some active metal ions

to the solution. This is generally observed with all liquid-phase reactions more

predominantly with peroxide catalyzed reaction in acetonitrile solvent“.

Interestingly, no activity loss observed with VP and VPRS catalysts and these

have not produced any acetophenone by the oxidation.

6.6 DISCUSSION

It is believed that the selective oxidation reactions of aromatics are

known to follow a Mars- van Krevelen mechanism“. The reaction pathways of

arenes observed with supported vanadia catalysts are dependent on the catalyst,

substrate and all other reaction parameters. The structural relationship of

supported vanadia catalysts and behaviour in benzene oxidation was already

discussed in chapter 5. The catalytic redox cycle on ceria-supported vanadia

may be due to the redox cycle of cerium near vanadium; unlike the most

supported vanadia catalysts, which work on the redox cycle of vanadium sites

in accordance with a report for ceria supported chromia catalysts”.

In the case of VC catalysts, the observation shows that as the vanadia

loading increases to 10 wt. % V205, catalytic activity increases while

acetophenone selectivity drops. Benzaldehyde was also produced over these

catalysts. When vanadia loading is higher above 6 Wt. % \§O5 could oxidize

the acetophenone formed to produce hydroxyl acetophenone as observed by

the product analysis.
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The VCRS series of catalysts exhibit higher conversion as well as

acetophenone selectivity in comparison to VC catalysts. For IOVCRS

eventhough conversion is more selectivity to acetophenone drops.

Praseodymia catalysts exhibit very low activity and acetophenone

selectivity. Benzaldehyde was obtained as the major product over these

catalysts.

The structural characterization of supported catalysts by various

technique such as XRD, FT-IR, FT-Raman, UV-vis DRS etc show the

presence of highly dispersed vanadia on lower loading and formation of

CeVO4 as the vanadia loading increases to 10 wt.% V205. Lower loading

consists vanadia as tetrahedral V=O species while higher loading can lead to

fonnation of V-O-V species on the support surface. The EPR data of ceria

containing catalysts show that the interaction of CeO2 with vanadia stabilizes

surface Ce3+ sites, which in turn moderating the valence change ability of the

Ce“/Ce“ pair, as well as blocking the corresponding V redox interplay.

Vanadium would moderate the liability of ceria oxygen sites. 29Si and 51V

MAS NMR studies suggest the formation of CeVO4 even with 6 wt.% vanadia

on ceria. However for CRS supported catalysts support envisages highly

dispersed V=O species up to 10 wt.% V205 loading. VP and VPRS catalysts

contain pyrovanadate, PrXV;_O7 groups as observed by powder XRD analysis.

The formation of silicate like SiO-Pr configuration was evidenced from 29Si

MAS NMR studies for VPRS catalysts.

Several mechanisms have been proposed for oxidation of ethylbenzene

over redox catalysts. According to Singh et al.36 the ethylbenzene oxidation
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over MeAPO-ll using TBHP involves an intermolecular mechanism, where

the redox metal sites are catalytically active sites, which change its oxidation

states after the reaction. They also observed that among framework substituted

MeAPO- 1 ls, VAPO-11 has maximum redox behaviour and is most active with

higher acetophenone selectivity. With vanadium silicates (VS-1 and VS-2)

Ramaswamy et al.37’38 proposed a peroxo radical intermediate capable of the

side chain oxidation in aromatic substrates and oxyfunctionalization of primary

carbon atoms in alkane oxidation. Ethylbenzene oxidation with Sn Sil-l is also

reported through a peroxo radical ion intermediate giving acetophenone in

major amount”. The formation of such an iI1'[6I‘lTl6Cll21l;6 and its ability to attack

the carbon of the substrate is influenced to a great extent by the solvent

molecules. The presence of defect silanol groups makes the redox pair to be

more stable during the reaction. They also observed that VS-1 and Sn-Sil-1

exhibit a greater ability to oxidize l-phenylethanol to acetophenone by the

contribution of surface V and Sn species. The higher catalytic activity of

aromatic oxidation over zeolite Cu(II) complexes are related to tetrahedrally

distorted square planar geometries as they easily provide the vacant

coordination sites for oxygen binding, however the octahedral symmetries of

Co(II) and Ni(II) complexes are weakly active“. According to Yang et al.“

mechanism for oxidation of methanol involves the abstraction of methyl

hydrogen by catalytic surface oxygen, followed by rapid intramolecular

rearrangement and desorption of formaldehyde and other products. Therefore,

coordinatively unsaturated V-oxide sites are considered as the locations for the

initial dissociative adsorption of ethylbenzene following the mentioned

mechanism. lt is also reported that coordinatively unsaturated V-oxides are the
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location for initial dissociative adsorption of methanol42’43. The studies of

Vanna et al.44 indicated that oxygen vacancies are the active sites. These active

sites or oxygen vacancies are greatly influenced by geometric and electronic

factors and are responsible for the formation of different products.

Acetophenone and benzaldehyde are produced on terminal Oxygen vacancy

(M=O) sites while bridged oxygen vacancy sites are responsible for the

formation of more oxygenated products. The side-chain oxidation of

alkylbenzenes by cerium(lV) ammonium nitrate with bromate salt in acetic

acid involves via an electron-transfer mechanism leading to the formation of

radical cations as reaction intermediatesls. In the presence of cerium(IV)

ammonium nitrate, while the Ce(IV) and bromate salts acts as efficient

oxidants, the bromate salts act as a reoxidant for the Ce(III) ion. This reports

that the Ce(IV) salts are catalysts for selective oxidation of alkylbenzenes 46.

In the present case the oxidation takes place mainly in the benzylic

position, show a higher preference for the oxidation of the aromatic ring.

Aromatic ring hydroxylation was not observed when the reactions were

conducted using the prepared catalysts at the set conditions. The high oxidation

activity associated with lower loaded vanadia catalysts attributed to the

presence of highly dispersed tetrahedral V=O species on the support surface.

Abstraction of an alcoholic OH hydrogen and the CH hydrogen by the active

oxygen yields acetophenone while similar abstraction of OH hydrogen of 1

phenylethanol by the active oxygen forms benzaldehyde. The CeVO4
formation associated with increased concentration of vanadia causes a

reduction in acetophenone selectivity in the ethylbenzene oxidation studied.

High activity and enhanced acetophenone selectivity associated with VCRS
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series of catalysts attributed to the presence of silica in amorphous form, which

can help the surface vanadia to be more dispersed and redox pair more stable

during the reaction. In contrary to benzene oxidation, praseodymia catalysts

possess some activity to ethylbenzene oxidation. Major product benzaldehyde

formation may be occurring via the benzylic oxidation of ethylbenzene. The

observed low activity of VP and VPRS catalysts can be attributed to the low

oxygen storage capacity of praseodymia. In praseodymia catalysts there is no

evidence for the presence of highly dispersed tetrahedral vanadia sites. Under

reaction conditions the redox behaviour of praseodymia is different from that

of ceria. Ceria is relatively easy to reoxidise while with praseodymia the

reoxidation is too slow to provide the necessary oxygen storage properties

under reaction conditions.

6.7 CONCLUSION

The various supported vanadia catalysts exhibit efficient catalytic

activity in the selective oxidation of ethylbenzene using H302. The oxidation

with ceria catalysts afforded acetophenone as the main product. The VCRS

series of catalysts exhibit enhanced activity and selectivity in the oxidation

reaction. A direct relationship between the structural characteristics and

oxidation behaviour is observed. Highly dispersed tetrahedral vanadia species

evidenced by various spectroscopic techniques are highly active and selective

for acetophenone production. The type of the active centers formed on the

support catalysts determines the product selectivity. Low activity and

acetophenone selectivity of praseodymia catalysts can be attributed to different

structural and redox properties.

§ ......................................................................................... ..,.
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CHAPTER 7

OXIDATION OF NAPHTHALENE

Abstract

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are carcinogenic substances to

which humans are exposed from the environment. The major exhausts of the

diesel vehicles are particulates and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which

are emitted from diesel engines and can be much higher than those of Otto

engines. Naphthalene, a constituent of diesel and jet fuel is the most volatile

member of this class of pollutants. The industrial productioz of naphthalene

and its application as an intermediate can contribute to the environmental

naphthalene burden, it is widely accepted that the major part comes from

burning processes such as residential, industrial and natural sources.

Common methods applicable for naphthalene elimination from the waste

stream include biodegradation, adsorption, absorption, high-energy electron

beam, ozonization and catalytic oxidation. Among them, the catalytic oxidation

has been demonstrated as one of the cost eflective and eflicient technologies to

destroy the troublesome volatile organic compounds.



Oxidation of Naphthalene

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Polycyclic aromatic compounds (PACs) have been found special

concern because these are among the most toxic pollutants and can be

transported by small particles deep into human hngs. Therefore, it is desired

that new formulations of metal-based catalysts, which are effective in

controlling NOX problems, be utilized to satisfactorily mitigate PACs toxicity

in diesel emissions. Naphthalene (Nap) consists of a basic aromatic structure

and is the simplest and least toxic poly aromatic hydrocarbon. It is one of the

most stable tar compounds and it is difficult to decomposel. The oxidation

reaction pathways are depicted in Scheme 7.1.

OH

0 H

\ [O]
[O]/ 1-Naphthol --inNaphthalene OH \

2-Naphthol [O1 I
o

o ---—O o
Phthalic anhydridc 1,4-Naph¢haquin0n¢

Scheme .7.1

In the last decade certain success has been achieved in the resolution of

oxidation of aromatic compounds in nuclei. The main product of naphthalene

oxidation is phthalic anhydride (PAN). Generally phthalic anhydride
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production is by catalytic oxidation of 0-xylene or naphthalene using V205

operated at 340 to 385 °C2. Of the current production of phthalic anhydride

obtained by naphthalene and 0-xylene oxidation, 50 percent is used for

plasticizers, 25 percent for alkyl resins, 20 percent for unsaturated polyester

resins, and 5 percent for miscellaneous and exports. Because emission factors

are intended for future as well as present application, utilization of highly

carcinogenic feedstock naphthalene for phthalic anhydride production is very

desirable.

Several groups investigated the activities of metal catalysts in

decomposing naphthalene. Decomposition of naphthalene with O; is reported

by Zhang et al.3 over supported catalysts like Pt, Pd, Ru, Co, Mo and W on 7

A1203. Xiao et al.4 investigated the intermediates generated during catalytic

oxidation of naphthalene over l%Pt/y-A1203 and 5%Co/7-A1203 catalysts and

were identified as naphthalene-decomposed by-products, naphthalene

derivatives, and polymerized PACs. They also conclude that the weaker

adsorption on Co catalysts allowed more direct and complete oxidation of

naphthalene. Other catalysts, which have been utilized to oxidize polyaromatic

hydrocarbons including volatile organic compounds, are Pt/ALMCM-41,

V205-WO3fl"iO;, Fe2O3 and M003-V205, Pd-Ce/A1203, Pd-Ba/A1103 and Pd

Zr/Y zeolites '12. Li et al. studied the influence of Pt on catalytic activity of

Ni/A1203 by using naphthalene as a model compound” . Cr(V I) oxide catalyzed

oxidation of arenes with periodic acid as the tenninal oxidant in acetonitrile

produced quinine as the main product and naphthalene was oxidized to 1,4

naphthaquinonem. The effect of protic and aprotic solvents on naphthalene

oxidation over cytochrome P-450 was studied by Safari et al.15 and reported a
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mechanism based upon the electrophilic addition with a carbocation

intennediate which is consistent with peroxo iron intermediate. The formation

of phthalic anhydride by further oxidation of 1,4-dihydroxy naphthalene from

1-naphthol was observed on mesoporous vanadosilicates. The active sites were

the tetrahedral vanadium sites inside the pore channels of MCM-4116. The

steam reforming of naphthalene have been studied over Ni and Co/MgO

catalysts, in which Co/MgO catalyst pre calcined at 873 K exhibited the best

performancel MO.

This chapter deals with the oxidation of naphthalene in order to develop

an abatement technique of polyaromatic hydrocarbons emitted into the

atmosphere. The relationship between conversion efficiency, operating

parameters and relevant factors such as treatment temperatures, catalyst

weight, solvent effect and oxidant volume etc are examined in detail.

7.2 INFLUENCE OF REACTION CONDITION

The influence of reaction condition was analyzed in order to maximize

the product yield and selectivity. Influence of reaction parameters on

naphthalene oxidation with H202 was initially studied in nonoptimized

conditions with 8VC as the catalyst.

7.2.1 Effect of Temperature

The effect of temperature on naphthalene oxidation was studied by

varying the temperature between 298 and 373 K while other parameters were

kept constant. Results are presented in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1

Reaction conditions:-8VC-100 mg, Naphthalene-1.56 mmol,

Acetonitrile- 191 mmol, H20; -44 mmol and Time-4 h.

Temperature variation on naphthalene oxidation shows that as the

temperature increases from room temperature conversion and phthalic

anhydride selectivity increases reaches a maximum and then decrease. At 333

K, a maximum conversion (63.5 %) with high phthalic anhydride selectivity

(79 °/go) is observed. Further increase in reaction temperature cause decrease in

conversion as well as phthalic anhydride selectivity. Low activity is attributed

to the competitive thennal decomposition of H20; at higher temperatures

without being involved in the reaction”.

7.2.2 Effect of Solvent

The oxidation activity of" the catalyst obtained for a series of solvents

with different polarities is depicted in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2

Reaction conditions:- 8VC-100 mg, Naphthalene-1.56 mmol, Solvent

-191 ml, H20; -44 mmol, Temperature- 333 K and Time-2 h.

The reacfon media have a strong influence on the activity of the

catalyst. Absence of any solvent didn’t activate the reaction. Water was

inactive in the oxidation. Acetone and acetonitrile acts positively giving

phthalic anhydride as the main product. The enhanced activity and selectivity

of the catalysts in acetonitrile can be explained on the basis of polarity of these

solvents. In organic solvent the reaction is initiated by electron transfer at the

interface leading to the radical cation of the substrate and superoxide anion

while in the aqueous solution, the actual active species are assumed to be

hydroxyl radicals formed by oxidation of solvent22’23. Acetonitrile is an aprotic

solvent. The activity of the catalysts is found to increase with the solvent

polarity and acetonitrile having more polar nature always enhances the activity.

In this solvent, the phase separation between the aromatic substrate and the

aqueous oxidant is greatly decreased thereby allows an easy transport of the

active oxygen species for the oxidation“. According to Federica et a1.25 the
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oxidation of naphthalene in acetonitrile gave only traces of dialdehydes with

significant amount of 1,4-naphthaquinone (Napqone) and the main product

was phthalic anhydride.

7.2.3 Effect of Catalyst weight

The influence of amount of the catalyst on the naphthalene oxidation is

presented in Figure 7.3.

Ti ** J fl ii: T T: J J i if : ; i: f f T‘A -I-Naphthalene "0-Phthalic anhydride ‘l llM I00-H _ H-80 \‘ /R so-U ‘l 7\ l‘ F60 A l‘ l

on wt.%

Y %

-lbG
ctiv

‘ W W  ...

VQYS

-hQ

‘ ‘ ly 2014 ll-20 ll1 “ H “0-r: or ::F=-ii: = —w>—; Q-0“ 0 so 100 150 200 ‘
‘l Catalyst weight/mg J1

l i ‘ I-4

Con

SI: e

Figure 7.3

Reaction conditions:-8VC, Naphthalene-1.56 mrnol, Acetonitrile 

191 mmol, H302 -44 mmol, Temperature ~333 K and Time-2 h.

Absence of catalyst resulted no oxidation. As the amount of catalyst

increases, an increase in the activity and phthalic anhydride selectivity was

noted to a certain extent and decreased with a further increase in the catalyst

amount. Very high concentration of catalyst amount can inhibit the

autooxidation reactions, which in turn results in lower activity with

nonselective products26.
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7.2.4 Effect of Acetonitrile volume

The effect of concentration of the acetonitrile on naphthalene oxidation

is shown in Figure 7.4.

I

-I-Naphthalene -9-Phihalic anhydridcL 80 " "' 80I F‘T ' L60

on (wt%
8

8Q
vity °/

I W a __J fin

Conversi
blQ_|

Sc cc

"20i ; I0-| ~ e - J»  e-0 ;95 191 286 381 1
Volume/mmol ‘

Figure 7.4

Reaction conditions:- SVC-100 mg, Temperature-333 K,

Naphthalene-1.56 mmol, H202 -44 mmol and Time-2 h.

Taking different volumes of solvent while keeping other parameters

constant, influence of solvent concentration on oxidation reaction was tested.

The conversion increased with increase in acetonitrile volume and reaches a

maximum value and then decreases thereafter. Too much of acetonitrile

concentration reduces conversion as well as acetophenone selectivity. The

acetonitrile with the concentration of 191 mmol was thus found to be optimum.

When the solvent was excess, the benzene or catalyst concentration at the

interface may be lower, thus resulting in a decreased conversion rate and

nonselective oxidation of alcohols fonned27.
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7.2.5 Effect of Naphthalene volume

The effect of volume of naphthalene dining oxidation is shown in

Figure 7.5.

T M If —I-Naphthalene -Q-Phthalilc—lanl1ydn'dc
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Cm er on w /5 ._.

B

Seectvty /0

gir" ---4 |—‘ r Q)0.78 1.56 2.34 3 12
IVolume/mmol ‘

Figure 7.5

Reaction conditions:~ 8VC-100 mg, Temperature-333 K,

Acetonitrile-95 mmol, H202 - 44 mmol and Time-4 h.

Polarity of the reactant and products formed play an important role in

the oxidation of naphthalene. The substrate naphthalene is nonpolar while the

primary products formed are polar. An increase in activity and selectivity was

observed to a certain extent and then decreased with further increase in

substrate to catalysts ratio. This could be probably due to the decrease in the

number of active centers for the reaction. Selectivity decline can be due to

further oxidation of phthalic anhydride thus -formed under the reaction
conditionszg .

7.2.6 Effect of H20; volume

The effect of oxidant volume on naphthalene oxidation is illustrated in

Figure 7.6
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Reaction conditions:- 8VC-100 mg, Acetonitrile-191 mmol,

Naphthalene- 156 mmol, Temperature-333 K and Time-2 h.

No oxida‘ion takes place in the absence of oxidant. An increase in the

amount of oxidant resulted an increase in rate together with phthalic anhydride

selectivity reaches a maximum and then decrease. This can arise from the

negative effect due to the production of H20 as a byproduct”. The water and

oxidant compete for complexation to the vanadium center, therefore excess

water relative to H20; inhibits the reaction. The amount of H202 consumed in

self-decomposition was much more than that consumed in the oxidation

reaction. This may be why more than stoichiometric amount of H20; is
needed30.

7.2.7 Effect of Time

The influence of reaction time on naphthalene oxidation is illustrated in

Figure 7.6.
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Reaction conditions:- Temperature -333 K, 8VC-100 mg, Acetonitrile 

191 mrnol, Naphthalene- 156 mmol and H20; -44 mmol.

As observed from the figure, variation of time intert als on reaction

indicated that around 74 % of the conversion was achieved at a time of 6 h,

while further increase in reaction time did not significantly enhance the

conversion. Phthalic anhydride of about 88 % was obtained selectively in the

initial period of time. Further oxidation of this to acid can cause drop off in

selectivity with time. Similar observation was reported for benzene oxidation

and attributed to the poisoning of the surface sites by the reaction products

which in turn block the active sites with long time of reaction run3 1.

7.3 NAPHTHALENE OXIDATION OVER PREPARED CATALYSTS

The reaction parameters play an important role in determining the

oxidation rate and product selectivity in the liquid-phase oxidation of

naphthalene using hydrogen peroxide as oxidant. The naphthalene oxidation
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was carried out over all the prepared catalysts under the selected reaction

conditions as shown in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1

Parameters Selected condition
Temperature/K. 333
Acetonitrile/mmol 191
Naphthalene/mmol 1.56
H202/mmol 44Time/h 6

Table 7.2 shows the results of naphthalene oxidation over VC series of

catalysts.

Table 7.2

Catalyst Conversion

wt. %) PAN(

Selectivity (%)

2-Naphthol 1,4-Napqone
Ce

2VC

4VC

6VC

8VC

10VC

1.0

25.0

71.3

73.1

69.3

73.6

86.4

89.4

90.7

T7’. -;':;:_ _ "1q- _100 26.3 
7.2 6.4
6.6 3.8
4.2 5.1

The ceria is completely inactive towards naphthalene oxidation under

the reaction conditions studied. Addition of vanadia enhances the activity and

phthalic anhydride selectivity. Conversion increases up to 8VC while it

decreases for l0VC. Phthalic anhydride production was increased with vanadia
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loading. Small amounts of 2-naphthol and 1,4-naphthaquinone were also

observed.

Table 7.3 shows the results of naphthalene oxidation over VCRS series

of catalysts.

Table 7.3

Catalyst

(wt.%)

Conversion Selectivity (°/ll 7
PAN 1,4-NapqoneRS 

CRS 
ZVCRS l .2
4VCRS 25 .9
6VCRS 84.6
SVCRS 89.7
IOVCRS 76.9

92.7

94.5

96.5

96.7

100

7.3

5.5

4.0

3.2

Silica and CRS support gave no oxidation products under the set

reaction conditions. Interestingly, only phthalic anhydride and 1,4

naphthaquinone were obtained with VCRS series of catalysts. Conversion

increased up to 8VCRS and further increase in vanadia loading to 10 wt.%

V205 reduced the conversion rate. However, phthalic anhydride selectivity was

found to be the same with 8 and IOVCRS

Table 7.4 shows the results of naphthalene oxidation over praseodymia

containing catalysts along with various silica supported vanadia catalysts.
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Table 7.4

Catalyst Conversion Selectivity (%)
(wt. %) PAN 2-Naphthol 1,4-Napqonep - _ - PRS 1.3 - 100 2VP 1.23 - 100 6VP 17.8 - 100 l0VP 1.2 - 82.4 17.6ZVPRS - - - 6VPRS - - - 

IOVPRS 2.3 - 58.1 41.8vs 53.6 11.3 - 88.6
6vRs‘* 77.9 91.9 - 11.9
6vsG‘* 78.2 94.7 - 5.3
$-5min,#-4h

Praseodymia catalysts exhibit a very different behaviour during

oxidation of naphthalene. P, 2 and 6VPRS did not respond to the oxidation

reaction under the set conditions. Any of the catalysts of VP and VPRS series

produced no phthalic anhydride during naphthalene oxidation. Among VP

series activity increased with vanadia loading to 6VP and then decreases for

IOVP. 2 and 6 VP produced only 2-naphthol while small amount of 1,4

naphthaquinone was observed with 10VP. IOVPRS produced 2-naphthol and

1,4-naphthaquinone as the oxidation products. V205 (V) oxidized 53.6 %

naphthalene within 5 minutes of reaction and gave 11.3 °/6 phthalic anhydride

and 88.6 % 1,4-naphthaquinone. Various silica (6VRS and 6VSG) supported
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vanadia catalysts show higher oxidation activity to produce phthalic anhydride

in high amount within 4 h of the reaction.

7.4 EFFECT OF LEACHING

In order to attain a better insight into the catalyst behaviour it is

important to check the heterogeneity during the reaction conditions”. Leaching

of active metal sites may occur during reactions and the enhanced catalytic

activity can arise from the presence of such homogeneous leached metal

species. The leaching of vanadium ions under reaction conditions from the

catalysts was verified by carrying out filtrate experiments. After l h of

reaction, the catalyst was filtered off while hot and the filtrate solution was

again used for the reaction without any further addition of the oxidant. Table

7.5 shows the results of leaching studies conducted with representative

catalysts.

Table 7.5

Catalyst Time/h Conversionmi(iwt.%) PAN (%)8vc ‘  12.6 80.2
Filtiate 1 14.8 81.2
8VCRS I/2 17.6 88.8
Filtrate 1 19.3 89.5

An enhancemem observed for the filtrate reaction indicates some of the

active vanadia sites may leach into the reaction during oxidation condition thus

enhancing the conversion rate. The use of 30 % H20; and acetonitrile as

solvent results considerable leaching in liquid phase reactions”. However the

phthalic anhydride selectivity remains more or less the same.
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7.5 REGENERATION AND STABILITY

The stability of the catalysts was tested by recycling experiments with

regenerated catalysts. The recycling experiments were carried out as follows.

After 2 h reaction, the catalyst was recovered by hot filtration, washed several

times with acetone, dried at 383 K overnight and calcined for 5 h at 773 K. The

recovered catalysts were reused for naphthalene oxidation under the same

reaction conditions. Table 7.6 displays the results obtained with regenerated

catalysts.

Table 7.6

Catalyst N Cycle Conversion (wt.%) I3 PAN (%)

8VC
1 26.2 82.32 23.3 81.2l 28.7 95.42 26.4 93.88VCRS

The activity of the reused catalyst was found to be lower than the fresh

catalyst as expected. It is attributed to the leaching of vanadium ions under the

reaction conditions thus reducing the catalytic activity. This is generally

observed with all liquid-phase reactions more predominantly with peroxide

catalyzed reaction in acetonitrile solvent“.

7.6 DISCUSSION

Selective oxidation reactions of aromatics are known to follow a Mars

van Krevelen mechanism35. The reaction pathways of arenes observed with

supported vanadia catalysts are dependent on the catalyst, substrate and all
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other reaction parameters. The structural relationship of supported vanadia

catalysts and behaviour in benzene and ethylbenzene oxidation was already

discussed in chapters 5 and 6. The catalytic redox cycle on ceria-supported

vanadia may be due to the redox cycle of cerium near vanadium; unlike the

most supported vanadia catalysts, which work on the redox cycle of vanadium

sites in accordance for ceria supported chromia catalysts“.

In naphthalene oxidation reaction, support materials shows completely

inactive nature. Hence, the activity enhancement reveals that the nature of

vanadium species and its different site isolations/coordination environments

may be responsible for the differences in the conversion/selectivity behaviour.

Catalytic activity of VC and VCRS series of catalysts exhibits the same pattem

while phthalic anhydride selectivity was more with VCRS catalysts. Small

amount of 2—naphthol was also produced with VC catalysts and selectivity to

this decrease as the vanadia loading increases. Among praseodymia catalysts,

VP series only exhibits considerable activity towards oxidation but no phthalic

anhydride was observed with these catalysts.

The structural characterization of supported catalysts by various

techniques such as XRD, FT-IR, FT-Raman and UV-vis DRS shows the

presence of highly dispersed vanadia on lower loading and formation of

CeVO4 as the vanadia loading increases to 10 wt.% V205. Lower loading

consists vanadia as tetrahedral V=O species while higher loading can lead to

formation of V-O-V species on the support surface. The EPR data of ceria

containing catalysts shows that the interaction of CeO2 with vanadia stabilizes

surface Ce“ sites, which inturn moderating the valence change ability of the
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Ce4+/Ce3+ pair, as well as blocking the corresponding V redox interplay.

Vanadium would moderate the liability of ceria oxygen sites. 29Si and 51V

MAS NMR studies suggest the formation of CeVO4 even with 6 wt.% vanadia

on ceria. However for CRS supported catalysts support envisages highly

dispersed V=O species up to 10 wt.% vanadia loading. VP and VPRS catalysts

contain pyrovanadate, PrxV2O7 groups as observed by powder XRD analysis.

The fonnation of silicate like SiO-Pr configuration was evidenced from 29Si

MAS NMR studies for VPRS catalysts.

As reported, hydrocarbon hydroxylation can occur via either Hatom

abstraction or the insertion of an oxygen atom of metallo-oxene into the C-H

bond with the intermediate formation of a penta coordinated carbon atom37'38.

Scheme 7.1 shows that 1,4-naphthaquinone was produced without requiring

naphthalene ring destruction while phthalic anhydride was subsequently

produced with ring rupture as reported by Bruckner et al.39 over vanadia

catalysts. Altematively, Linstromberg et al.40 reported that naphthalene could

be directly oxidized to phthalic anhydride during oxidation over vanadium

pentoxide catalyst, and can be easily converted to phthalic acid ester. They also

argued that naphthalene followed the similar pathways undertaken by benzene

during selective gas-phase oxidation. The catalytic activity of benzene and

naphthalene oxidations conducted in this work also results the same behaviour.

Present catalytic systems of ceria supported ones shows higher concentration

of phthalic anhydride suggesting that ring rupture route was most probable

over these catalysts. This is possible with the highly dispersed tetrahedral

vanadia species on the supports. Formation of CeVO4 at higher vanadia loading

results lower activity suggesting deactivation of catalysts. We have already
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shown that nature of solvent have an important role in oxidation reaction. The

presence of aprotic solvent may yield the naphthol products. According to

Khavasi et al.41 in protic solvents, high oxo intermediate produced quinonic

compounds but in aprotic solvent, phenolic compounds were produced from

peroxo active oxidant. Production of no phthalic anhydride with praseodymia

catalysts suggests these are not able to cause ring rupture thereby oxidizing the

aromatic ring. This low activity can be attributed to the difference in redox

property of praseodymia and ceria supported vanadia catalysts.

7.7 CONCLUSION

The liquid phase oxidation of naphthalene in acetonitrile is conducted

with H20; as oxidant._All the ceria supported vanadia catalyst prepared was

considerably active towards the oxidation, which produced phthalic anhydride

as the main product while praseodymia was less active and not produced

phthalic anhydride in any catalysts. High activity and phthalic anhydride

selectivity of ceria supported vanadia can arise from the presence of tetrahedral

vanadia species as evidenced in the case of benzene oxidation. Low activity

and no phthalic anhydride production over praseodymia catalysts suggest
different redox behaviour from that of ceria.

‘ ......................................................................................... ..§
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CHAPTER 8

OXIDATIVE DEHYDROGENATION OF E.

Abstract

The production of light olefins from alkanes separated from natural

gas, today largely available and cheap, is a desirable option to limit the

dependence from oil. This can be obtained through endothermic reactions such

as steam cracking and thermal catalytic dehydrogenation or through an

exothermic reaction such as oxidative dehydrogenation. However, several

problems still remain, such as the formation of coke on the catalyst,

thermodynamic constraints, and a large amount of wasted energy in the form

of excess steam. Energy saving and more economical dehydrogenation

processes are therefore desirable. For styrene synthesis, one of the ten most

important industrial processes, the exothermic oxidative dehydrogenation of

ethylbenzene is an elegant and promising reaction. Oxidative dehydrogenation

has attracted much since it can be operated at low temperatures and it is free

from equilibrium limitations. Oxidative dehydrogenation reactions also receive

great attention in the synthesis of valuable allcenes but, the finding of efiicient

catalysts with good olefin production is still a critical point and these

processes are still far from being widely used at industrial-scale.



Oxidative Dehydrogenation of E thyibenzene

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The utilization of relatively abundant and cheap alkanes in the chemical

industry is always desirable. In the transformation of alkanes into valuable

chemicals, selective oxidation is considered to be important. Styrene, one of

the most important basic chemicals mainly used as the monomer for the

production of different synthetic polymers, such as polystyrene, styrene

acrylonitrile and acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene is produced commercially by

dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene, using Fe-Cr-K as catalyst in the presence of

a large amount of superheated steam as a diluent and heat carrier at high

temperature of 550-650 °C. Small amounts of elements such as V, Mo, Ce, Co,

and Ca were added to improve catalyst performance. The schematic

representation of the ethylbenzene dehydrogenation is shown in scheme 8.1.

1-12-cH3 CH=CH2

+H2
ODH

Ethylbenzene styrene
Scheme 8.1

This commercial process is equilibrium limited and has high energy

consumption. Thus an altemative way is still being pursued. The advantage of

an oxidative dehydrogenation process in the presence of oxygen is that,

reaction is exothermic and it can be operated at lower temperaturesl. Since the

reaction would not be equilibrium limited and energy intensive, there is a

strong incentive for the development of an oxidative dehydrogenation pI‘OC6SS2.

Oxidative dehydrogenation process (ODH) is promising due to its

exothermic reaction, but such a process requires an active and selective
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oxidation stable catalyst. Among the catalysts reported for the ODH of

ethylbenzene includes metal oxides, supported oxides, phosphates and organic

polymers3‘6. An extensive body of work has been published, aiming at the

nature of the active phase and the role of promoters. Alumina is reported to be

an active catalyst for the ODH of ethylbenzene and other alkylbenzenes.

Moderate acid strength of silica-alumina, tin oxides and phosphates are

reported to be the key factor for the ODH reaction7. Among various metal

oxide incorporated alumina, the introduction of Fe2_O3 and Cr;;O3 considerably

enhanced the dehydrogenation activitys. According to Sugunan et al.9 the ODH

of ethylbenzene over rare earth promoted sulfated oxides exhibits better

activity compared to non-sulfated and sulfated tin oxide systems. Nicolas et

al.1° reported the catalytic use of onion- like carbon materials for styrene

synthesis by oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene.

Oxidative dehydrogenation of alkanes has been studied with various

vanadia based catalysts in presence of oxygenmz. VMgO was first reported to

be active and selective in the ODH of ethylbenzene”. For silica supported

vanadia catalysts, the very high activity at low surface coverage is attributed to

the highly dispersed species of (SiO)3V=O formed on the SiO2 surfacel4'16.

This suggested that the redox properties are operative during ODH of lower

alkanes since these surface species are more easily reducible than bulk phase.

Kung and co-workerslmo attributed magnesium orthovanadate (Mg;V;O8) as

the active phase in the ODH of propane, n-butane, and cyclohexane over

VMgO catalyst. Several metal orthovanadates have also been tested and found

to be quite active and studies have also focused on vanadia supported alumina

and titaniaz 1. Three factors, viz. (a) the presence of tetrahedral V04, (b) the
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absence of V=O double bonds and (c) the difference in meta-llic vanadates,

were pointed out to be responsible for the oxidative dehydrogenation

properties of VMgO catalysts. According to Albonetti et al.22 vanadium is a

key element for performing the oxidative dehydrogenation of propane to

propene. N20 was used as an oxidizing agent by Lopez Nieto et a1.23 for the

oxidative dehydrogentaion of nbutane and found higher selectivity for olefins

compared with molecular oxygen. Unsupported and alumina supported NiO

VZO5 are known as rather efficient catalysts for oxidative and non-oxidative

dehydrogenation of various hydrocarbonsm. According to Petrov et al.25 the

catalytic activity of binary NiO-V205 catalysts for ethylbenzene

dehydrogenation is due to predominantly V205 phase while other phases

catalyze mostly cracking and dealkylation reactions. The dehydrogenation

activity of supported vanadia catalysts is dependent upon both the nature of the

support and dispersion of the vanadium component on that support. Su et al.26

reported the first application of carbon nanotubes in the ODH of ethylbenzene.

Report stated that the catalytic activity shows only a minor dependence on the

oxygen concentration and activity and selectivity of the spz carbon is related to

the optimized distribution of sites required for the oxygen activation and basic

centers, where ethylbenzene adsorption takes place. Suzuki and coworkers”

reported that active carbon supported vanadium catalysts exhibit high catalytic

activity in ODH of ethylbenzene to give styrene in the presence of carbon

oxide. Oxidative dehydrogenation, ODH, of alkanes is a subject of an ever

growing interest as a source of cheap olefins for industrial applications and

supported vanadium oxides are suitable catalysts for the ODH of alkanes28'30_
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8.2 INFLUENCE OF REACTION CONDITION

To get an idea about the influence of reaction conditions on the

dehydrogenation activity and selectivity, the reaction was conducted by

varying different properties. IOVCRS was taken as a representative catalyst to

study the effect of properties viz. temperature, flow rate, air flow and time.

8.2.1 Effect of Temperature

The dependence of ethylbenzene dehydrogenation activity and

selectivity on the reaction temperature for the catalysts is shown in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1

Reaction conditions:- IOVCRS-500 mg, F low rate- 4

ml/h, Airflow- 120 ml/min and Time -3 h.

The ODH of ethylbenzene was conducted with air at temperature range

523-723 K over l0VCRS catalyst. Ethylbenzene conversion and styrene

selectivity increases with increase in temperature from 523 to 623 K. Further

increases in reaction temperature slightly reduced ethylbenzene conversion and

remain more or less constant throughout a period of 673-773 K. The decrease

in conversion can be attributed to the blocking of active sites of catalyst by
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coke formation. The rate of coke deposition during ethylbenzene ODH

depends on many factors among which reaction temperature is the crucial one.

Indeed, an excessively high operation temperature enhances the cracking side

reactions occurring on the acidic surface sites of the catalyst3l’32. The

selectivity of styrene increases with rise in temperature up to 623 K and

decreases thereafter. Since the fonnation of styrene by direct dehydrogenation

of ethylbenzene is an endothennic reaction (A H = 124.9 Kj/mol), it is more

favoured with high temperature33. Cracking products formation and deep

oxidation with increase in temperature could result in reduced styrene

selectivity at high temperature. From the study, 623 K was chosen for fiirther

performance of the reaction.

8.2.2 Effect of Air flow

The variations of dehydrogenation activity and selectivity of catalyst

with air flow is presented in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2

Reaction conditions:-10VCRS-500 mg, Temperature

623 K,F1ow Rate- 4rnlh'l and Time -3 ll.
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Dehydrogenation conducted in the absence of any air flow produced no

styrene. The conversion rate and styrene selectivity was found increasing with

increase in air flow rate reaches a maximum and then decreases. Supply of air

helps the reaction by supply of oxygen needed for H abstraction by reoxidizing

the catalyst. The surface adsorbed oxygen can improve the combustion of

hydrocarbon”. Increase in oxygen supply may result in complete oxidation

products and thus yield of liquid products decreases along with styrene

selectivity. In the supported vanadia catalysts, lattice oxygen is taking part in

dehydrogenation. Activity and selectivity towards ODH decided by the

average number of oxygen molecules that reacts with each hydrocarbon“.

Increase in air flow result in reduced oxygen molecules for reaction and

decreases conversion rate and selectivity considerably.

8.2.3 Effect of Feed flow rate

The results of effect of flow rate on ODH are shown in Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3
Reaction conditions:- IOVCRS-500 mg, Temperature-623 K,

Air flow- l2Omlmin'I, and Time-3 h.
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From Figure 8.3 it is shown that the conversion decreases with an

increase in the flow rate of ethylbenzene from 2 to 5 ml/h since the contact

time of the reactants with the catalyst surface reduces as the flow rate

increases. At small flow rate the contact time of the reactant on the catalyst

surface should be more. At higher flow rate of reactant, it will not get enough

time to adsorb on the catalyst surface and which results in reduced conversion

rate. High rate of ethylbenzene dehydrogenation at small flow rate (higher

contact time) results due to the higher probability of reactive adsorption.

Selectivity of styrene was increased with an increase in flow rate from 2 to 3

mlfh and maximum selectivity is observed for flow rate of 5 ml/h. At lower

flow rate, the possibility of product readsorption and the production of more

oxygenated products are probable which leads to less selectivity of styrene

since more amounts of byproducts toluene and benzene are produced with

increasing contact time37’38. Small styrene selectivity at low flow rate could

also be accounted for the thermal decomposition of ethylbenzene and styrene”.

Prevention of readsorption of styrene on catalyst surface can prevent the

formation of oxygenated products at high flow rate giving rise to styrene

selectively. The 3 ml/h was selected as the optimal flow rate for further

reaction to obtain high conversion rate with styrene selectively.

8.2.4 Effect of Time

Effect of time on reaction is an important factor in vapour phase

reactions. In figure 8.4 the conversion of ethylbenzene is plotted as a function

of time-on- stream.
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Reaction conditions:- l0VCRS~500 mg, Temperature-623 K,

Air flow-l20mlmin’l and Flow rate -3mlh'I.

Under the reaction conditions studied, the initial conversion rate and

styrene selectivity was high. Conversion is almost constant after an initial

period. However, with an increasing reaction period, the dehydrogenation rate

and styrene selectivity decreased gradually. After 6 h run, the conversion rate

and styrene selectivity was decreased considerably. The maximum styrene

selectivity obtained is 89.6%. The yellow coloured catalysts turned black after

the reaction period and could be regenerated after treatment at 773 K for 6h.

Reduction of metal ions on the catalysts surface can cause deactivation in

reaction“). The deposition of carbon on the catalyst surface also seems to be a

major cause of deactivation of the catalyst. Deposited carbon canbe burned off

by high temperature treatment“.

8.3 OXIDATIVE DEHYDROGENATION OVER CATALYSTS

The catalytic performances of all the catalysts prepared were monitored

in the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene and the results are discussed
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below. The selected conditions for the reaction to carry out are presented in

Table 8.1.

Table 8.1

Parameter 7 Selected condition

Catalyst/mg 500
Temperature/K 623
Air flow/m_lmin‘1 120

Flow rate/mlh“ 3
Time/h 3

Table 8.2 shows the results of the catalytic performance during the

dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene over VC series of catalysts.

Table 8.2

7 Se1ectivity(%)
Cata1Y5t c°11V°T5l°n (Wt-%) Styrene I Benzene5§Toluene 7C T  19.9  749.1   if HZVC 7.4 85 .9 17.14VC 9.6 82.8 l4.2
6VC 10.0 .
8VC 8.8
l0VC 8.4

72.4

77.6

79.2

27.6

22.4

20.8

The main product obtained by ethylbenzene dehydrogenation is styrene

with small amounts" of by-products such as benzene and toluene over all

catalysts. Mass balance calculation showed that the formation of total

oxidation products CO and CO2 under the studied reaction conditions is

negligible. This is attributed to the fonnation of stable dehydrogenated product
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styrene during the oxidation reaction of ethylbenzene. This phenomenon

already reported by Centi et al.42. The styrene preferentially adsorbed through

its C=C bond and oxygen is chemisorbed over Lewis acid sites. The interaction

of the olefinic double bond with the Lewis acid sites inhibits the oxygen

adsorption and reduces the oxygen availability on the surface. As a

consequence, the selectivity to carbon oxides is reduced.

Table 8.3 gives the catalytic perfonnance during the dehydrogenation

of ethylbenzene over VCRS series of catalysts.

Table 8.3

‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ T7 ‘ 7 Selectivity (5/0) T 7‘ 7 7'
Catalyst convers10n<~w.%> rsnene 1  l3enze7ne-TTb1iieiie

RS 7

CRS

ZVCRS

4VCRS

6VCRS

0.9

26.7

13.0

16.3

16.6

40.0

95.1

85.6

84.0

82.6

60.0

4.8

14.4

16

17.4

8VCRS

IOVCRS 16.8 89.4 10.6
16.7 86.3 13.7

Compared to ceria, CRS support exhibited higher conversion rate and

styrene selectivity. The supported vanadia catalysts exhibited higher styrene

selectivity than ceria. Among supported catalysts, CRS supported vanadia

exhibited higher conversion rate and styrene selectivity. As the vanadia loading

is increased, the conversion of ethylbenzene on VC series catalysts first

increases and then decreases. However, selectivity to styrene at the maximum
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conversion of 6VC is 72.3 %, which is low compared to other loading. The

activities of the CRS supported vanadia catalysts are higher than those of VC

series with higher styrene selectivity. Among these, initially the ethylbenzene

conversion increases slightly with the vanadia loading and remains the same

thereafter.

Table 8.4 shows the results of the catalytic activity during the

dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene with praseodymia containing catalysts.

Table 8.4

Selectivity (%)

cata1Y$t C°nV91'5i°11(W'[-%) *0 Styrene K iBenzene+lToluene7 P 15.9 78.5 21.5PRS 12.2 93.8 6.3
2VP 26.5
6VP 19.0
10VP 21.2

2VPRS 10.9
6VPRS 16.8
10VPRS 9.2V 37.4
6VRS 29.6
6VSG 19.7

87.6

83.6

91.2

94.8

90.2

96.8

21.8

71

71.4

12.4

16.4

8.9

5.2

9.8

4.2

78.2

29.0

28.6

The relation of the conversion of ethylbenzene on praseodymia

containing catalysts shows a different pattem. PRS produced styrene

selectively than praseodymia. When praseodymia was promoted with SiO 2,

these catalysts exhibited higher conversion rate and styrene selectivity than
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ceria containing catalysts. Further more, styrene selectivity reached nearly 90

% with these supported vanadia catalysts. Among VP series catalysts,

dehydrogenation rate decreases from 2VP to 6VP and then increases for l0VP.

Styrene selectivity decreases up to 6VP and then enhanced for l0VP.

For comparison, the reaction was conducted also with V205 and various

silica supported vanadia. V205 exhibits high conversion rate while styrene

selectivity is very low. It produced more amounts of oxygenated products.

Among 6VRS and 6VSG, VRS shows high conversion rate with similar

styrene selectivity as that of 6VSG.

8.4 REGENERATION AND STABILITY

Regeneration and stability of the catalyst were tested over selected

catalysts. Coke deposition must be the reason for the deactivation of catalysts

under vapour phase reaction conditions. Other reasons include promoter’s loss

or redistribution, ion reduction and physical degradation“. Influence of time

on dehydrogenation reaction show that after 6 h the catalytic activity along

with styrene selectivity is reduced. Procedure for the stability study was chosen

as follows. After dehydrogenation reaction for 6 h at 623 K, flow of reactant

feed and air were stopped. Catalyst was allowed to stay in the reactor itself.

Temperature was increased to 773 K, the calcination temperature of the

catalyst. Under this condition, catalyst was allowed to stay within the reactor

for 10 h in the presence of nitrogen flow. ODH of ethylbenzene conducted

later show the same activity as that of fresh catalysts suggesting that catalysts

can be regenerated witlnut loss in activity.
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8.5 DISCUSSION

There are two different kinds of oxidation reactions such as oxygen

insertion reaction and oxidative dehydrogenation. In the case of oxides of

vanadium, they possess catalytic activity for both oxidation reactions. However

it is very difficult to control the selectivity between these two reactions since in

some cases, they promote oxygen insertion and in other cases promote

oxidative dehydrogenation. The selectivity varies according to the nature of

reactants and products. Oxidation is performed by a redox cycle of metal oxide

catalysts and, as a result, the oxidation activity is dependent on the redox

action, that is, a pair of reducibility and reoxidizability of metal oxide“.

However, it is hard to understand satisfactorily the selectivity of catalysts in an

oxidation reaction only by the redox properties. It has long been postulated that

the catalytic activity and selectivity of an oxide in selective oxidation is related

to the reduction rate of the oxide. Over an oxide, which is very difficult to

reduce, the activity will be low for an oxide, which is very easy to reduce the

activity is high but the selectivity low. An active and selective catalyst should

have an intennediate ease of reduction“.

It is known that surface acidity and basicity of a catalyst play an

important role in partial oxidation and oxidative dehydrogenation“. This was

reviewed by Corina et al.47 It has been reported that the activation of olefins in

partial oxidation and ODH occurs on acid sites of a catalyst surface. The

strength of acid sites influences the strength of binding of a reagent to an active

site. According to Tsybukh et al.48 the surface acidity of catalysts play an

important role in the ODH of ethylbenzene over Fe-Bi-Mo-O catalysts.

Supported vanadium oxides are among the most important heterogeneous
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catalysts for the vapor-phase oxidation of alkylaromatics, alcohols, and

alkenes. In this type of catalysts the nature of metal oxide support plays an

important role modulating the nature of V species and the catalytic behavior

for oxidation reactions. Vanadium dispersion (related to the loading and the

nature of the support) and acidity of the catalyst are the main factors to be

considered. A correlation between the isoelectric point (acij-base character) of

the support and the photoluminescence of V=O groups has been recently

found. Acidity determination evidenced that vanadia addition could impart

more munber of acid sites for ceria containing catalysts while number of acid

sites was reduced for praseodymia catalysts. Thus a correlation between ODH

activity and acid-base properties is very difficult. The physical and chemical

characteristics are reflected in the catalytic performance of catalysts.

Characterization of the prepared catalysts by various complimentary

techniques such as XRD, EDX, TG/DTG/DTA, FT-IR, FT-Raman, UV-vis

DRS, solid state MAS NMR and TPR are presented in chapter 4. Studies show

that structure of VOX species on the supports are differentand depends on the

nature of the support and amount of vanadia loading. The variation of

ethylbenzene dehydrogenation activity with vanadia loading in the presence of

air in tables 8.1 and 8.2 reveals that the impregnated vanadia phase on the

support is positively affecting the reaction. The CRS supported catalysts gives

better performance for the reaction than the ceria supported catalyst with the

same vanadia content, since vanadia is more homogeneously distributed over

the high surface area amorphous CRS support. High conversion in activity

observed for VCRS series catalysts can be attributed to the high dispersion of
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vanadia on the support. In these catalysts conversion rate remains more or less

constant while styrene selectivity found decreasing initially and then increases.

For VC catalysts, the activity initially increases with vanadia loading

and then decreases. The maximum activity appears at a vanadia loading of 6

wt.%, corresponding to monolayer surface coverage of vanadia on the ceria

support, whereas the activity of the catalysts levels off at higher loading

attributed to the formation of orthovanadate crystallites. This indicates that

structure and dispersion of supported phase is related to the dehydrogenation

reactivity. Initially styrene selectivity decreased up to 6 wt. % loading and then

increased. Juarez Lopez et 211.49 concluded that the presence of free vanadium

and nickel oxides in the alumina supported MVSb catalysts negatively

influenced the selectivity over the dehydrogenation of ethane. According to

Daniell et also in the study of catalytic activity of VOX-CeO; catalysts for

ODH of propane, 6 wt.% V0,;-CeO2 displayed highest activity and selectivity

towards propene. It is attributed to amorphous VOX surface species and higher

loadings displayed deactivation due to CeVO4 phase formation with reduced

surface area. Lopez Nieto et al.51 have summarized that the coordination

number, the aggregation state of vanadium oxide surface species and the

presence of acid-base sites are important factors in the selectivity of ODH

reactions over vanadia catalysts. It was reported for V-Sb catalysts that

reoxidation is the rate-limiting step and both metals in the bulk participate in

the solid reoxidation mechanism”. It is also reported in the literature that

limiting step in alkane oxidation or ODH is the H-abstraction” .

In the present case, X-ray diffraction pattern of VC series of catalysts

show that the formation of orthovanadate starts with 6 wt.% loading and results
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in high aggregated crystallites with further increase in vanadia loading. VCRS

catalysts also exhibited the similar behaviour from NMR studies. BET surface

area measurements displayed a lowering in surface area with increasing

vanadia loading. UV-vis spectroscopy suggests that vanadia exists as

monomeric vanadium (V) species with tetrahedral coordination at lower

loading and indicates progressive condensation of vanadia species with

increasing vanadia loading. Spectroscopic techniques evidenced the fonnation

of orthovanadate structure for higher vanadia loading on the cen'a support. The

reducibility of the ceria containing catalysts show a shift in Tmax to lower

temperature (Tmaxg) with an increase in vanadia loading from 2 to 6 wt. %.

Various characterization results suggests that monomeric tetrahedral VOX

species are predominant on the V205/CeO;_ catalysts at lower loading, while

complete consumption of V205 occurs to form CeVO4 as the loading increases

to 10 wt. % V205.

The relationship observed between dehydrogenation rate and vanadia

loading of VC catalysts can be explained on the basis of dispersion and

aggregation of vanadia species. The activity for the catalysts with lower

loading is the lowest since monomeric vanadia species predominant on this

catalyst, are less active. Generally, an oxidation reaction involves the

oxidationreduction cycles of easily reducible centers. V205/CeO;_ catalysts

consists of two redox centers viz. Ce3+/Ce“ and V“/\/5+. The V-O-Support

species appear to be more difficult to reduce than V-O-V or V=O sites in

polymeric species. Thus reducibility of the catalysts increases with an increase

in vanadia loading up to a limit of monolayer coverage. The activity decreases

when a multilayer of polymerized \/5+ species is formed on the support surface
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at higher vanadia loading, which prevents the accessibility of the reactants to

all of the active vanadium sites. Hence the maximum conversion rate is

observed at intennediate surface densities corresponding to highly dispersed

vanadia on the support. It was already reported that the activity for the ODH of

ethane and propane over vanadia catalysts supported on MgO A1203, and ZrO;

depend on the structure of the V0,, overlayer54. The observed selectivity also

reveals that monomeric V5+ species are better suited for the dehydrogenation of

ethylbenzene since the maximmn styrene selectivity is observed at the lower

vanadia loading. Styrene selectivity decreases with increase in vanadia loading.

The more reducible the catalyst, less selective the supported system. For all the

supported vanadium oxide catalysts, the vanadium loading is a parameter of

paramount importance in the catalytic activity of the solid. As the vanadium

loading increases, aggregation occurs, thus, varying the nature of the vanadium

species and their catalytic properties. For instance, for the catalytic behavior of

Y-alumina supported vanadium oxide for the oxidative dehydrogenation of

ethane and n-butane, it has been observed that the activity for dehydrogenation

increases as the vanadium loading, while the selectivity toward alkene

formation reaches a maximum at 3-4 Wt %. Apparently, the highest propene

yields require of a solid containing redox sites of adequate potential combined

with strong Lewis acid sites and mild basic sites“. These findings seem to be

in agreement with the operation of a Mars and van Krevelen mechanism, that

requires the combination of these three types of sites. Vislovskiy et al. reported

high activity and selectivity over various vanadia-alumina catalysts in

dehydrogenation of EB to styrene with CO2. Redox behavior of V205 played a

key role in the dehydrogenation. Among several additives, antimony oxide has
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been observed to improve catalyst stability as well as catalytic activity to

produce styrene. Characterization revealed that the addition of the antimony

oxide led to an easier redox cycle between fully oxidized and reduced

vanadium Sp6Ci6S56.

Praseodymia containing catalysts exhibited high conversion rate as well

as styrene selectivity under the reaction conditions studied. According to

Ruiqiang et al.57 high C2 selectivity and yield were observed with SrF2/Pr6O11

catalysts than Pr6O11 in oxidative coupling of methane at high temperature.

This is correlated to the decrease in secondary deep oxidation due to reduced

mobility of lattice oxygen and the surface concentration of Pr” ion as well as

the dispersion of F’ on the surface of the SrF2 promoted Pr6O11 catalysts.

Influence of lanthana, ceria, praseodymia and neodymia incorporation into

molybdena-alumina systems were studied towards ODH activity by Kim et

211.58. They concluded that praseodymia has the maximum effect among these

lanthanide oxides. Among various rare earth orthovanadates (PrVO4, ErVO4,

GdVO4, DyVO4, NdVO4, TbVO4, LuVO4 and HoVO4) studied towards ODH of

propane, PrVO4, EIVO4, GdVO4, DyVO4, NdVO4 gave high propene selectivity.

The difference in catalytic activities of the orthovanadates is related to its

redox properties. Higher propene selectivity of the latter catalysts indicated

easier reducibility by TPR analysis”. In VP and VPRS series catalysts, the

amount of V obtained from EDX measurements show high values compared to

ceria containing catalysts. BET surface area values of the former were found to

be lower. Thus formation of polymeric V-O-V species is predominant with

these catalysts. According to Sakurai et al.6O at low loadings, only isolated V04

species were dispersed over the MgO support, whereas for higher loading,
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polymeric species with bridging V-O-V oxide ions fomiing MgV2O6 and

MgV2O7 are formed. The degree of polymerization of vanadate species

increases with loading over praseodymia catalysts, which results in high

styrene selectivity. The praseodymia catalysts produced styrene selectively

than ceria containing ones. However, among catalysts, CRS supported vanadia

exhibits comparatively higher activity than PRS supported vanadia catalysts.

Solid state MAS NMR studies reveal that, only CeVO4 formation is favourable

with CRS support while compounds of SiO2 and PrxOy is fonned over PRS

support. Thus PrXV2O5 can easily replace Si in place of Pr. Such species result

in non reducible phases which in turn decrease the dehydrogenation activity“.

8.6 CONCLUSION

The catalytic behaviour of rare earth oxides supported vanadia catalysts

in the oxidative dehydrogenation ethylbenzene has been studied with air as the

oxidant. Styrene was produced as the main product and styrene selectivity of

all the supported catalysts found to be above 75%, but the activity of the

catalysts differs from one another. The adsorption of styrene in the ODH of

ethylbenzene inhibits the oxygen che misorption at surface Lewis active sites,

thus total oxidation of hydrocarbon molecule is controlled and the selectivity to

total oxidation products decreases. The ehylbenzene dehydrogenation activity

depends on the vanadia loading, nature of vanadia over the supports etc. The

different catalytic activities of the rare earth supported catalysts can be related

to their redox properties as well as to the surface properties of the catalysts.

Presence of easily reducible polymeric vanadia species in praseodymia

catalysts results in higher styrene selectivity than ceria supported catalysts.

‘ .............................................................................. ...
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CHAPTER

Abstract

Heterogeneous catalysis is one of the most important processes in the

petroleum and the chemical industries. Today, almost 70% of all chemicals

that are produced have been in contact with a catalyst somewhere in their

synthesis process. This number stresses the importance of the role of catalysis

in the chemical industry. Without a catalyst, processes are less clean and

sometimes impossible to perform. To be able to screen‘ catalysts at high

throughput will dramatically improve performance and reduce costs. With this

background the main building blocks of the present venture includes

preparation, characterization and catalytic activity of supported vanadia

catalysts. Rare earth oxides ceria and praseodymia were used as the support

material. Silica synthesized fiom rice husk has been used as a promoter for the

support materials inorder to enhance the surface and catalytic properties.

Catalysts were successfully utilized in industrially important oxidation of

aromatics after a detailed investigation of physico-chemical characteristics by

various instrumental techniques.
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9.1 SUMMARY

Selective oxidation is a very important industrial process that is used to

manufacture a variety of chemicals. Vanadium pentoxide catalysts are widely

used as the selective catalysts for the oxidation of aromatic hydrocarbons.

Various promoters are frequently added to vanadium pentoxide.to improve the

selectivity and activity to produce the desired products. In search of active

catalysts one starts with simple oxides and looks for possible in terms of

composition and sample preparation methods. The utilization of silica from an

agrowaste rice husk in catalysis is very promising in the era of green chemical

world. The development for ecologically friendly technologies is certainly one

of the major present goals of research in chemistry. This is especially true in

the field of oxidation of organic compounds where there is an urgent need to

replace highly effective but wasteful and toxic stoichiometric oxidants with a

more preferred technology based on catalytic oxygen transfer using ‘clean’

oxygen donors such as hydrogen peroxide.

Chapter 1 dealt with a brief literature review on catalysis by supported

vanadia oxides and rare earth oxides. The role played by vanadia catalyst in

chemical transformation processes is described. The attempts for the

production of silica from an agrowaste rice husk and its current application are

also discussed in detail.

In chapter 2 the importance of heterogeneous catalytic oxidation

together with various mechanisms are discussed. It also envisages the redox

behaviour of ceria and praseodymia due to its lattice defect structure and the

importance of redox catalysis played by vanadia.
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Chapter 3 focused on the building block chemicals of present thesis

work and the various instrumental techniques adopted for the characterization

of all the catalysts prepared. The preparation methods of catalysts are

discussed in detail. The experimental procedures used for the oxidation activity

of aromatics along with gas chromatograph analysis conditions are also

presented in the same chapter.

Chapter 4 described in detail the results of various characterization

methods applied for the surface as well as bulk characterization of supports

and supported vanadia catalysts. Surface characterization was done by BET

surface area and pore volume analysis, crystal nature by X-ray diffraction and

chemical composition from energy dispersive X-ray analysis. Thermal

analysis, TGA/DTA was confirmed the thermal stability. Surface morphology

was collected on scanning electron microscope. Infonnation regarding the

coordination and oxidation state of the vanadia and rare earth metal ions is

obtained from UV-vis DRS. Various spectroscopic technique have been

applied to discriminate between the surface and bulk structures on the

supported oxides. Vibrational absorption by FT-IR helped to confinn the

structure assignments together with FT-Raman spectroscopy which was used

to identify changes in the snucture of dispersed V205 in dependence on its

loading and the nature of the support. EPR measurements investigated the

influence of vanadia loading on the coordination ‘geometry of vanadium oxide

structures and the electron delocalization of rare earth oxides supported

vanadia catalysts under room and liquid nitrogen temperatures. Solid-state

nuclear magnetic resonance methods (29 Si and 51V MAS NMR) illustrated the

difference in local environment of a nucleus under study and suited for the
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structural analysis of various Si-O-Si units and surface vanadium oxide phases

mainly the existence of CeVO4 respectively. Redox behaviour of the catalysts

was examined by TPR using hydrogen. TPD of ammonia together with

cyclohexanol decomposition gave surface acidic properties.

Chapter 5 dealt with the activity of the catalysts tested towards liquid

phase benzene oxidation reaction. The oxidation was conducted under a

condition after checking the influence of various reaction parameters such as

temperature, catalyst weight, solvent and volumes of substrate, solvent and

oxidant in order to get product selectively with high yield. The activity and

selectivity of the supported catalysts was correlated to the difference in

structural species as observed by characterization techniques.

In chapter 6 the activity of the catalysts tested towards liquid-phase

ethylbenzene oxidation reaction is presented. Reaction was conducted in a

selected condition after verifying the influence of reaction parameters in detail.

The product formation and selectivity could correlate with the difference in

structural properties associated with vanadia catalysts supported on various

support materials.

Chapter 7 describes the oxidation activity of catalysts for naphthalene

as substrate in liquid phase. Influence of reaction parameters like temperature,

solvent, catalyst weight and volume of acetonitrile, H20; and naphthalene were

also tested. Catalytic activity was correlated with the structural environment of

by various species obtained by characterization techniques.

In chapter 8 the activity of the catalysts in oxidative dehydrogenation of

ethylbenzene done was explained. Catalytic activity and selectivity of all the
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catalysts were conducted at selected conditions after optimization of reaction

conditions in order to get products selectively with high conversion rate.

Chapter 9 illustrates the summary, conclusion and future outlook of the

present thesis work.

9.2 CONCLUSION

The major conclusions that can be drawn from the present thesis work

are the following;

High surface area amorphous silica with high purity could be prepared

from rice husk by an acid leaching process. Application of this silica as

promoter of rare earth oxides ccria and praseodymia improved the surface area

and dispersion properties.

Supported vanadia prepared with various wt. % of V205 (2\-10) on silica

promoted rare earth oxides and rare earth oxides.

Structural and physico-chemical characterization of catalysts were carried

out with different techniques like XRD, EDAX, BET SA, TGA/DTG/DTA,

SEM as well as spectroscopic techniques such as UV-vis DRS, FT-IR, FT

Raman, EPR, 29st and “v MAS NMR. Acidity obtained by TPD-NH; and

vapour phase cyclohexanol decomposition and redox behaviour by TPR-H2_

Catalytic activity of catalysts was tested towards oxidation of aromatics

such as benzene, ethylbenzene and naphthalene in liquid phase with H20; as

oxidant and CH3CN as solvent. Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene

tested in vapour phase with air as the oxidant.
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Silica promoted rare earth oxides and vanadia on those supports exhibited

relatively high surface area. Chemical composition gave an idea about the

atom % of V loaded. XRD pattern results cubic form of ceria and praseodymia.

For low vanadia loading, highly dispersed vanadia species on the support

surface obtained. As vanadia loading exceeds monolayer coverage, fonnation

of orthovanadate type structure evidenced for ceria support alone while this

phase is highly dispersed over the silica promoted supports owing to its higher

surface area and peaks obtained only after high temperature treatment.

In praseodymia containing catalysts, higher loading introduced the

fomiation of pyrovanadate type structure.

Coordinatively unsaturated V-oxides sites and oxygen vacancies are the

locations for oxidation of aromatics. High oxidation activity of ceria containing

catalysts can be related to the high reducibility and structure of vanadia on the

support. Higher dispersion provides the necessary isolation of active sites,

which is one fundamental factor in selective oxidation.

Lower oxidative dehydrogenation activity of ceria systems is caused by the

progressive formation of ceriurnorthovanadate.

The activity behaviour of praseodymia containing catalysts in oxidation

reactions is found very different from that of ceria supported vanadia.

Rice husk can pose as a potential alternative for supported catalysts

systems since it has high silica content and replace the conventional silica due

to its enhanced properties like small particle size and high specific surface

area.
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FUTURE OUTLOOK

Structural properties and catalytic activity studies of rare earth oxides

need more insight. Other transition metal oxides supported rare earth oxides

can be studied in the same way. Application of rice husk silica to other metal

oxides as a promoter is an interesting and promising approach since it can

impart an amorphous nature and high surface area. Since the activity of few

oxidations of aromatics were only estimated, further research is needed to

obtain the more accurate catalytic route into the mechanism of reaction over

the studies on supported vanadia catalysts. The study can be extended to other

metal oxides especially to redox centre oxides.
~
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